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O A Ken Bass
""N"* C'*"*V " ' Operaton & Maintenance Support Services'

[ Senior Project Engineer

Performed daily monitoring of riskEDUCATION -

significant and non-risk significant
B. S., Technical Service to industry 1983 system performance.

Performed detailed cause determinationThomas Edison State College -

and identified appropriate corrective
Three years study towards a B.S. In Mechanical action plan.

Assisted in development of a trainingEngineering ig66196g -

Stevens Institute of Technology program for operators, maintenance
supervisors, and technical staff and

Obtained Senior Reactor Operator Certification provided training.
Served in an advisory capacity to theGPU Nuclear Corporation -

Station Maintenance Rule Coordinator.
Served on the Maintenance TrainingPROFICIENCIES -

Curriculum co nmittee.
Over twenty five years experience in the
operation and maintenance of power plants. GPU Nuclear Corp., Oyster Creek Nuoleer
Extensive field experience. Extensive Generating Station, Forked River, NJ

O experience in the coordination of maintenance
and operation of a Boiler Reactor Unit. Manager Component Maintenance-

Obtained and maintained a Senior Reactor Team. Responsible for the upgrade of
Operator Certification. Responsibility for the Preventive Maintenance Program and
introduction of new technologies and implementation of NRC Maintenance
management methods. In depth knowledge of Rule. (1992 - 1996)
numerous programs including Predictive and -
Preventive Maintenance, inservice Testing, Manager Plant Engineeling. Spedal-

Appendix J Testing and Maintenance Rule. assignment to process reengineering
Extensive training in Root Cause Analysis and team responsible for the redesign of the
Process Analysis (Process re-engineering), corporations budgeting and long range
Proficient in Microsoft Access. Excel, and Word. planning processes. (1992)

"

Manager- Plant Engineering.-

EXPERIENCE Responsible for the site wide
performance monitoring / predictive

Maine Yankee (October 1996 May 1997) _

maintenance program. (1991 - 1992)

Manager- Special Projects, PlantPerformed independent --

assessments / oversight of Matedr1 Department. Assigned to the
comprehensive Maintenance Rule Plant Operations Department while
program. obtaining Senior Reactor Operator
Developed procedures necessary to Certification. (198g 19g1)-

implement the Maintenance Rule.
Manager- Production / Maintenance.

O
-

Managed the construction section during

Pagei
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d& Ken sais|

'

*$ W'" Operaton & Maintenance Support Services
/J Senior Project Engineer

|

|
an extensive refueling outage. Managed
the Maintenance Department induding
craft and planning personnel. (1986 -
1989

Supervisor Mechanical Engineer.-

Provided technical support of
maintenance activities for all Mechanical
components - a Nuclear Power Plant.
(1982 1986)

; Public Service Electric and Gas Company,
Newark, NJ

Mechanical Engineer. Provided-

technical support to fossil and nuclear
generating stations fcr large overhauls,
special maintenance retrofits and
modifications. Supported the start up of
two nuclear generating stations. (1970 -
1980)
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

t'euoerH M.3 Ass SA(24tDJT4 LuoDV
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit llCAVP [() does % does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have M do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. K l have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.;

,

-() I have been provinusly employed by NNECO or some ofits predecessors. (State the nature of,

| the employment.)
|

2. K l have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
1 Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. K1 have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. M l have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
Le + ahir4M, the nuc!sar steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (n % /uA,(

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.).

' 5 %l, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE f - ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Q fcourra M.1 ASS Soemtr/ Lunc,v
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. K Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employett by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

'

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subjed
Millstone unit's AE f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

A. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

% ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 if yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

'jdNO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 if yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

%NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

K|A72- - e/n n
9 xnature oatt *

In the eteve statements, me term 'employotf is construed to mean any form of employment, either erect, es e corwector, or es e
autmontractor. The term 'immedets femdy' indudes the interviewee's children, stopctuidren, spouse, parents. etapparents,
mother vWow, isthergn 4ew, truthorsarWow, setenNrWow, or any person IMng with the interviewee.

__
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YADUVIR SINGH,
,

Nuclear Dhision i

Senior Structural Engineer
V

EDUCATION Mr. Singh's assignments have included the
design and analysis of containment she!! and

Carleton University (Canada) . M.S. Structural Internal structures for static, dynamic, seismic,
<

l

Engineering 1970 and thermal loads for all PWR containments
engineered by Sargent & Lundy since 1970,

Banaras Hindu University (India) 0.S. Civil including seven major nuclear generating units
Engineering - 1968 of both the BWR and PWR type.

REGISTRATIONS Mr. Singh has extensive experience in dynamic
analysis, including seismic, BWR pool hydro.

Professional Engineer lilmois dynamics, and pipe breaks of nuclear generating
Structural Engineer . Illinois stations. He has also been extensively involved

in preparing safety analysis reports and
PROFICIENCIES responding to related questions from the NRC

staff.
Seismic analysis and Seismic Qualification Utility

Group (SQUG) plant evaluation In addition to participating in a substantial
hessurized water reactor (PWR) plant structures portion of the design of the plants listed below,
Boiling water reactor (BWR) plant structures Mr. Singh has also been involved in dynamic
Fossil plant structures analysis and design 4 elated issues for various

other plants, including Commomvealth Edison
RESPONt IBILITIES Company's Dresden. Quad Cities, and Zion

t stations. This has enabled him to get involved in
Mr. Singh is rcsponsible for supervising the work a variety of seismic analysis and design
of a group of engineers in the structural analysis considerations of operating plants and sharpen
and design of nuclear power plants. He works his judgment in the dynamic analysis of
with interdepartmental personnel, clients, structures and seismic evaluation of
contractors in the field, and the Nuclear components. Mr. Singh has completed a SQUG
Regulatory Commission (NRC) on structural walkdown for equipment qualification at the
licensing safety-related problems. As a senior Zion Station, a cable tray walkdown and training
engineer, he also provides technical guidance at Public Service Electric and Gas Company's
and training for the engineers, and reviews Salem Station, and SQUC A-46 and seismic
calculations and drawings for technical individual plant evaluation training.
adequacy.

Mr. Singh's experience at Sargent & Lundy
EXPERIENCE includes resolution of construction problems

related to the steel liner, post tensioning, and
Mr. Singh has 24 years of experience in the concrete containment and internal structures,
structural analysis and design of nuclear. and He has also actively participated in the
fossikfueled generating stations. He recently performance of the structuralintegrity tests for
completed an assignment in Korea for the PWR and BWR containments,
design of the containment structure, and
construction and licensing interface, for Korea Mr. Singh has conducted special training courses
Electric Power Corporation's Yonggwang nuclear at Portland Cement Association for NRC
station, Units 3 and 4. Inspectors on code requirements for

containment design. He participates in seminars

O
Page 1
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t

., YADUVIR SINGH
Nuclear Division

O Senior Structural Engineer

at Portland Cement Association and Nuclear SAC Electric Companye

Society ANS 2.2 and 2.10 committee meetings Advance Technology Center.-

on containment design, seismic instrumentation Senior Engineer. Test facility. (1992 to,

'

requirements, and post seismic evaluation of 1993)
nuclear generating stations.

Northem States Power*
in addition to nuclear generating station

,

Monticello, nuclear, S69 MW. '
-

'

experience, Mr. Singh has worked oa the Senior Engineer. Condenser lining
structural design of material handling systems for modification. (1992)

. fossil power plants. His specific experience
i includes: Public Serdce Electric and Gas Company*

Hope Creek, nuclear,1117 MW.-

Pl. ANT DESIGN Senior Engineer. Uquid hydrogen facility.
(1992)

Commonwealth Edison Company*

Dresden 2 and 3, nuclear,810 MW Xorea Electric Power Corporation- e

each; Yonggwang 3 and 4, nuclear,1000 MW-

Quad Cities 1 and 2, nuclear,828 MW each.-

each. Senior Engineer. (1988 to 1992)
Senior Structural Engineer. (1993 to
present) Illinois Power.

} Clinton 1, nuclear,990 MW.-

Braidwood 2, nuclear,1175 MW. Senior Engineer / Supervising Engineering
-

Senior Engineer. (1987 to 1988) Specialist. (1979 to 1987)

Dresden 2 and 3, nuclear,810 MW PSI Energy- .

each; Marble Hill I and 2, nuclear,1175 MW-

Quad Cities 1 and 2, nuclear,828 MW each (cancelled).
-

each; Senior Engineering Specialist. (1975 to
Zion 1 and 2, nuclear,1098 MW each, 1978)

-

Senior Engineer. Miscellaneous nuclear
projects. (1975 to 1987) Various clientse

Miscellaneous fossil projects.-

Carroll County 1 and 2, nuclear, Structural Engineer. (1970 to 1972)-

1192 MW each (cancelled).
Supervising Engineering Specialist. (1978 MEMBERSHIP
to 1979)

American Nuclear Society ANS Committee 2.2
Byron 1 and 2/Braidwood 1 and 2, and 2.10 " Seismic Instrumentation and Post-

-

nuclear,1175 MW each. Seismic Evaluation of Nuclear Power Plants"
Engineerin3 pecialist. (1973 to 1975)S

HONORS
LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1132 MW-

each. Structural Engineers Association of Illinois
Engineer, (1972 to 1973) Certificate of Honor for the award-winning

Clinton Mark lli Containment

Page 2
248 %
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Conertive Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

Ya.eitvev- Swh sed k dWb/
Proposed Consultant ConsultantYEmployer /
My participation in the Millstone UnN ICAVP [( ) does % does not] involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be

'

reviewmg and I [( ) have p$ v, not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP.- In addNion

:1. % 1 have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. p i have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
l Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. K l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Soard of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of Interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a c.onflict ofinterest.

4. p I have not been >reyiously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect enginew (AE)
( A. t&> ea aT*H, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( RhthL*E
or any of their prodocessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstbhe unit.

() I have been previously employed,by the sub oct Millstone unit's AE ( d z d 'M 5' ),
-D *), or one or more of their prodocessors

'

the NSSS vendor ( - = = . -

associated with design or coHetruction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.),

I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests5.
funds, stc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I db. 4 W(stocks, bonds, mutualw .1, or the
NSS$ vendorI woh8- ),

v
( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual

funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstcne unit's AE I ),orthe
NSSS vendor ( ' ^ W 7/a/97 1

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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kc|vth'Sim,7f Squi gL Luoc|4
Proposed ConsuitWnt Cornultant's Employer

6. % Members of my immediate family are not employed by g""ECthe subje::t Millstone unit's AEIM* 4 We45b ), or the NSSS vendor ( * I <-- ) associated with
det!gn or construction of the subject Millstone unrt. V

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. % My close talatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO the ubject
Millstone unit's AE ( Jb d WekO ), or the NSSS vendor ( 4* s ,- mu )
in a management capacity. V

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

%NO ( ) YES. Explain.

| g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
t

your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstnne unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

| % NO
( ) YES. Explain,

i

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

%NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

O =>a W*7alviv' SimW
7/to/97

u o *-, r-

in me atmo statements, the term ' employed * la construed to mean any form et emp oymett other direct, es e contractor, or es e
subcontrocar The term *1mmeGete femdy* Incdudes the inestviewee's cruidrert. stopchudren. spouse, parents, stepperents.
mother.n4ew, tether wHow, brothers o4ew, setenHrWow, or any person IMng with the meetwowse

i
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O ed RICHARD PLENIEWICZ
"D ""' NUCLEAR PROJECT ENGINEERING

>

7 CONSULTANT

EDUCATION
Comed, Quad Cities Nuclear station.

University of Illinois, BS Electrical Engineering, Site Vice President (19931994)1973 Newly created position with responsibility for
managing operations, as well as design
engineering, construction, quality assurance

PROFICIENCIES and human resource functions that previously
reported to corporate.

Senior executive witn a progressive background Reversed declining operations by improving-

in engineering, operations and management in standards and safety,

the nuclear industry. Exceptional ability to - _ Challenged staff to identify and resolve long
l

manage the safe, reliable and cost effective standing issues
genomtion of electricity, Solid industry Successfully resolved the longest standing-

reputation for building effective teams and equipment deficiency
profitable operations. Ucensed Senior Reactor Led a major assessment of plant conditions-

Operator, with participation from the station, corporate

Ox and consultants
EXPERIENCE

Comed, Byron Nuclear Station.

Mr. Pleniewicz's experience includes the Station Manager (19731992)
following: Transitioned the operation from start up to

world wide recognition (Intemational Atomic
Westinghouse Electric (on-loan) Energy Agency)..

Assistant to General Manager, Utility O&M Led department heads in establishing high-

Program (1994-1996) energy, focused team. Recogni;:ed as a
Selected by Westinghouse Electric to good practice by INPO (industry peer review
partner with senior management to group).
strengthen customer focus and processes Achieved top quartile ranking of low cost-

throughout the division producers.
Conducted on-site visits and interacted Attained highest degree of nuclear safety as- -

with utility managers to identify needs recognized by #1 rating from INPO and the
and challenges and recommend NRC.
solutions. Results included improved Established industry record for personnel-

customer relations, ensured compliance safety measured by 10 million safe work
with safety regulations, and enhanced hours,

marketing and product development . Achieved consistent high performance and*

- Revamped the installation procedures of company and national records for both
the Steam Generator Nozzle Ring at single and dual unit runs.
Indian Point.
Served on the Employee Gain Share From 1977 to 1988, promoted from Operating-

and Transportation Cost Reduction Task Engineer, Assistant Superintendent of
Force Operations and Production Superintendent.

Page1
K6954
7/31/97
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O RICHARD PLENIEWICZ* " "'
NUCLEAR PROJECT ENGINEERING
CONSULTANT

responsibilities included selection of initial
staff, support of plant construction,
testimony before Atomic Safety and
Ucensing Board, Transition of plant from
construction through pre-operational and
start-up test to ommercial operation.

I Comed, Zion Nuclear Station*

Staff Engineer / Shift Supervision (1973-
1977)
Wrote and conducted pre-operational and
start up tests. Troubleshot electrical as well
as instrument and control problems during
both start-up and operating phases of the
plant. Directed the shift activities of
licensed reactor operators.

O
V Mr. Plenlewicz has the following miliary

experience:

Graduate Electronics 'A', Submarine and.

Nuclear Power School.
Served as a Qualified Reactor Operator,.

USS Simon Bolivar SSBN641
Lead Petty Officer for the Electronics+

Division, USS Taconic AG17 and flag ship
for amphibious command

O
Page 2
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

I

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

[hbarol Weweuti t. 5|b
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit
ICAVP [( ) does M does not) involve situations or

relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviemng and I [( ) have}(do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relabon to my I
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1 5 I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
| ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. Q l have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor. *

3. K | have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Mil' stone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. () I have not been previously employed by the subject Mi'Istone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
I S4rer + 244 fr4A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (1v6 A., lua,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

M i have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their pit +:::::es
associated with design or construction of the sut#ct Millstone unit. (St9te the ofthe

c?w"p|oyment.)-dp*-loAW$5,&(ty~WW""ec o Gu E t dofw t W ,Serua C.

>ina~ o c :r
5. N 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual

funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I - ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Endoeure 3
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Q 1M J % ewe. .5 fl.
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. py' Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
desig, or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. h)' My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ).

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
untt's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (Stat t the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the ci,cumctances,

t

| O M'NO ( )YES. Explain.
V!

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

N'NO ( ) YES Explain,

10. Are ynu aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

%d NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the sub' Millstone unit, I will Inform the NRC of those changes.

T.kl de M W h /97
Sbnature / Date

in the above statements. the term ' employed * la construed to mean any form of employment. either drect, as a contractor, or as a
subecktractor.1he term *immediate femdy' includes the interwowee's children, steperundron, spouse, perents, stopparents,
motnerh. father-irWow, brothers irWow, astersarWow, or any person Irving with the interwowee

2 of 2
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""*"**)"'"*"' MOURAD I HANNAM PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

SENIOR ENGINEER

EDUCATION Interfaced with construction and inspection
to reconcile nonconformances and

B.S. Civil Engineering,1972, Assiot University, deficiencies during construction, initiate
Egypt design changes.

PROFICIENCIES Structural steel design of pipe supports,=

cable trays and conduits supports, service
Sixteen years of experience in Civil / Structural platforms, stair towers, pumps, vessels,
engineering and construction in nuclear power pipe racks, Extensive design of pipe
facilities, petrochemical, petroleum refineries, supports including 1,2,3 ways pipe supports,
industrial and commercial building, bridges and springs, snubbers, struts, rods, clamps,
irrigation projects. Served with various u bolts etc. pipe supports installations.
engineering capacities as Structural Engineer. Redesign and modification of steel structure
Stross Engineer, Civil / Structural Engineer and of 1400 ft pipeway (3 levels & 4 lines of
Pipe support Engineer, framing.) including bracing system,

bents (columns & beams), struts,
EXPERIENCE connections, overpass truss bridges.

modification of reinforced concrete shaftHis experience includes: foundations,

Responsible for structural seismic analysise
Performed piping stress analysis and piping*

and design of structural steel framing, local stresses for integral attachments using
Performed the design calculations for all PILUG, PITRUST, PITRIFE, WERCO
loading conditions (SEISMIC and computer programs and Code Case N 318,
NON SEISMIC design, thermal, hydrostatic N-392.
and wind effect) in accordance with the
project design specifications (manual Responsible for review and approval ofe

calculations, STRUDL, GTSTRUDL, shop fabrication / erection drawings.
STAAD Ill, FAPPS, STRUDAT SANDUL
and BASE PLATE 11 computer programs.), Familiar with AISC, ACl, AASHTO, UBC,*
Codes AISC, ACl, ASME. ASME, AWS, ANSI, B31.1 and API Codes,

Structural design of reinforced concrete ande
Independent reviewer and structural analyst,e

structural steel of plant structures. Review Responsible for the technical quality
the reinforced concrete detailing drawings assurance of structural steel designs which
including steel rebar placement, forming and included bolted and welded connections as
embedded steel for foundations, columns, well as structural concrete designs,
walls, slabs, beams. Check and design the Prepared and reviewed ASME Ill pipe
structural heavy steel and all other support, conduits, cable tray supports
components involved. . calculations. Utilized manual cale,

GTSTRUDL and BASEPLATE computer
Coordinate the activities and Interfaces Programs,e

between Civil / Structural group and cable
trays, conduits, pipe supports groups. Planning schedules, scope of work, time*

tables anel cost estimates. Familiar with P.C

Page1
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" "' MOURAD I HANNA I

PtANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
SINIOR ENGINEER

Microsoft works, word processing,
spreadsheet software,

o Structural design of reinforced concrete
!foundations for tanks, pipelines, horizontal,

and vertical vessels, platforms, exchangers,
launchers.

Planning, design and construct a 36 ft*

reinforced concrete BRIDGE including
interior stringers, deck, abutments, retalning
walls and foundations. Estimation of
excavation, back filling, P.C, R C and
masonry work,

Site assignmenta included:

Beaumont Refinery*

* C.F. Brawn
* Byron Power Plant

Comanche Peak Project*

James A.Fritzpatrick Power Plante

e Mobil Oil Co.
e Philips 66 Petroleum Co.

South Texas Projecte

Sweeny Refinery,e

Tennessee Valley Authority6

Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility,*

L

Page 2
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

NMku a, kvh d/
Proposed Consultant ConsultWks Employer /
My participation in the Millstone Unit ,ICAVP [( ) does does not) Involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previou' involvement wet activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have gdo not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. h I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontmetor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Soard of Directors, member of an
* Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the sub|ect Millstone unit that may create the

appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect e i (AE)
(!!!rba e0 lAbe, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( woe,'

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Milth unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( --_
),

the NSSS vendor ( ). or one or more of their prodocessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employmert).

1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks5.
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I 5 Pon t AM/e b ' bonds, mutualsf e ),orthe
NSSS vendor (We 5 fe'43 h o o se - ).

.

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I '),orthe

O NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enciosure 3
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C)eovean uann s <vo*sLundy
Proposed Consultant

Consultant's Employe /

6. h Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
/Y (Sbe e RM, sfed, or the NSSS vendor ( We 5 fru A h c' O < - ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone untt's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor (

) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7, h My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO .the subject
. I\ Mmstone unit's AE Is f-r)< 4 W h 5 k'), or the NSSS vendor ( Wes futg f\o 0se i

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE (5 f =ne s We65fe ), or the NSSS vendor ( kk s f in g h e 05c - )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detalled description of the circumstances.

( NO ( )YES. Explain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( )YES Explain.

10.
Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( ) Yes. Explain.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to Aho best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

h r Jr d ||m 114. 'l l0 S
'

Signature
Dat'o

in the stove statements, the term 'employo( le construed to mean any form of employment, timer erect. as a cereser, er as a
suocontractor. The term *immodets femd/ Incdudes the hierwowee's chddren, stopcruidren, spouse, parents, sospparents,
mother vHow. folher4 Mew, twothers4 Mow, estessarWew, or any person IMng mth the interwewee

2 of 2
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JA G.T. JESWANI""*' " "'

PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
SENIOR ENGINEER

|

EDUCATION Structural analysis, design of roof-

M.S. Civil Engineering, Illinois Institute of shingle manufacturing plant in Shatter,
.

Technology, Chicago Califomia.
Course work included: Advanced theory, Seismic zone 4 static analysis of

- -

dynamics, and buckling of structures, elevated concrete granule silo
and computer courses, foundation and steel Filler Heater Tower

B.S. Civil Engineering, Poona Engineering using UBC g1 code.+

College _ Field coordir,ation responsibilities.-

Course work included: Theory of-

structures, advanced strength of Group Structural Leader,19921993+

materials, structural design and Structural analysis, design of new steel-

advancement mathematics. bay addition to Caterpillar's he%vy
mining shovel manufacturing fac!|iiy in

PROFICIENCIES Joliet, Illinols.
.

Addition was designed for 70 ton br'dge-

crane. Extensive hands on STAAD '.11p) REGISTRATIONS experience.
Professional Engineering licenses from the% .

States of Illinois & Wisconsin Senior Staff Engineer,1990-1992+

Structural Engineering license from the Structural analysis, design of Blast+ -

State of Illinois. Fumaces and associated elements
Member AISC and ASCE, involving steel and concrete..

Extensive hands on experience using-

EXPERIENCE STAAD program.
Leau Senior Structural Engineer,1994- Acted as prime field coordinator at reline* -

Present of USS BF 13 at Garyworks.
'

cf tion pre arat o fo Trigen Senior Structural Engineer,19891990.

Energy Cogeneration plant at McCormic Structural analysis, design of Turbine-

Place, Chicago. Building concrete foundation and steel
Design included steel frame analysis, framing for Salt City Cogeneration-

foundation design and heavy Project.
evaporative condenser steel support on Field coordination responsibilities.-

building roof.
Senior Structural Engineer,1987-1989Used Staad lli program for frame .-

analysis and Ramsteel program for steel Structural analysis, design of-

design. concrete / steel structures related to
Field coordination responsibilities. Zimmer Coal Conversion Power Plant

-

Project. Also used CADD systems such
Senior Structural Engineer,1993-1994 as Autocad and Intergraph to produce+

drawings / details.O
Page 1
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C G.T. JESWANI^ ' - - - ^ " "'
PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
SENIOR ENGINEER

j

|

Structural Design Engineer,19731986.

Extensive experience in structural-

analysis / design of various
systems / components of nuclear / fossili

'

fuel power generation plants.
Analysis of systems: frames, shear-

walls, mats, equipment, and floor
I framing, etc...

Design of reinforced concrete and-

structural steel components based on
the current AISC steel manual, ACI
Concrete Code. And Uniform Building
Codes.
Extensive Experience in-

seismic / dynamics analysis of
systems / components.
Experience as a group supervisor.-

v

O
Page 2
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

cr:T,ha*ve/t./n somd LL
7

a
Proposed Consultant ConsuYant's Employer /

My participation in the Millstone Unit d !CAVP [() does M does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be !

reviewing and | [( ) have @ do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my |
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1 % l have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. M i have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. (d I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. N I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-on iy (AE)
(9m f AldL54W ), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( o mekm4L-
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstehe unit.

() I have been previou i empi yed by the subject Millstone unit's AE (f>b b SENfG,
the NSSS vendor ( MhMA l/MIM ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or cohstruction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employmert),

5. Q[ 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests ($ocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.)in NMCO the subject Millstone unit's AE f Of0@ 4 |MUhtu - ), or the

NSSS vendor t ilvnW5dMetus ).
,-

.

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial igterp a (atocks, bonds, mutual

funds, etc.)in NN{!Cp,dviMM6ty subject Millstone unit's AE I SvM e wC0&fr
),orthe

O ' '

NSSS vendor ( luf11b 1

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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O Y 3rskt emed uw
- Proposed Consulti n't ' Consultant's E'mployer

6. Q Members f immediate family are not employed b NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
(%@ II/N _), or the NSSS vendori l MMW6 _) cssociated with

r
de:apn or c' nstruciion of the subject Millstone unit.o \

{ ) Memprs of my i{ntgediate family are employed by F t{CO, the sub8ect Millstone unli's AE
f hidW dt 100U4&/ ), or the NSSS vendor ( l F/dn1#l /M2*?b ) associated with
desigri or constrectidn of the subject Millstone unit. (State the dature of the employment.)_

-
7 4[<My close reistivcs (aunta, unc(es pn;t ccusins) are not employed by NN CO the subject

.

Millstone unit's AE ( /A:WL vf UU(4fr i, or the NSSS vendor ( (l_ /dhl40L/% ),

3 in a managemer:t capaci y. J

() My close re gpves ((unt , yncies, first cousins) are employed bygNNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE I RWA e IL /VhW ), or the NSSS vondor( w8hh'M l/VM#b iina
management capacit'y.'(State'the nature of the employment.' l'

8. Hao you been promised any additi. mal compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
L

tipon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( )YES. Explain.
_

.

-

g. Do you know of any reason, .w. ether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
-

your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the t.uks assigned to you in connection
-

=

with the subject Millstone un.Ts ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

No ( )YES Explain.

w

[ 10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectnnty

|
in oerforming any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
|CAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

-

I certi'y that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
If the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the1

ICAVP et' s ::t Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.
'

/\ h P n' %/C-97O Us_ . e. ,_ _ __ em_ e , _ e e_. ., .s .

- ~
'

subcoreactor. The term *immemets fand/ indudes the NWs cruidren staperiidren spouse, parents, stepperents,
motherarNew. father-in.4ew, brother 1Hr4N, sugeriHrWew, or any 1.rson li&g wth the sneerwowee

-

2M2
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/k RAMESH C. JAIN

- O.
* " * "t y " "'

Pl. ANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING)
SENIOR ENGINEER

f EDUCATION
EXPERIENCE

B.S. Mechanical Engineering, University of.

Jodhpur
Computer Aided Design CPI, Wobum, Senior Mechanical Engineer, System.

-
e

.
. WA Engineer, March 1990-September 1996

- Course in Design and Maintenance of Provided system engineering expertise--

Fossil Power Plant, Code Compliance of to support day to day operations and,)

Nuclear Piping (ASME !!!, ANSI B31.1) long range operations and maintenance
of plant systems for mainstream,

PROFICIENCIES condensate, auxiliary steam, fuel oil, [

20 years of varied experience in engineering liquid waste and gaseous waste system..

design, construction operational Evaluated and improved equipment

h- maintenance and modification of performance. Aeviewed, prioritized and

nuclear / fossil power plants in the area of coordinated work on MWRs,

}_ piping, pipe stress analysis, pipe and maintenance rule.

equipment supports, equipment Performed root cause failure anal'/ sis,-

technical evaluations,1CCFR50.59qualification, structural analysis, root cause safety evaluations,( analysis,10CFR50.59 safety evaluation with
( specialized capabilities includes oynamic As an O.S.C. (Onsite Safety Committee)

-

member, reviewed and approved station
analysis, fracture mechanics, heat transfer, design modifications, technical
pressure vessel design.
Working knowledge of ASME Section ill, specifications and FSAR changes..

Performed Motor Operated Valve testing
-

ANSI B31.1, AISC, AWS, NFPS Codes, and evaluations. Prepared and
NRC Guides and Bulletins. reviewed test procedures.
Ability to handle complex projects involving

.

design, analysis, matenal procurement and
requiring interface between various Senior Mechanical Engineer, July 1984-.

March 1990
engineering disciplines, plant maintenance,

Supervised site engineering group of-

construction, operations and the Regulatory engineering mechanics division for theauthorities.
Users experience in various computer BV-2 nuclear plant (8BBMW) at.

Shippingport, PA,
programs such as NUPIPE, ME 101, Provided solution in problem areas of-

STRUDL, SAP, GT, STARDYNE Pl. ATE-II,
ANSYS, PILUG, and PITRUST for local NRC audits and findings. Disposition of

nonconformance and deficiencies.stress analysis. Capablo in betting Resolution of RIS (Request for
computer aided design and detailing system Information), prepared engineeringfor piping, pipe support, etc.

standards and project procedure

REGISTRATION manuals and design change

Professional Engineer, State of Michigan
procedures. Review inspection plans.

and Pennsylvania submitted by quality control group.

O
.

Page1
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RAMESH C. JAIN

V [ PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
SENIOR ENGINEER

Reviewed pipe stress analysis and-

support design calculations for (Request for Information) generated due

adequacy, accuracy and completeness, to construction changes. Dispositions of

technical and procedural guidelines to nonconformance and deviation.
engineers and designers. Conducted
hot functional and power ascension Shoreham Nuclear Plant Unit 1, Surry

.

testing. Resolved design and Nuclear Plant Unit 1 and 2, Senior
, operational problems. Engineer, June 1982-December 1982

Interface with subcontractor 2, writing involved in the modification of nucidar
--

,

engineering scope of wotk and WTAs steam supply systems, addition of

(Work Transfer Authorizations). RVLIS (Reactor Vesssi instrumentation
Reviewing impact statements generated Systems) and Hydrogen Analyzer
by contractors due to design or System as required by NRC due to TMI

accident,construction changes. Approval of
vendor items for suitability and cost Analysis of piping and pipe supports in

-

efficiency, compliance of NRC Bulletin I.E. 79-14
Completely responsible for snubbers and 79-02.-

including ordering, vendor interface,
.

installation, testing and technical Catwaba Unit 1 and 2, Consultant,.m

guidance. October 1980-May 1982
EMD Leaderin SSFE (Safety System Provided technical guideline.; and- -

Furictional Evaluation) F'rogram for procedures in pipe stress analysis,
Beaver Valley Unit #1 Evaluated QS, support design, integral attachments,
EDG, RW, RHR and RS systnms. seismic qualification of frames per

ASME lit, ANSI B31.1 Ccaies.

Seabroo't & Wolf Creek Nuclear Plant Developed the standard designs for. -

Site, Senior Engineer, July 1983-July valve supports.
1984

Supervised installation of piping, pipe Midland Unit 1 and 2, Group Leader,
a

-

and equipment supports. Reso:ved February 1978-February 1979
interferences, redesign and Pipe stress analysis and support-

strengthening of existing support, designs for nuclear safety-related and
reconciliation of design and as-built non-nuclear piping involved rigid
conditions, supports, spring supports, anchors, i

snubbers, in accordance with ASME
Washington Public Power Supply Section 111 and ANSI B31,1 Codes..

Systems Nuclear Unit #3, Design Worked on J.M. Farley Unit 1 and 2 in-

Engineer, February 1979-August 1979 evaluation of pipe supports for NRC
and January 1983-July 1983 Bulletin I.E. 7914 and 79-02

Reviewed safety related piping and pipe
-

,

support designs. Resolution of PCPs
(Project Change Proposals) FCNs, RFis

Ov
Page 2
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

MW ak GM A Savo M Nav b
Proposed Consultant Consultarlt's Employer /

,

My participation in the Millstone Unit ICAVP [() does M does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I (( ) have ( ) do not have] conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

|

1. M i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

l () I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employmer't.)

2. M i have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

i

() I have previously provided dcsign or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. M i have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, rnamber of an
O# site Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest. .

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. () I have not been prpviously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-on i
( Sbe tDJeLo+*A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( n(AE)uee,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millslt6ne unit.

-M-
g i have coen previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( STc (J g A W6657EA.),

the NSSS vendor ( M/A ), or one or more of their predecessors
assoaated with design or cons'truction of the subject Millstone unit. (State tne nature of the
employment.)

5. ( ) I, and my immediate family, do not owr' mcatrol financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NhECO, the suTgec'UEiUITRs AE ( - ), er the
NSSS vendor ( i.

.

M I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control finanaal interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.)in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE (S70ME 4 WGMEAL ), orthe

O NSSS vendor ( }}^ 1 (see erJcLosen ersremy)

1 of 2 Enciosure 3
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must 37rrJ SmGcar sb 4unoy
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. [ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I S rerJE d W&es7en), or the NSSS vendor ( WELWd5 /4-usE

i associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

|

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the sut ject Millstone untt's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with -
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. K My close relatives (aunts, weies, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE (stous d Wcesret_ ), orthe NSSS vendor ( wasrW4 /*nss ),

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a derailed description of the circumstances.

N NO ( ) Y2S. Explain.

9. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

yNO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectnnty
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

%NO ( ) Yes. Expisin.
.

I certrfy that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge a if the circumstances surrounding the responses change dunng performance of the
ICAVP for ti subject Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

A W 4} t+/q.7
O =>.o - ' o''

in em time statements,the term *employect'Is construed t mean any form of .- .. eilher direct, es e conrecar, or es e
subconrersor The term *immeeese temW( indudes the memnowee's credrert, stopcruidren, spouse, ponents, stepW.
mothere4ew, tesher wWow, trotherse4sw, esterse4ew, or any pereen IMng wth the meannocee
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%g'""*'"' Rajendra Singh
/ Plant Design Engineering

~

Senior Engineer

:-

EDUCATION programs. Analysis evaluation for design
changes. Vibration and owner's review.

MSME 1969 Mississippi State University Special pipir g analysis for Diesel Exhaust.
MSCE-1965 University of Roorkee, India Provided technical supervision to staff
ASME CODE, SECTION 111 augmentations contract employees at Sequoyah

Project. Stress check of integral attachment
PROFICIENCIES and shear lugs. Functional capability check of

piping. Application of flexible bellows in piping
Twenty-two years of experience as Mechanical and stress analysis. Supervision of Engineering
Engineer, including 16 years experience in field analyst at Clinton Project. Responsible to take
of piping stress analysis,4 years of pressure care of Equipment Nozzel Stress Allowable &
vessel / component design,2 years experience in special problems of Project. Equipment Nozzel
process piping and pressure vessel desigri. stress analysis. Special analyst of cooling duct
Used computer programs, including Babcc k & with flexible bellows. $rovided refueling outage
Wilcox Finite Element Program, B&W support to Sequoyah Plant.
Tubesheet intersection Analysis Program,

"

| PIPDYN, ME101, meg 13, T. PIPE, ADLPIPE, Alternate Analysis
PIPSYS, AUTOPIPE, piping program CAESAR Special analysis on Clinton Project. Developedt

- II. the procedure of small bore piping and tubing
system qualification for weight, thermal, and

REGISTRATION seismicloading. Analysis of Nonseismic Piping
it. Reismic Building small bore piping analysis of

Professional Engineer, State of Indiana LaSalle and Sequoyah Project. Checking of
stress reports and provided guidance to stress

EXPERIENCE analysts in solving complicated stress
problems.

Piping Stress Analysis Class 1(ASME
Code Sect. lit) Component Stress Analysis Class 1 (ASME

7 Stress Analysis of Pressurized spray system on CODE SECTION 111)
class 1 including fatigue, dynamic event LOCA, Design of Nuclear Steam Generator and its
Jet impingement per ASME Code Section til components. Thermal stress analysis and
and Auxiliary feedwater system LOCA analysis fatigue analysis of components according to
using ME101 computer program. Class 1 ASME Code. Application of Finite element
Stress analysis of integral structural attachment method to analyze the steam generator
to pipe. Localized stress analysis in cylinder component. Checking of stress reports,
due to extemalloading. Reviewing and approving of material orders,

drawing, specifications and manufacturing
Piping Stress Analysis Class 2&# (ASME variation notices. Report to Manager of Steam

Code Sect.111 & B31.1) Generator.
Piping stress analysis class 2 & 3 according to
ASME Code Section ill using T-PIPE, ME101,
PIPSYS, PIPDYN, CAESAR 11 computerO Construction Engineering

Pace 1
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\ * * * " "' Rajendra Singh

~
. Plant Design Engineering

Senior Engineer

i

Performed walkdown to provide solution to
construction related problems, dispositions
NCR's and DCN's. Familiarwith workplans and
review the packages of system tumover.
Performed as built and constructability.

Contract Management,

Contract Management including preparation of
task packages, estimation of man hours,
calculation and criteria review an coordination
with department and contractor.

Piping and Component analysis
Process Piping and plant layout. Checking of
drawings. Selection and Preparation of valves,
pipe, fittings and materiallist. Piping stress

~

analysis. Selection of suitable locations of

O supports. Design of Unfired Pressure Vessel
(SAME Code Section Vill). Storage Tanks
(API Standanu), Heat Exchangers (Standards
of TEAM) and Process Equipment.

Mech. Engineer 1/96 to 9/96
Sub. Teacher 9/95 to 1/96
Engineer lil 7/95 to 7/95
Sub. Teacher 3/95 to 6/95
Senior Engineer 1/91 to 6/92
Senior Engineer 7/90 to 1/92
Mech. Engineer 3/84 to 7/90
Mech. Engineer 7/83 to 3/84
Senior Engineer 5/82 to 7/83
Staff Engineer 6/81 to 5/82
Stress Engineer 11/80 to 5/81
Senior Engineer 6/77 to 11/80
Stress Engineer 4/73 to 5/77
Mech. Engineer 4/71 to 4/73

O
Page 2
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CCNFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

Radsdu Lok G u a r d k u. /
Prop 6ded ConsultantV

ConsultMt's Employer /

My participation in the Millstone Unit b ICAVP [( ) does (d does not] involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviemng and I [( ) have (f do not have] conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. I have not previously provided design or engineering sennces to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

. () I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. ( l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-eng' r )( O UOe.kahav- ), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( ma r
or any of their predecessors assocated with design or construction of the subject Millsteho unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
assocated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( 4ws hoceME - ), or the
NSSS vendor ( dw.C$e ).

() I, or a m2mber of my immediate family, own or control finanaalinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual<

funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),orthe
O NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enciosure 3
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Propos@onsultant Consultant's Employer

6. Members of my immed; ate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I 4eos k wswee- ), or the NSSS vendor (NW5r i associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NHECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( Gn x t wresmL ), or the NSSS vendor ( wemhw i.

in a management capacity.

'

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of tne employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subjecti

'

Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquPed about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

NO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectmty
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

O ~L A w Sa , li o le ,
" ' '

In me stieve eastoments he term * employed * la coneeued to mean any form of employment either direct, es a corsector, or as e
auticonrecaer. The term "Immediate temdy" includes me meerwswee's Wuldren. elepchildren, spouse, parents, esepperents,
momer*4sw. temer*4sn. tremors.4sw. esters *4sw. or any person IMng wan me ir. :ewee.
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/ DANIEL E. LANGEL
Power Sptems Engineering DMslon,,,

y Mechanical Engineer

EDUCATION Performed a review of pipe sizing and
hydraulic balance for the low-pressure

University of Wisconsin at Platteville - B.S. essential service water system. (1991)
Mechanical Engineering and Mathematics - 1991

LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1078 MW-

PROFICIENCIES each.
Performed walkdowns for validation of

Fire wrap installation drawings the Fire Hazards Analysis. The
i Identification of fire protection related walkdowns included a review of
| equipment, components and materials combustible materials in each fire area.

Computer Aided Design (AutoCAD) (1996)

RESPONTIBILITIES Quad Cities 1 and 2, nuclear,-

828 MW each,
Mr. Langel's duties include preparation and Site assignment
review of mechanical calculations, modification Prepared a generic valve specification,
packages, construction drawings, field change Performed engineering review for system
documents and other design basis documents. piping and instrumentation drawings.

Performed general update to stationk EXPERIENCE maintenance and modification specifi.
cation. Performed technical evaluations

Mr. Langel har exp;:rience in updating system for maintenance or replacement of
design basis documents for various BWR valves, instruments, and other plant
systems. He has prepared technical and cost components or systems deviating from
spreadsheets for modifications to existing fossil the original plant design or other design
plants. He was involved in preparing a documentation. Prepared and reviewed
construction schedule and several mechanical safety boundary classification documents
specifications for a plant modification, and design basis documents, including

feedwater, standby liquid control and
His relevant experience includes: primary containment isolation.

(1993 to 1994)
PLANT ENGINEERING AND DESIGN

Reviewed IPEEE component list and
Commonwealth Edison Company drawings. (1995)*

Byron 1 and 2, nuclear,1105 MW each.-

Prepared fire combustible loading Dresden 2 and 3, nuclear,794 MW- '

calculation. (1994) each.
Reviewed IPEEE and SQUG component

Braidwood 1 and 2, nuclear, lists and drawings. (1995)-

1175 MW each.
Prepared fire combustible loading
calculation. (1994)

Page 1
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' g DANIEL E. LANGEL

Powerpptems Engineering Didsiong _ st
,,,

t Meels incal Engineer

* Entergy Operations, Inc.
River Bend 1, nuclear,936 MW. Detroit Edison Company- *

Revised existing Pre-Fire Strategies, this Fermi 2, nudear,1093 MW.-

included walkdowns of all fire areas, Prepared moditication package for
revise the drawings and text. Prepared installation of a motor-operated valve
index drawings for the fire strategies. (MOV), including analysis of differential
(1995) pressure and hydraulic effects. (1994)

Performed technical eva'uations for Reviewed design basis document open
operation of the closed service water items, including MOV stroke times,
system and the radwaste system. testing procedures, and calculation
prepared an evaluation for sparing a inconsistencies. (1994)
safety related motor operator
(1995-1996) Prepared and reviewed modification

packages for installation of bypass lines
Northem State Power Company in pressure locking valves, cooling water*

Prairie Island 1 and 2, nudear 500 MW lines, and off-gas modifications. (1994)-

each.
(N Prepared modification package for the The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company*

() installation of a GL 8610, Supplement 1 Miami Fort 5 and 6, fossil,268 MW.

qualified fire wrap, this included total,
defining the cables to be wrapped, Prepared project schedule and miscel-
walkdown of the raceways, review of laneous mechanical specifications,
construction drawings. prepare (1991 to 1992)
conformance reports and provide field
support. (1995 to present) STUDIES

American Electric Power Centerior Energy* a

D. C. Cook 1 and 2, nudear,1050 MW Perry 1, nuclear,1205 MW.- -

each. Performed walkdowns to confirm
Prepared drawings for installation of a location of fibrous insulation in the
GL 86-10, Supplement 1 qualified fire drywell. (1996)
wrap. (1995 to present)

Resource Management, Inc.*

Public Service Electric & Cas Company* Prepared spreadsheets for the review of-

Salem 1, nudear,1106 MW. extension allowance applications for the-

Prepared fire protection system hydraulic extension allowance pooling group.
ana}ysis for adding new equipment skids. (1992)
(1995)

/^d
Page 2
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g DANIEL E. LANGEL
Power Systems Engineering DMsion

O , _ _t4p Mechanical Engineer
,,,

Tennenee Valley Authority MEMBERSHIPS*

Allen 13, coal,330 MW each,-

Coordinated activiti% for a natural gas Tau Beta Pi
conversion study. (1992)

Prepared technical and cost spreadsheets-

for review of plans to comply with Clean
Air Act Amendments of 1990. (1991)

Design Power New Zealand, Limited*

Revised conceptual cost estimates for-

new geothermal plants. (1991)

O
U

O
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CONFLICT OF-INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

'Duiet E, LANGEL SGGENr b Lunoy LLC.
Proposed Consultant Consuitant's Employer '

My participation in the Millstone Unit 11CAVP [( ) does M does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [() have M do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In add!! ion

1. M i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. M i have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor,

,

() I have previously provided design or engineering :.ervices to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit au a contractor of a subcontractor.

3. M i have ao other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. M i have not been previously amployed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
nr + m'c 4r6A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (Mo //q. 4M,(

or any of their predecessors associatec with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construebon of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.).

5. M 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( 5 eat f We r,sn R - ), or the
NSSS vendor (WsnousE ).

() I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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T)Aam. F, LAsseu 5sttamrA LunoV. LLC,
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. M Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( $ mar 2 Wre!,sh- ), or the NSSS vendor ( Wcsvacwu st i associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I ), or ths NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. (A My close relatives (aunts, 'incies, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( Sur f than ), or the NSSS vendor ( L/Esva acuss )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor (_. )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

| 8. Have you been promised any addit:onal compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

h4 NO ( ) YES, Explain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in rennection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

)dNO ( ) YES. Explain,

l

10. Art, you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in pedorming any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed desenpbon of the circumstances,

p4 NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tobe best of my
Eci f-;+ and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change ounng performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

h) f[Y 28 %4 W
O** ' ~ **'' '

in tne same senemone, the term 'emptorer is coneouse to mean any form of emptorment, enner esca, es e careemor, c se e
outmannecear. The term immeeste temer inmunes the internewee's cremen, sempeukhn spouse, parente. 'a=ce==== -

mooiereisw, sener in tow, tweenerWrWow, menormisw, or any person hing wan ine treenne
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[,) HOWARD B. PINELAS

. Ma " " Project Engineer
i instmmentation & Control Project Engineering

EDUCATION Public Service Electric & Gas Co.*

Preparation of administrative procedures-

BEE Electrical Engineering, City College of and technical and programmatic
idew York standards; maintenance of configuration

Business Administration Grrduate Courses, baseline document. Safety analysis of
Lynchburg College instrumentation and control systems;

Computer Science Coursei,, Rowan College human factors engineering and control
room design; preparation of logic and

LICENSES & REGISTRATIONS instrument loop diagrams Modification,
testing and maintenance of

Professional Engineer New Jersey, PA instrumentation & control systems;
ISA Certified instrument Engineer - ISA evaluation of system operation based on

Advanced Education Program codes, standards and regulatory
Instrument Society of America, American requirements; maintenance of

Nuclear Society environmental qualification program.
(1984 - 1995)

EXPERIENCE

Nt.Jc Assodates*

His experience also includes:
Modeling of various process systems;-

coordinating the activities of other
Bechtel Corporation engineers in the area of real time

*

Coordination with Process Group in the simulation; simulating systems to matchj -

development of P&lDs; takeoff, data on 100% Load Heat Balance
assignment of tag numbers and indexing Diagrams; cost and scheduling of various
of instruments and control valves; activities associated with the design of a
selection of systenxomparable devices; power plant simulator. (1981 1934)
preparation of specification data sheets
for instruments and control valves. Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation*

Preparation of material and installation Preparation of Chapter 7,-

cost estimates, manpower loading curves instrumentation & control section of the
and work task scheduling data. (1996) Final Safety Analysis Report in

accordance with NRC Regulatory Guides
and Standard Review Plan. Engineering,
design and specification of
instrumentation & control systems and

Page1
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HOWARD B. PINELAS-

p ""* Project Engineer
/ Instmmentation & Control Project Engineedng

components; installation of
instrumentation and instrument piping
systems in accordance with \SME and
ANSI standards; engineering, design and
specification of instrument racks and
panels for safety and non4afety related
applications; specification of control.
valves for installation in ASME and ANSI
piping systems. (1978 - 1981)

.

Bums & Roe, Inc.*

Engineering, desi;n and specificabon of-

instrumentation & control systems and
| components; process & instrumentation

diagrams and system design description
support of process systems; prepa. ration

im of instrument list, logic diagrams and
d instrument loop diagrams for process

systems; definition of system inputs for
plant computer system. (1977 1978)

United Engineen and Constmeton, Inc.*

Engineering, design and specification of-

instrumentation & control systems and
components; engineering and design of
control console for the main control
room; preparation of instrument list,
logic diagrams and instrument loop

-diagrams for process systems. (1974 -
1977)

Page 2
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

/h w Art o B h u s t A S 3AASEur Y LvHc y
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

ICAVP [( ) does ([does not] involve situations orMy participation in the Millstone Unit 3
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and | [( ) have ddo not have) conflicting roles that might bias rny judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

| 1. (/ l have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of|

the employment.)

2. (d I have not p eviously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

( ) I have previously provided design or engineerir.g services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. ([l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. Q[ l have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
.SW.e + R4 Ar4M, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (M-M ;. AmA,(

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Miliatone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the n,ubject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

/
5. F) I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financialinWests (stocks, bonds, mutual

Amds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE (
._

- ), or the '
NsSS vendor (- J.

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE f ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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O Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. (4 Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. / My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ).

in a management capacity,

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a'

management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.),

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(d NO ( ) YES. Explain.

9. Do you know of any resison, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
ywr ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

/)NO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detaileo descnption of the circumstances.

(INO ( ) Yes, Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change dunng performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

#O 1" Il nhp/t ,
g signature oate

in me eleve sentements, me term ' employed" is coneeued to mean any form of employment, adher dired, es e conesmor, or se e
subconrector. The term *immedets fome( includes me interwesee's cNidien, stepctuidren, epouse, parents, steppemnes,
mother eWow, folhere, tucahors4rWow, esters.m.iew. or any person hing wm the reerwowee.

2 of 2
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t* ,T5[ RICHARD M. HIGDON
G servoka t_unoym Electrical Analpical Dhision
Q Senior Project /Sptem/ Resident Engineer

EDUCATION Mr. Higdon has experience in the design and
technical evaluation of electrical auxiliary power

Illinois Institute of Technology current systems. He has participated in studies of
coursework toward M.S. Electrical Engineering existing generating stations and industrial

auxiliary system, including cogeneration. He has
Northwestern University - M.B.A. 1976 performed short circuit, voltage drop, and motor

starting calculations. He has prepared
lowa State University B.S. Electrical calculations to determine the ampacity of power
Engineering 1971 cables and the derating caused by fire stop and

fire wrap material. He has prepared diesel-
REGISTRATION generator starting calculations. He has been

involved in engineering software development
Professional Engineer lilmois and is the author of engineering application

computer programs. One of the programs
PROFICIENCIES maintains an ac load database, calculates all bus

and load terminal voltages during operation and
Electrical auxiliary system analyses and studies startup, and calculates short<lrcuit currents.
Protective relaying Another program he developed maintains a dcO Ampacity analyses for various electrical cable load database, calculates required battery size,V installations calculates required battery charger size, and
DC system analyses calculates battery terminal voltage during the
Diesel-generator analyses discharge period. He has provided training and
Computer programs for electrical auxiliary technical support for the users of these,

'

system analysis computer programs. He has prepared Sargent
& Lundy technical standards.

RESPONSIBILITIES

Mr. Higdon also has considerable experience in
Mr. Higdon is responsible for supervising the the electrical design and engineering of major
preparation of analytical solutions to power steamelectric generating stations. He has
plant electrical auxiliary system problems, the reviewed the electrical portions of bidders'
design of new systems and additions to existing proposals for boilers, precipitators, and ash
systems. His work includes short circuit studies, handling systems. He has been involved in the
voltage drop studies, determining power cable design of ac and dc electrical distribution

'

ampacity in cable trays and duct runs, selecting systems and has prepared and reviewed
and setting relays and breakers for the specifications for switchgear, motor control
protection of electrical equipment, and the centers, transformers, electrical cable tray, and
development of computer programs for bus ducts. Mr. Higdon has also reviewed and
engineering use, issued Sargent & Lundy electrical drawings for

construction and has prepared and reviewed the
EXPERIENCE operating logic for major equipment.

n His relevant experience includes:
f i
V
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4 RICHARD M. HIGDON

s co MA Lunceym Electrical Analpic.J Division
Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer

PLANT DESIGN cables in fire wrapped conduit. (1984 to
present)

Commonwealth Edison Company*

Dresden 2 and 3, nuclear,810 MW Kincaid I and 2, coal,580 MW each.- -

each; Voltage calculations for addition of new
Quad Cities 1 and 2, r ? clear,828 MW fan motor. (1985)

-

each.
Extensive calculations to determine Tennenee Valley Authority*

adequacy of starting and running Watts Bar 1 and 2, nuclear,1177 MW-

voltages of all safety 4elateJ loads during each,
a postulated LOCA event. (1991 to Analysis of elec3ical auxiliary system.
present)

480 V and 120 V coordination
| 125 V de short circuit calculations. 480 calculations. (1989 to present)'

V breaker cc. ordination. Review of
diesekgenerator loading and motor- Sequoyah I and 2, nuclear,1148 MW-

starting during LOCA. Ampacity each.
calculations for fire wrapped cable tray. Author of computer program which

(
(1984 to present) extracts auxiliary system data from 1VA

data base and converts to input files for
Byron 1 and 2/Braidwood 1 and 2, an engineering program. (1986 to 1989)-

nuclear,1175 MW each.
6.9 kV penetration fault current Analysis of 480 V ac breaker-

calculations. Ampacity calculations for coordination during flooding due to pipe
cables in rire stops. Motor operated breaks.
valves voltage drop calculations. System
auxiliary transformer overcurrent relay Arizona Public Service Company*

settings. (1984 to present) Palo Verde 1-3, nuclear,1304 MW each.-

Analysis of voltages of safety-related
LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1122 MW buses during sequenced motor starting-

each, from emergency diesel generators.
Effect of open circuit current (1991)
transformers on safety-related switchgear.
(1984 to present) Public Service Electric and Gas Company*

Hope Creek 1, nuclear,1067 MW;-

Zion 1 and 2, nuclear,1085 MW each. Salem 1 and 2, nuclear,2176 MW total.-
-

125 V de short circuits and breaker Develop technical standard for power
coordination. Diesel-generator breaker cable sizing. (1990)
coordination study for Appendix R 115
V ac instrument bus coordination. Wuconsin Public Service Corporation*

Motor operated valves voltage analysis Kewaunee 1, nuclear,560 MW.-

during LOCA. Ampacity calculations for

Page 2
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i /
/h RICHARD M. HIGDON

'Q ww,Xa t unovm Electdcal Analytical Division

)? Senior Project / System / Resident EngineerUl

Formal validation calculation proving the TU Electric*

correct calculational operation of a Handley 3, gas,405 MW.-

cornmercial auxilivy system analysis 240 V switchgear relay settings. (1988)
program. Developed " work arount
procedures for those aspects of the Morgan Creek 2 6, gas,673 MW total.-

program which did not function Breaker settings for motor protection.
correctly. (1990) (1986)

The Detroit Edison Company* filitmis Powera

Fermi 2, nuclear,1093 MW. Clinton 1, nuclear,985 MW,-
-

Design review of ac and de calculations, Ampacity calculations for cables in fire
(1989) stops.

Omaha Public Power District Adequacy of 480 V feeds to heaters and*

Fort Calhoun, nuclear,478 MW. transformers.-

Calculations to evaluate degraded
voltage prutection and auxiliary system 125 V de breaker and undervoltage relay
performance during loss of offsite power. coordination and settings.O (1989)

V 4 kV relay and 480 V breaker settings.
ConAdential Food Processing Client (1984 to 1986)

*

Powerhouse project.-

Breaker and relay settings for Houston Ught and Power Companya

cogeneration facility with four steam Parish 5-7.-

turbine generators. (1988) Author of computer program to maintain
cable data base with routing points and

Huaneng intemational Power Development engineering reports (for precipitator
a

Corporation backfit). (1986)
Shidongkou, coal,600 MW.-

Size generator neutral grounding resistor Minnesota Power*

and transformer. Hibbard, coal and gas,25 MW.-

Auxiliary system analysis, (1986)
Select protective relays for 480 V
switchgear transformers. (1988) Virginia Electric*

Surry 1, nuclear,781 MW.-

Missouri Public Service Design of alternate power sources for
*

Sibley 13, coal,459 MW total. technical support center. (1985)
-

Protective relaying for replacement
240 V switchgear. (1988) PSI Energy*

Marble Hill 1 and 2, nuclear,1175 MW-

each (cancelled).
Electrical Project Engineer
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'

O ]D Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer
u.coors a Lur.cevo. Electrical AnalAical DMsion

Auxiliary system design review.
(1982 to 1984)

MEMBERSHIP

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

O
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

kc(4ARb M. A6 Boss Sna6snTW LunrW
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP [( ) does Kdoes not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be

work on the ICAVP. In a% do not have) conflicting oles that might bias my judgment in relation to myreviewmg and I[() have
ddition

1, % i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. K I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. K1 have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. k I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
S/r,v +- R442JeM, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (Mo 4 . /ud,(

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or coa truebon of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. KI, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (# b 54A - ) or thestocks bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in N CO.,the subject Millstope unit's AE ( $iht, d (1

,

NSSS vendor WEs+16Vj kstWf).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the tubject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
|
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O ProposedConsultantdCVreeb M, A(6btwAIMENT 4 bvNDN h I
i

Consultant's Employer j j
,

6. g' Members of my i ediate family are not employed by NNECO, the suoject Millstone unit's AE i h
i

(Nt t U!pb5 r 1, or the NSSS vendor (W6WIeMC i associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. dd

i O'

() Members of my linmediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

q
a

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (Siste the nature of the employment.) j
7. %My close reistrves (auntgwifigt cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject

4
u

@,{fMastone unit's AE ( 5 SD ), or the NSSS vendor ( (Ahsh nw0 ) {in a management capacity. / a

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )ina 7 i

management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promisad any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent !
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

,

kNO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, wheher or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect i i

your ability to be completely objective in perfo'rming any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the sub'ect Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a oetailed description of the circumstances. [ji h

i

KNO ( ) YES Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity [
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with tne subject Millstone unit's

iICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,
y ;

kNO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

q

l ,

i

l certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my j |
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the ' '

ICAVP for the y Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

wk 7 -2-9- Dm_
Signature \ Date

in the ebeve stelements, the term *employe( le construed to mean any form of employment, either drect, as e crwwector, or as e
suoconrector The term *immedets femdy" includes the interviewee's cruidren, stapetuidren spouse, peronts, stopperents,
mothereew. estner<wsw. twothersc4ew, setensnaew, or any person Irving with ine m

2 of 2
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I NARENDA X. SHAH
instrumentation & Controls
Senior Engineer(

EDUCATION
Mr. Shah has been responsible for the

B.S., Chemical Engineering, Christian Brothers preparation of Programmable Logic Controller
College (PLC) specifications for several vendors. He

has assigned I/O terminations for PLC projects.
In addition, he has prepared project progressB.S., Chemistry, University of Gujarat reports, man hour and budget estimates.

PROF!CIENCIES
Mr Shah has significant experience with the
design and layout of control panels in a varietyInstrumentation and control (l&C) design, of industries,

engineering, modification, and upgrade
Control strategy development
l&C procurement His specific experience in the electric power

Control panel design generation industry includes:

RESPONSIBILITIES Instrumentation Engineer (1994-1996)-
Responsible for sizing, selection and

As a senior l&C engineer, Mr. Shah provides
specification of instruments and control valves.
Prepared instrument indices, loop diagrams,engineering and design of I&C systems for installation and mounting details. Reviewed

specific projects. he performs specific tasks as
assigned by the project engineer, covering the

vendor quotes and bids and prepared

application, design, specification, procurement,
recommendations. Reviewed hydraulics, heat

(7 installation, interface, operation, and and weight balaaces and equipment data
sheets. Reviewed process flow diagrams,V performance of l&C, He is referred to and P&lD's and vendor drawings,

instructed in the standards, procedures, and
regulations that apply to the specific tasks
assigned, Senior Group Instrumentation Group

Supervisor (1988-1993) - Reviewed instrument

EXPERIENCE specifications, vendor, drawings and P&lD's.
Designed control panels, instrument air piping

Mr. Shah has over 20 years of progressive
drawings, and loop diagrams. Performed

experience in controls eng:aeering. He has design reviews to determine cost saving

beca responsible for sizing, selection and modifications. Prepared distributed control

specification of a variety of instruments and system (DCS) specification and assigned I/O

control valves. He has prepared instrument terminations. Prepared PLC specifications.

indices, loop diagrams, installation and Prepared project progress reports, man hour
and budget estimates,

mounting details, and vendor bid analysis and
recommendations.

Comed, Braidwood Nuclear Power Station.

Other duties Mr. Shah has performed include Field Engineer (1986-1987) - Performed
process inspection of installation of conduit,the review of hydraulics, heat and weight
junction t. oxes, and tray per designbalance and equipment data sheets. He has specifications.

also reviewed process flow diagrams, piping
and instrumentation diagrams and vendor
drawings. Belle River Power Plant Units 1 and 2 and

Palo Verde Nuclear Power Station, l&C
Startup/ Field Engineer (1982-1986)-

O Prepared instrument installation and mounting

Page 1
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!
NARENDA K. SHAH
instrumentation & Controls

y Senior Engineer

details, specification, control schematics, loop
diagrams and instrument index. Assisted
crafts, superintendents and contract
coordinators. Identified construction problems
and prepared a punchlist for all outstanding
items for completion of projects.

Senior Instrumentation Engineer (1977
1982) - Performed instrumentation system
design, specification, control panel design, loop
diagrams, vendor bids and quotes, requisitions,
economic evaluation and field assistance for
Amoco Refinery, Armak Company, and Rock
Island Refinery.

Process Engineer and Designer (19761977)
- Responsible for selection, sizing, and
specification of instruments and equipment.
Prepared instrument indices, flow sheets,
material and energy balances, loop diagrams
and cost estimates for food and cellulose film

( casing projects. Evaluated vendor bids and
'

quotes and prepared recommendations.

O
Page 2
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CONFLICT-OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

klARE tdbEA k. SHAH
Proposed Consultant C utta rgployny~,

My participation in the Millstone Unit A ICAVP [( ) does (4 does not] involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [() have QQ do not have] conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my <

work on tne ICAVP. In addition

1. M i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employraent.)

2. M i have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. M i have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearan::e of a conflict of interest.

4. M i have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
( nr + R4 Lr-br), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( A4M y enA,l
or any of their predecassors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors; ,

! associated with design or consN ion of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)i

.

5. @ 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
; funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( - ), or the

NSSS vendor ( ).'

1 () I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the'

NSSS vendor ( ).
,

4
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|Q uceMbe-A k sWAH
Proposed Consultant sultant E-

w ~ g oyer;

6. (n) Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the sVt: ject Millstone nit's AE-

i ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associa with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

| () Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
i ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
| design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)
i

! 7. M My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
| Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )

j in a management capacity.

j () My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
; unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
j management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

1 8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
! upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
! Millstone unit ICAVP? If ps, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.
.

0() NO ( )YES. Explain.

:
g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affecti

! your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection

! with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(K) NO ( )YES Explain.4

4

i
i

j 10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's

! ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.
i

| C4 NO ( ) Yes. Explain.

!
~

:

! I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and conect toes best of my
j knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change dunng performance of the

i ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes,

dedcr)Arv h P28c;')a

; Q signature
'

Date

: in uw name eisismenn tne arm emoiorer ie noneouse e meen any *Nm or empiorment. mr mea. e e carencer, or a e
i aunoonvecer nearm immenenesammy inmune emirnen=weeosee.n.enspenseen,enouse,perena. psmera
j mceer<ndow. 9 ther.irWow, tNethers in4ew, meterNrWew, or any person living WNh the intervowse.

i
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(T RAMESH P. PATEL9 " * * " * * * * " ' COMPONENT AND MATERIALS ENGINEl elNG
. SENIOR ENGINEER

EDUCATION Also, designed a wet fire protect. n
. B.S. Structural Engineerirsg with First Class system for three office buildings.

M.S. University, Baroda, India.

2/96-4/96e

Worked on the design c f industrialREGISTRATIONS -

Professional Engineer from the state of buildings and prepared cost estimate for.

South Carolina. civil, structural and architectural portion
using Means assembly and Richardson

PROFICIENCIES catalogs.
Educational Highlights: Concrete & Steel.

Self employed,1995-1995Structure, Soil Mechanics, Foundation .

Engineering, Traffic Eng., Environmental
Laws, Hazardous Waste Management, Outside the industry
Autocad 12 and Microstation.

Sequoyah Nuclear Power Plant,1993-Fourteen years of engineering experience <.

comprising designing and construction 1994
support on civil / structural project. This Worked on pipe supports and drawingse -

includes structural analysis of variety of deviations. Reviewed large bore pipe
structures using the computer programs supports for new piping analysis loads
such as STRUDL, BASE PLATE II, RISA- and finalized piping drawing to match
3D, STAD lli etc. Actively participated in with as built condition,
developing and reviewing technical design
criteria, standards and guidelines for Savannah River Plant, Structural.

seismic piping, tubing, equipment, cable tray Engineer,1989-1993
and HVAC structures. Worked on designs Performed seismic upgrade of safety-

of industrial buildings and prepared cost related systems and equipment
estimates for civil, structural and structures for K, L & P reactc,rs using
architectural portion using Means assembly latest codes and seismic requirements.
and Richardson catalogs. Familiarwith Work scope included identifying
AISC, ACl, AWS, and NFPA13 codes. potentialinteraction of various safety
Familiar with environmental policies such as systems per SRS guides, prepared man-
RCRA, CWA and CERCLA. hours estimate and timetable for

carrying out work. Also worked as lead
EXPERIENCE engineer on several tasks with goal to

Savannah River Site,4/96-Present finish the work on time and within.

Working on tank farm services upgrades budgetary constraints.-

for Savannah River Site. Design a new Involved in Defense Waste Processing-

piping system above ground which Facility activities st.ch as developing
replaces aged existing underground Work Action Plans, Designing concrete
piping. Designed new gang valve foundation for gang valve houses, piping
houses ano trenches and concrete pads trench, tanks, vaporizers and
to accommodate various commodities. miscellaneous commodities. Interfaced

Page 1
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RAMESH P. PATEL==re-4 W"
COMPONENT AND MATERIALS ENGINEERINGY4

SENIOR ENGINEER
.

i

_ _ _ . _

;

with client for evaluation of fire Performed design of safety related-

protection attachments, core bores, ASME code Class 2 and 3 supports for
olatforms and prepared calculations b N ind small bore piping and l&C
whenever required. Also involved in a twa mostly in the Reactor Building,

,
safety analysis study for DWPF which checked the field interferences while
was required by DNFSB. This included routing and supporting the pipes to field
avaluating safety margins of all condition. Evaluated the loads on
associated structure: for various loading supports and designed the best possible
combinations, support configuration with respect to

; available structure. Verified support
| Sequoyah Nuclear Plant, Senior integrity using hand calculation and*

Structural Engineer,1986-1989 "STRUDL" analysis. Answered craft's
: Worked on large and small bore pipe questions during construction. Solved-

supporting systems that were attached FQ, ECN and NR, etc. Familiar with
by reanalysis. This included analysis of BWR pool swell and jet Impingement

.

existing supports wherever required, loading. Also, worked in Anchor Bolt
'

Interfaced directly with field / craft people Spacing Violation Group. Evaluated
h to resolve installation problems, violations such as free edge distance,V Provided technical guidance to design minimum spacing between bolts and

| engineers. Worked as a lead engineer studs of embedded plates for
'

for calculation regeneration program and acceptability. Finally involved in Seismic
highest degree of supervision was Clearance Violations Task Group which
accomplished. Familiar with all TVA required evaluation of seismic
computer software systems. Also clearance, also checked adequacy of
involved in cable tray and its structures existing supports and recommended

i with RSM and ESM methods, necessary modifications.

Vogtle Nuclear Power Plant, Structural Oconee Nuclear Power Plant, Structural! * *

Consultant,1985-1986 Engineer,1980-1981
Performed design for safety and non. Worked on structural group on Oconee; --

safety related piping. Work involved Power Project. Checked structural
' checking the field interferences as well attachment of pipe supports on steel

as locating the variety of supports to and concrete structure. Performed hand<

maintain the balance between the calculation for structural acceptability of
; allowable rigidity and flexibility in order to pipe supports, including stiffening the

achieve the highe:' -tandard of design, steel structural member against rotation.
Also acquainted witn PIPSAN computer Recommended reconfiguration of pipe
program for structural qualification. supports wherever necessary.

Beaver Valley Nuclear Plant,1979-1980Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Structural **

Designed and analyzed large and smallEngineer, 1981-1985 -

; n bore pipe supports, located seismic and
non-seismic hangers and restraints of

Page 2
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O RAMESH P. PATEL-
N *e" W " COMPONENT AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING

- g
7 SENIOR ENGINEER

i

i piping, and performed computer stress
analysis (NUPIPE). Also performed

'

hand calculations for stress, deflection,
i weld size and *STRUDL" analysis for
; complex frame structure. Checked

other designers' work, etc. Worked in,

piping hangers, stress and structural;

group.

,

I

|

'

t

!

|
l

*

iV
.

I

;

i

|

|-

|

|

|
,

!

i
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BARRY C. SCHWARTZ.i, Nuclear Technology & Regulatior s Division
Senior Project Engineer

EDUCATION Before this, Mr. Schwartz performed post-LOCA
radiation zone analyses for two of the nuclear

University of Cincinnati - M.S. Nudear power stations. He has also coordinated the
Engineering - 1974 preparation of post-LOCA shielding reports for

three nuclear facilities. Mr. Schwartz first joined
University of New Mexico graduate work - Sargent & Lundy in 1974 and has worked for S
1970 to 1971 & L for more than 20 years.. His relevant

experience includes:
Youngstown State University B.S. Physics -
1970 NUCLEAR POWER PLANT PROJECTS

PROFICIENCIES * Comermwealth Edmon Company

Radiation shielding and safety design Contractor with the rank of Senior-

Offsite radiation dose assessment Project Engineer, provided licensing and
radiological support to Dresden's

RESPONSIBILITIES response team supporting the
independent Safety inspection (ISI)

As a senior engineer, Mr. Schwartz has been conducted by the NRC.(8/96-11/96).
responsible for the design of radiation shielding Provided support for the 10CFR50.59

*O and other radiation protection features in safety evaluation for the Unit 3
operating nuclear power stations, including Recirculation Pump Motor repair.
coordination of calculation efforts to interface (11/96-12/96)
the stack effluent radiation monitors with the=

emergency plan, the A-model. LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1122MW each.-

EXPERIENCE Dresden 2 and 3/ Quad Cities 2 and 2,-

nuclear,850 MW each.
Mr. Schwartz has extensive experience in the Senior Engineer / Shielding Project
radiation protection design of nuclear generating Engineer. Coordination of calculational
stations. Over the last eighteen years, he has efforts related to Ucensing Event Reports
been involved, as a shielding project engineer (LER) and Justification of Continued
and now as a senior project engineer, in the Operation (JCO) on a caseby<ase basis,
radiological aspects of the modifications installed (1988 to 1994)
at three operating nuclear power stations for
normal operations and TMI requirements. These Shielding Project Engineer. Preparation
modifications required numerous walkdowns of post-LOCA zone maps and overall
and field inspections, coordination of post-LOCA shielding

reports. (1179 to 180)
In addition, Mr. Schwartz has coordin,ited the
calculational efforts to interface the stack Byron 1 and 2/Braidwood 1 and 2,-

effluent radiation monitors with the emergency nuclear,1175 MW each,
plan for six nuclear facilities.

O
- Page 1
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BARRY C. SCHWARTZ
Nuclear Technology & Regula$ons Division

Senior Fmject Engineer

O
Senior Engineer / Shielding Project Engineer. Quad Cities 1 and 2, nuclear,850 MW-

Coordination of calculation efforts to interface each.
the stack offluent radiation monitors with the Shielding Project Engineer. Overall
emergency plan (544 to 1194) coordination of post-LOCA shielding

reports. (1179 to 1-80)
LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1122 MW-

each. Public Service Electric company, Salem 1-

and 2, nuclear M W each
Contractor, with the rank of Senior
Project Engineer, performed calculations Contractor with the rank of Senior-

related to control room habitability Project Engineer, performed radiological
issues and researched the basis of the analyses for piping systems carrying
calculationalinput of previous analyses post-LOCA coolant and licensing
on this topic. (12/96-2/97) research on the stack radiation

monitors. (9/95-2/96)
Senior Engineer / Shielding Project Engineer.
Coordination of calculation efforts to interface Illinois Power Corporation, Clinton 1,-

the stack effluent radiation monitors with the nuclear, MW
emergency plan. (5-84 to present) Senior Project Engineer. Prepared

~T(V control room habitability and offsite
Shielding Project Engineer. Preparation of post- dose analysis for the loss of Coolant
LOCA zone maps and overall coordination of Accident (LOCA) and for the addition of
post LOCA shielding reports. (1179 to 180) the Feedwater Leakage Control System.

(2/97 7/97)
Dresden 2 and 3/ Quad Oties 1 and 2,-

nuclear,850 MW each;
Zion 1 and 2, nuclear,1085 MW each.-

Senior Engineer / Shielding Project
Engineer. Coordination of calculation
efforts to interface the stack effluent
radiation monitors with the emergency
plan. (5-84 to 11-94))

Senior Engineer / Shielding Project
Engineer. Radiological aspects of Three

Mile Island modifications. (1-80 to )

Zion 1 and 2, nuclear,1085 MW each.-

Coordination of calculations for various
control room habitability problems.
(340 to 11-94)

Page 2
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CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

6mc.5d4 % e~hLd
3Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 lCAVP (( ) does ($ does t'ot) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have 95) do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. )d I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

I

2. N I have not previously provided design or engineering sowices to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or enpineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. W l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. M i have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
( Ilw + m'c ir4A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (uk #1 . /ud,3
or any of their predecessort associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previou,sp employeq by the subiect Millstone unit's AE I SMM e M Sk),
the NSSS vendor Iw_ MI M A aLft i, or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or cons 1ruebon of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial
< b(stocks, bonds, mutual5. g) funds, etc.)in NNJCO the sp Millstone unit's AE ( SUf!2I/"/), or the

NSSS vendor (,wdknoM4 1

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stoa, bonds, mutual

funds, etc.) in NNECO^, the
Millstone unit's AE ( S /cM Ot6 fM ), orthe

"*****"'*" **'~ '"O '

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. $4 Men}bers of my irpmpiate family are not employed by NNECO,,the subject Millstone unit's AE
(i M 4heJ 4 rW ), or the NSSS vendor ( WeO1 mAowM i associated with2

#design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my impiediate family are employed by N ECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( h4 4 W4*2(J47 ), or the NSSS vendor ( Y m ho W ) associated with
design or constnJction of the subject Millstone unit, (State the nature of the employment.)

7. % My close relatives (aunts, uncles,M 4ins) are not employed by NNECO,the s bjedfirst
Millste-)e unit's AE (6AuW ), or the NSSS vendor ( WM A% MJ )

'

in a management capacity.

() My close rejp ' es (aunts ync_iap,_ first cousins) are employed by NPf'CO,hM i in athe subject Millstoneunit's AE ( 5 ANgM W ), or the NSSS vendor (W85 n 4
manageme' t capacity, (State the nature of the employment.) '

n

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue beir'.g considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

K NO ( )YES. Explain.

9 Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

MNO ( )YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performirsg any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the suoject Millstone unit's

f ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed desenption cf the circumstances.

@NO ( )Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and conect to the best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
i VP forthe Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

Y nae /s,
O"*"''"~"

~

~
In the sixwe statements, eie term *employe f is construed to mean any form of employment, eister direct, se e congsceor, or se e
subcontractor. The term *1mmodists famey* Includes the interviewee's steldren, stopchildren, spouse, parents, espparente,
mother casw, fueheran law, twotherodrWow, metero wwsw, or any person living wnh the interv6 wee.

2W2
,
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MARK A. NAVARRO,

Nuclear Technology & Regulations Division
Senior Prindpal Engineer

EDUCATION Mr. Navarro has over 17 years of experience in
nuclear power operations in such areas as

Don Bosco Technical Institute Associates startup, commercial operations, and technical
Degree Metallurgical Technology 1976 support. His background includes handson

operation, supervision, system startup testing,
CERTIFICATIONS system surveillance testing (including procedure

preparation), technical specifications review,,

Ucensed Senior Reactor Operator, Diablo preparation of mechanical equ'pment
Canyon (PWR) procurement specifications, and licensing

Ucensed Reactor Operator Diablo Canyon support.
(PWR)

Certified Senior Reactor Operator at Mr. Navarro is currently assigned as a
Westinghouse Nuclear Training Center for mechanicc.I specifications consultant to the
Zion Station (PWR) Ulchin 3 & 4 project in Korea. He is responsible

Prior DOE "Q" Clearance for providing systems operations expertise and
mechanical equipment procurement

PROFICIENCIES specification support in this capacity.

O Mechanical Equipment Procurement Prior to this assignment, Mr. Navarro provided
Specifications operational support to a major utility program to

Project task expeditor produce design basis documents (DBD) for
Reactor and systems operations and related plant systems. His responsibilities included

technical support overall operational review of the DBDs to
Procedure development - identify design description inconsistencies with
Equipment operability review plant system operation.
Safety system functional inspections
Outage planning support Mr. Navarro has recently completed an
Ucensing support assignment as a shift advisor at the
INPO good practices Westinghouse Savannah River Company
Shift advisor for commissioning /startup Savannah River site, in this capacity, he was

responsible for training shift operators and
RESPONSIBILITIES advising power operations management on

implementation of INPO-based conduct of
Mr. Navarro is responsible for integrating system operations,
design with station operations. He is also
responsible for revie ting design change Prior to this assignment, Mr. Navarro was
packages at operating stations to ensure involved in a project with the Electric Power
compatibility with technical specifications, and Research Institute to create a computer-based
system operating and administrative procedures. expert system for performing 50.59 reviews in -

accordance with the latest guidance presented
EXPERIENCE in NSAC 125.

O
Page1
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._ $p...) MARK A. NAVARRO("

Nuclear Technology & Regulations Dhision
Senior Principal Engineer

Mr. Navarro has also been involved in resolving safetv analysis report commitments.
open items resulting from an ongoing Mr. Navarro also has served at a twounit BWR )

Configuration Baseline Documentation Program preparing acceptance tests for impending plant
at a twoonit pressurized water reactor (PWR). modifications involving implementation of the
in this cape ity, he assisted in resoMng safety parameter display system.
discrepanci s in FSAR equipment functional
descriptions and actual equipment design. Before joining Sargent & Lundy, Mr. Navarro

was a reactor operator and then a senior reactor
Earlier, he completed an assignment as a project operator at Pacific Gas and Electric Company's
team member of an owner. initiated safety Diablo Canyon. His responsibilities included
system functionalinspection at an operating directing shift operations, writing various
station, operating procedures, and assisting in the

training of shift crew members,
in addition, Mr. Navarro completed work as a
project team member performing a station On a site basis, Mr. Navarro's experience is
blackout study for a twounit PWR. His summarized as follows:
responsibilities included identifying components
required to cope with and recover from the Korea Power Engineering Company, Inc.e

station blackout event.. (KOPEC)
(O/ Ulchin 3 & 4, PWR,1000 MW each.-

Prior to this assignment, Mr. Navarro completed Mechanical Specification Consultant
a one-year assignment as a shift advisor at a (1991 to present)
Westinghouse three-loop PWR. His responsibi-
lities consisted of providing technical support to Commonwealth Eui on Companye

the manager of operations and the shift Zion 1 and 2, PWR,1040 MW cach.-

operators. This also included procedure review System Design Basis Document
,

and revision and monitoring of technical Reviewer. (1991)
specification compliance.

Operations Consultant. (1991)
Mr. Navarro has worked onsite for a six-rnonth
period as a lead planner in the work planning LaSalle 1 and 2, BWR,1122 MW each,-

center of a four-loop Westinghouse PWR. His Nuclear Operations Consultant. (1988
primary responsibilities included planning system to 1990)
outages and providing operationalinput.

Byron 1 and 2/Braidwood 1 and 2,-
,

Mr. Naarro has also been involved with fire PWR,1175 MW each.
protection for a singleunit boiling water reactor Licensing Project Engineer. (1988)
(BWR), and was responsible for auditing
procedures related to safe shutdown to ensure Lead Systems Work Planner. (1987)
compliance w!!h 10 CFR 50, Appendix R. He
has performed a spurious operations analysis at Westinghouse Savannah River Company.

another station to ensure compliance with final Savannah River Site.-

Page 2
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MARK A. NAVARRO
'

Nuclear Technology & Regulations DMsion
Senior Principal Engineer '

Shift Ady'.sor. (1990 to 1991)

Public Service Electric and Gas Company*

Salem 1 and 2, PWR,2176 MW total.-

Configuration Baseline Documentation
Program Specialist. (1989 to 1990)

Salem 1 and 2, PWR,2176 MW total.-

Nuclear Operations Consultant. (1988
to 1989)

* Westinghouse Electdc Corporation
Vandellos 2 (Spain), PWR,-

Nudear Operations Consultant. (1987
to 1988)

lilinois Power*

Clinton, BWR,985 MW.-

Ucensing Engineer. (1986)

Nudear Operations Consultant. (1985)

Carolina Power & Light Company*

Brunswick I and 2, BWR,790 MW each.-

Nudear Operations Consultant. System
acceptance tests preparation. (1985)

Paci6c Cas and Electdc Company*

Diablo Canyon 1 and 2, PWR,-

1084 MW each.
Senior Reactor Operator / Reactor
Operator / Equipment Operator. (1977 to
1985)

MEMBERSHIPS

American Nuclear Society
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
British Nuclear Energy Society
European Nuclear Society
Professional Reactor Operators Society

(''r
V
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Att:chment 6,1

CONFLICT.OF-INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

N M K N h W /: Al2WNT UDhtL |f'0
Proposed Consultant Consuttant's Employer /

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP [() does does not;in',olve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement wi h clivities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have ( ) do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. K ofits predecessors.
l have not been previously employed by Northeas+ Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any

() I havs been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. Kl have r.ot previously provided design or engineering semees to NNECO for the subject
Mi!! stone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor. .

OV 3. I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of ano

Offr,ite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
~

appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. Ki have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
( CVw %454v ), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (SeL M<d i,

'

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( i,
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
=====**d with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employmett) l0&Eb Rv? OMST/NQthWE QS STA&rd/' C W.SULI M W 0 0
VANDglLoS k |N S/W/N 1999- 22 .

5. KI, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks ' o 'ds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone units AE ( - ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNEL:0, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),orthe
NSSS vendor ( ).

O'w/ 1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Attachmsnt 6.1

8ee L uo aeawen ac-

Proposed Consultant Consultant's Em66 oyer /'

6 % Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unih AE*
f 1, or the h'SSS vendor I i ==aad= tad with

des 6gn or construction of the subject Millstone urut.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) ==== with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. My close rotsuvos (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE L ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

( ) My -bee reisbves (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed i; I4NECO, the subject Millstone
uret's AE f 1, cr the NSSS vendorI iin a
management capacity, (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, conbngent,

upon the postbon you take on any issue being considered by you in connechon with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the crcumstances.

NO ( ) YES. Explain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this quesbonnare, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connochon
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed descnption of the circumstances.

NO ( )YES. Explain.

10 Are you aware of anything that might create a percophon that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assagned to you in connochon with the sutvect Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provute a detailed f::=- -:-n of the cucumstances.f

%NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

i oormy tu the .mem.nis i hav. mad. on tnis form are in., compisie, and conect tome best of my
kno.iedg. and if = c comstances sun und g th. - ch.nge donng performance of the
ICAVP forthe Miustone unit, I wW inform the NRC of those changes.

I141 A Mrpu n / '7Zb|f'i
fligh&tdie /'

Date / /'

O .. . p.,.r. s ew e.e or s.,,,s. ,s .. ,.--.

w.n.w= .r
-n w

s - - ss, == . .
,. e .
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* EARL L RUSS-

MECHANICAL PROJECT ENGINEERING DIVISION
g SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER

d .

EDUCATION Sargent & Lundy's management, and the project
team. For some projects this requires the use of

University of Illinois at Chicago B.S. Applied personal computer.related (PC) equipment. From
Mechanics 1969 the project scope of work, he develops the

project work breakdown structure and coordinates
REGISTRATION the project team's development of precedence

networks with task durations and imposed
Professional Engiacer Illinois, Indiana milestone and significant event dates. He

supervises input of man-hour, schedule, and
PROFICIENCIES progress data to produce the project progress

report for distribution to the project team,
Project engineering management Sargent & Lundy management, and the client. He
Engineering schedules analyzes schedule and man-hour performance and
Cost control systems reports variances to the project team for
System design resolution. He also interfaces the engineering
Equipment procurement schedule and progress with the requirements of
Document review and approval the construction schedule.
Engineering calculations

Mr. Russ reviews project requirements with the
Client communication project manager and project team to determine
Liaison with construction forces the optimum project controls system, using a

combination of company LAN and PCbased
O EXPERIENCE information systems. A project control system is
\. then created and tailored to the individual

Mr. Russ has 33 years of experience in the design, project's needs.
engineering, and administration of generating ,

stations. He has also provided project control He works with senior project team members to
services for multiple, concurrent retrofit projects, establish a feasible project schedule to establish
for a coal gasification repowering project at a resource allocation, milestone plans, reporting
coal-fired plant and for a combined cycle project requirements, and any special project specific
in Bangkok, Thailand. control needs.

Mr. Russ has performed plant retrofit and The created project control system regularly
betterment work including pipe and equipment provides information on percent complete, man-
sizing calculations. He has developed hour budget infonnation, and schedule status
specifications and evaluated bids for purchase of dates, and uses downloaded information on man-
aquipment includin3 piping, valves, pumps, heat hour use cost, and eamed value to supply the
exchangers, boiler fans, ductwork and project team with needed status information,
precipitators, and various subsystem components.

Mr. Russ also serves as a consultant to other
PROJECT (SCHEDULE AND CONTROLS members of the Project Cost & Scheduling

Division regarding the application of software to
'

As a senior project planning engineer, Mr. Ru:s new projects, and trouble-shoots existing projects
coordinates implementation of the Engineering as problems occur.
Proje~ Monitoring System and other schedule,
progress, and man-hour monitoring systems
required to meet the needs of the client,

Page 1
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EARL L. RUSS

MECHANICAL PROJECT ENGINEERING DIVISION
SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER

PROJECT ENGINEERING AND DESIGN

As a Senior Project Engineer, Mr. Russ has
participated in the biennial update of Design Basis
Documents (DBD's) for a major Nuclear Power
Plant Facility. This work was performed under
stringent schedule and budget constraints to meet
the client's cornmitments to the NRC. Mr. Russ
authored the changes to the Auxiliary feedwater
System Design Basis Document and assisted in the
update of several others.

Mr. Russ also has experience in the drafting,
design, engineering, and administration of
generating stations. He has worked at various
technical levels in Sargent & Lundy's Mechanical
Design & Drafting Division, Mechanical Analytical
Division, Mechanical Project Engineering Division,
and Project Cost & Scheduling Division.

Before his transition to project planning and
controls, Mr. Russ performed plant retrofit and

O betterment work, including pipe and equipment
sizing calculations. He developed specifications
and evaluated bids for the purchase of equipment,
including piping, valves, pumps, heat exchangers,
boiler fans, ductwork, precipitators, and various
subsystem components. While with another
construction and engineering firm, Mr. Russ
earned project engineering experience on four,

fossil-fueled generating units. He also worked at
the management level in the planning, scheduling,
man-hour administiation, and financial aspects of
a major fossil project.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Cerrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

6ARL L. Russ GA(MMT d Luuby
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP (() does ( does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I hadpirect previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I (( ) have (6do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP In addition

1. ([l have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. (d I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subzntractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. k I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subjec' Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other busir,ess relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. (d | have not been previously ernployed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
( 5%.* - a4434r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (UM . lud,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
assoaated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State themature of the
employment.)

5. ([l, and my immediate family, do not own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the suyect Millstone unit's AE ( GTo 9 6 J W 6BsTo /2 ), or the
NSSS vendor ( W6sTId6 IJoms. ).

() l, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.)in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or theO NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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EALL L, dusS SAMnA)T dLw@y
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. k Memaers of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
(CrcM 4 WeWra), or the NSSS vendor Itd6TeW7H WCG i assocated with

design or construction of the suWoct Millstone unit.

. () Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) maaaaiM with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. k My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
MWstone unit's AE I GTO M 4 M.bWE), or the NSSS vendor I h/dsrN6H oe0 E i,

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject

. Mastone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed descnption of the circumstances.

O
-

( NO ( ) YES. Explain.

9. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, FeiMe a detailed descriotion of the circumstances.

7 ( NO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the cucumstances.

( NO ( )Yes. Explain. -

.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to#ie best of my
knowledge and if the cercumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inicum the NRC of those changes.

D Y b t/A- A h)&'M97O Signature o.l. -
In me esovo sessmerne, me term 'emeioyer is conewued to moon any tonn of empuyment, samt emce, as e entencear. or se a
susconremor. The term *tmmeeste femmy' Inolumes me riserviewee's enseen. stopormeen. spouse, pareras, sospearenes,
momeraMew, temer wWour, twomenHrWour. essesre< Mew, or any person living wah the sneerviewee.
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( $# smes. eda Luno u. THOMAS W. KUJAWSKIv

'/ Analysis & Technologies Division -

p Project Engineer

EDUCATON reports, including the report on supplemental
cooling of circulating water at Commonwealth

Purdue University M.S. Engineering 1979 Edison Con.pany's Dresden nuclear station.

Purdue University B.S. Engineering 1976 Mr. Kujawski also has 14 years of experience at
increasing levels of responsibility in the analysis

REGISTRATON and design of piping for both pressurized and
boiling water reactor nuclear power plants.

Professional Engineer Indiana Prior to becoming a project engineer, he was a
senior systems engineer in the Engineering

PROFICIENCIES Mechanics Division, in that capacity, he
supervised a wide variety of work, including

Piping design and analysis static and dynamic piping structural analysis by
Project coordination computer codes, stress analysis in accordance

with the applicable power piping codes, and
RESPONSIBK! TIES piping analysis using simplified dynamic analysis

techniques. He supervised engineering in the
Mr. Kujawai is currently a project engineer in areas of plant modifications and outage
the Analysis & Technologies Division, which was assistance. He has been involved in field
formed by the union of the Mechanical assignments related to troubleshooting various
Analytical Division, the Nuclear Safeguards & piping and piping support problems
Ucensing Division, and the Radwaste Division in encountered during plant operation and the

d July 1991. Prior to this, Mr. Kujawski was a design modification process,
project engineer in the Mechanical Analytical
Division. His current responsibilities and his Mr. Kujawski was responsible for the
former responsibilities in the Mechanical independent technical review of the attemate
Analytical Division include participation in piping analysis of Tennessee Valley Authority's
various capacities in the preparation, review, Watts Bar nuclear plant. This review covered
and approval of calculations and reports in the piping analysis calculations, criteria,
area of general fluid mechanics aad heat specifications, and procedures. Prior to that
transfer. He provides administrative and assignment, Mr. Kujawski was responsible for
technical guidance necessary to complete the piping as-built evaluation and field change
documentation packages as well as to meet reconciliation activities in support of fuelload
schedules and budgets. and startup schedules for Commonwealth

Edison Company's Braidwood 1 nuclear power
EXPERIENCE plant.

:

Mr Kujawski's recent experience is in the area Prior to assuming the position of senior systems
of fluid mechanics and heat transfer. He has engineer, Mr, Kujawski was a systems engineer,
been involved in various assignments, for both in that capacity, he was responsible for the
fossil and nuclear power plants, related to pipe review and technical adequacy of piping analysis
sizing and friction loss calculations as well as performed by other engineers and the review of
pump sizing and NPSH verification. He has piping and piping hardware designs. A portion
prepared specifications for various power plant of the work addressed the reevaluation of piping
components and has coauthored various and support systems and modification packages

D
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secc= g Lunce o. THOMAS W. KUJAWSKIv

''/ Analysis & Technologies Divisionf

Project Engineer

5O
associated with the boiling water reactor Mark I

*

Commonwealth Edison Company.

load definitions. Analytical studies related to the Quad Cities i and 2, nuclear,828 MW-

plant unique analyses were prepared to support each;
licensing activities. Zion 1 and 2, nuclear,1098 MW each.

|
-

Senior Systems Engineer. (1987 to I

Before that, Mr. Kujawski was an engineering 1990) i
analyst. He performed stress analysis of nuclear '

power plant piping in accordance with Senior Engineering Specialist. (1981 to
; Section ill of the American Society of 1987)
; Mechanical Engineers Boiler ar.d Pressure Vessel

,

|

; Code and Power Piping American National Systems Engineer. (1979 to 1981) l

Standards Institute B31.1. He solved design
|problems in the areas of thermal expansion, Analyst. (1977 to 1979)

| seismic response in piping systems, and
vibration. He has made considerable use of Dresden 13, nuclear,1829 MW total.-

computer analysis techniques. He has also Senior Engineering Specialist. (1981 to
prepared stress reports of piping stress analysis. 1985)

Mr. Kujawski joined Sargent & Lrndy in 1976. Systems Engineer. (1979 to 1981)
His specific experience includes:

Analyst. (1977 to 1979)
L PLANT DESIGN
: \.- Tennessee VaNey Authority*

Commonwealth Edison Companyi Watts Bar 1 and 2, nuclear,1270 MW. -

Braidwood 1 and 2, nuclear,1175 MW each.-

each. Senior Systems Engineer. (1987 to
} Senior Systems Engineer. (1987 to 1990)

present)
Browns Ferry 13, nuclear,1152 MW-

Senior Engineering Specialist. (1985 to each,

1987) Senior Systems Engineer. (1987)
: -

Analyst. (1976) MEMBERSHIP
'

Byron 1 and 2, nuclear,1175 MW each. American Society of Mechanical Engineers-

Analyst. (1976)

PLANT BETTERMENT

Various fossil and nuclear units.

- Project Engineer. (1990 to present)

Sinois Power.

Clinton, nuclear,990 MW.-
,

Senior Systems Engineer. (1990).

l
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O CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

Y o m4q bd. G 6 /hask(
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP (() does ( s not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had pect previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewdng and I [( ) have (7do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my

,

work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. ave not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. ( ave not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. have no other business relations (memb3r of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. ave not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (
( ke r /vc Ar4 A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor f uM - ud,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State themature of the

yment.)

5. I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),orthe
NSSS vendor ( ).

() I, or a member of my immediata family, own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( J,orthe

Os NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enciosure 3
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cMAdC k h i NL
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) assodated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. y close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Minstone unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ),

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unst's A8!( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description citnc circumstances.

_ ('t ( ) YES Explain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detallet' description of the circumstances.

( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assgined to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICA If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

( ) Yes. Explain. .

.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and if the cucumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP forthe subject Millstone , I willinform the NRC of those changes,

bM # /b , 7
O a- "

<'-
.s. _e.t _e.e. . _ .m _ _ ee.,_ . ,.., .

subcorurem.r. The term 'immeeste hmey" includes ine interwowee's enddren, slopouldren, spouse, parerus, snappareras,
maewreisw. esinereew, avoinero*iew, sneerseaw, or any person IMne wan the meerwowee.

I
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( SUjAL 1. PATELf

* p " "' instrumentation & Contmis Pmiect Engineering Division
. Sernor Engineer

EDUCATION EXPERIENCE

B.S. Electrical Engineering - 1990 Mr. Patel has seven years of progressive
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign experience in controls engineering, including

both fossil and nuclear experience, using
advanced controls coupled with practical

PROFICIENCIES working knowledge. Plant modification work,
including power plant system conceptual and

Instrumentation and control (l&C) design, detailed design field engineers, construction
engineering, modification, and upgrade scheduling, and project coordination. These

Control strategy development tasks involved modification to a wide variety
I&C procurement of power, control and instrumentation systems.
Performance evaluation
Operational experience Mr. Patel assisted in the preparation of the

specification for upgrade of the Hydrogen
Language Capabilities: water chemistry (HWC) project at the Grand
Gujarati and Hindi, Gulf Nuclear Station (GGNS). For this

project, he additionally provided technical
design and input into the input into the

RESPONSIBILITIES Input / Output (1/0) database.

- As a senior I&C engineer, Mr. Patel provides Mr. Patel began his career working at Zion
engineering and design of1&C systems for Nuclear station for Comed in the technical
specific projects. He performs spe.cific tasks staff, where he was responsible for electrical
as assigned by the project engineer, covering and instrumentation system design
the application, design, specification, modification and diagnosis operational
procurement, installation, interface, operation, problems.
PC proficient and performance ofI&C He is
responsible for developing bid procurement At the Zion Station, Mr. Patel integrated and
specification for client purchase. He elevates implemented microprocessor based Eagle 21
bidder's proposals, recommends purchases, and digital reactor process control system and
reviews contractor's design and drawings for technical review of drawings. This included
compliance with the contract. Ae preparation of the I/O database, spare parts

list, and technical review of drawings. Tids
modification significant's reduce outage and
compensators measures.

O
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( SUML j. PATEL

O - - - + - - ' *e- itie & ce t-i r->e<it si ,i ox*ie-
Senior Engineer

hir. Patel also worked in the Electrical implementation and project results including
instrument and control Design Group for more startup and acceptance testing.
than three years at the South Texas Project
(STP) ofIlouston Lighting & Power, lie Perform and review 10CFR50.59 cvaluations,
provided technical design input for numerous just fication for continued operation (JCO),i

projects at STP nuclear station. Safety Analysis Reports, Operational Event
Reviews, Station Problem Report Analysis,

Mr. Patel was at. aged for unescorted access to Root Cause Analysis, Industry and
Zion Nuclear Plant and South Texas Project hiaintenance Efuciency studies, and associated
Nuclear Plant, documentation changes.

llis specine experience includes:
Operational Experience:

SOUTil TEL\S PROJECT (STP) ,

llOUSTON LIGIITING & POWER - ZION 1 & 2
Nuclear 1250htW each COMED Nuclear,1098 htW each
Design Engineer (June 1993 to October 1996). Electrical System Engineer (June 1990 to hiay
Completed training program for pressurized 1993) completed training program on the
water reactor systems, simulator and pressurized water reactor

systems course, completed Eagle 21
Responsible for detailed instrument troubleshooting e.nd microprocessor based
engineering support for many plant project. training.
Responsibilities included specifying
instrument, (filling out specification sheets or Responcible for electrical and instrumentation
purchase request sheets with system design modification and diagnose
specification / engineering data and operational problems,
recomnanding a vendor) sizing control valves,
orifiu; plates, designing control (monitoring Performed field engineering responsibilities
loops, and control circuit for pump and fan associated with new equipment installation,
motors, documentation, blueprint review,

interdepartmental coordination of work, and
Create, review and document design changes supervision of electricians.
to the following: Electrical distribution and
single line draw'ngs; l&C instrumentation and Performed 10CFR50.59 cvaluations and
isometrics; set point calculation; cost analysis technical specification reviews for plant
report; technical data analysis; scheduling of modifications. Disposition Non Conformance

> projects; quality assurance program Reports, operability concerns, addressed

O
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i SUJAL j. PATEL

**" '* 7 ""N " ' instrumentation & Contmis Project Engineering DMslon
Senior Engineer

concerns for defects or non compliances
reportable under 10CFR21.

Integrated microprocessor based digital reactor
process control system to existing plant
interfaces to improve plant productivity and
efficiency. Prepare operational procedural
manuals and performed extensive testing for
qualifications.

COMPUTER SKILLS

PC's experience include MS word, word
perfect, Lotus . Excel, and MS Access.
Knowledge of BASIC, FORTRAN, and C++.

TRAINING
:

Setpoint for Nuclear Safety related
Instrumentation
Allen Bradley PLC Training
ladustrial Flow Measurement Engineering

.

O
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O CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

$ , r+ I 7 k4.| L
Proposed Consultant Coniuitant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP (() does % does not] involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previotas involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and | [( ) have Q{ do not have] conflicting roles tha' might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. % i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previous y employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. % l have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. % 1 have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may areste the
appearance of a conflict of Interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. % I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect. engineer (AE)
( She r /ve u4 r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (mb 4 . lum,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State thenature of the
employment.)

5. g 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Oilstone unit's AE I ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial Interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the

O NSSS vendor (_ ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Cons'ultant's Employer

6. Q Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7, d My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Mastone unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
MEstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, prevs a detailed descnption of the circumstances.

kNO ( ) YE3, Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ab'ity to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

%NO ( ) YES. Explain.

.
.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with obloctivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, prevs a detailed descnption of the circumstances,

kNO ( ) Yes. Explain. -

.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complate, and correct tothe best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

N Cm 9/l6/97.

0 nature
-

osie

m = em. msnm.ne v. arm emperor is aanseved a mean any enm or emperment, een mea. m e sweemr. w as e
susconremor. The term 'immeeste femey' includes me intennewee's shedron, stopchteren, spouse, parena, sepperents.
meenr*4sw. smher*4sw. twomeruMew, entoruMew, or any person # wine we me enervowee. '
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d CESAR EDANO
""*'**W"' Electncal Pm}ect Engineering Dhision

Electrical Engineer

EDUCATION and/or performed switchgear final test prior to
shipment.

B.S. Electrical Engineering,
Feat! University 1969 Desien Encineer
hianila, Philippines October 1987 - October 1989,
* Woodward School Worked closely with the project engineers in
+ ABB Utility Relaying School preparing project submittals. Performed
+ Basler Electric Utility Protective Application ACAD designs for the switchgear ac/dc
Seminar controls for co generation, peak shaving,
+ G. E. Fanue PLC & SCADA Seminars prime and standby power utilizing various
+ Square D PLC & SCADA Seminars type of PLC's with some involved SCADA
+ Allen Bradley PLC School monitoring and control. Wrote and debugged
+ Barber Colman Electric Governor & Control project system sollware. Performed metering
School calculation and selection, protective relaying

and circuit breaker trip settings and
EXPERIENCE coordination. Generated all of materials of the

assigned projects. Created and prepared
Zenith Contmis, Inc, equipment Operation and maintenance hianual
Proint Encineer books for the customers.
October 1989 - Present,
Responsible for technically overseeing a team American-Canadian Technical Services
of design engineers and drafters focused on Electrical Encineer
the various types of paralleling switchgear h1 arch 1985 - April 1987
projects. Conducted review of switchgear Repaired and upgraded power plant,
assigned projects to establish requirements for distribution substations and load centers of the
submittal of documentation to customers and U.S. hiilitary Bases. Commissioned
consulting engineers. Project responsibility Generators & automatic paralleling switchgear
for writing, installing, testing and debugging for the U.S. hillitary Bases,
system software with some inve'ved SCADA
for remote monitoring and controls. Zenith Contmis, Inc.
Coordinated project needs to maximize quality Test Encinttt
engineering and manufacturing efficiency. February 1981 - June 1984
Worked closely with the engine generator- Designed and developed fast, versatile and
distributors and electrical contracts during accurate means of testing a production panel.
design, manufacture and startup of the Download and debugged system soflware to
assigned project. Provided a complete project the equipment under test. Performed
technical support to the customers, field sales customer's witnessed test. Responsible for
force, the project consulting engineers and the proper operation of equipment prior to
7enith field service engineers. Witnessed shipment.

K4448 Dnoe I
~
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d CESAR EDANO

**"**)""*"' tjectrical Pm}ect Engineering Dkision
'

[lectdcal Engineer."

Al Touhky Establishment
Power Plant Instrumentation & Control
L1dKCI
March 1978 March 1980
Members of the Mobil Inspection & Repair

-

Team adhering to a rigid schedule of checkingi

and maintaining (12) power plant stations in
the villages of Jeddah. Over the years have
gained substantial experience in solid state and
electro-mechanical relay for generator control
and protection applications.

.

Dr. Jose Fabella Memodal llospital
Maintenance & Motor Pool Supervisor
May 1970 - March 1978,
Started as Electrical unit Foreman.

'

Responsible for the installation, repair and
maintenance of the electrical system and
equipments of the hospital facility, Supervised
staff of nine. After three years, I was
promoted to a maintenance and motor pool
supervisor. Worked closely with the Chief
Engineer in carrying out administrative and
technical operations of the department.
Supervised the staff of 62 comprising of
Electrical, Mechanical and Construction units.

O
i
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O CONFLICT OF lNTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE . Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)
,

GCSnR E. G0Arto SARGCA)il'l.ur101
Proposeo Consultant Consultant's 2mployer

My participation in the Millstone Unit O ICAVP [() does (v[does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I (( ) have (,fdo not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. M l have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. (4 I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a coraractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineedng services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. (f I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

( ) I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a confilet of interest.

4. (4 I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
I he r st4 Ar4 ri, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (1M . /~M,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE I i,
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their W+:::::=6
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit (State thenature of the
employmert)

5. 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE f 1, or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) !, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interesta (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),orthe

O NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer,

6. ([ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone untt's AE
; ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with |

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.
V

( ) Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AEI

( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) sesociated with.

] des 6gn or construction of the subject Millstone unit (State the nature of the employment.)
.

i 7. (( My close reistives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subled
i Millstone unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) t

j in a management capacity,
i

} () My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a

j, management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

| 8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
4 upon the position you take on any issue being considerert by you in connection with the subject

Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(dNO ( ) YES. Explain.
1

!
1

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
'

your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
! with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(vfNO ( )YES. Explain.
,

I
!

Are you aware of anything that might create a perceshion that you would not act witn objectMty| 10.
j in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's

j ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

(dNo ( ) Yes. Explain. .

.

.

.

I l certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
; knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
: ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I w6li inform the NRC of those changes.

4)Ls T |&'9]
| Signature Date

i m m ebe. g. sten = m, ems or.o eenesued ie een enr .e,. e, _._. =. .m. ci. e. e es,eecer, er- e
subceruremer. The term 'immeeste femey' includes me interwowee's chtdren, essochaeon. opeues, perona, steppererne.;

memordMew temordMew, bromere4New esteredMew, er any pereen IMng we me meerwowee.'

i
!
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WILLIAM G. BLOETHE
m u rums a Lundym Electrical Analytical Division

j
Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer,

!

EDUCATION starting. He has also prepared technical
specifications for international tenders.

Iowa State University M.S. Electrical
Engineering 1975 Mr. Bloethe worked on the design of Korea

Electric Power Corporation's Yonggwang
lowa State University B.S. Electrical Nuclear Power Plant Units 3 and 4 between
Engineering 1973 1987 and 1990. His responsibilities have

included design of the auxillary power and ,

REGISTRATION protective relaying systems as well as general |
electrical systems work. l

Professional Engineer lilinois
Before that, Mr. Bloethe participated in the

PROFICIENCIES transfer of knowledge for the Indonesian
engineers while assigned on site in jakarta,

Electrical engineering Indonesia. He conducted formal seminars on
Induction coordination studies grounding system design, electrical auxillary
Analytical studies system protective relaying, cathodic protection,
Grounding systems and engineering work of the Indonesian

O Load flow and transient stability studies ena,ineers assigned to the project team.
\ System planning

'
He has designed grounding systems for 10

RESPONSIBILITIES generating stations and substations and has
written and reviewed Sargent & Lundy internal

Mr. Bloethe is responsible for providing standards for grounding. Mr. Bloethe has
analytical solutions to system and power plant conducted studies to determine the voltage
related problems. He is responsible for induced in objects near electric transmission
developing analytical techniques and canying lines. He has also been responsible for the
out technical studies of power plant electrical conceptual design and review of lightning
issues. These include such issuer, as cable protection systems. He has written and
ampacity, electrical auxillary system voltage drop reviewed Sargent & Lundy standards and has
and short circuit studies and grounding. been responsible for preparing computer

programs for engineering calculations. He
EXPERIENCE prepared the Magnetic Induced Voltage (MIND)

program. Mr. Bloethe is also coauthor of the
Mr. Bloethe has 21 years experience as a profes- AC Electrical Load Monitoring (AC41MS)
sional electrical engineer Mr. Bloethe has computer programming. He is alw the
developed methodologies for determining the coauthor of the CADIFS program wh!ch is used
ampacity of cables that are installed in fire wrap to evaluate the effect of cable fire stops used in
or in fire stops. He has worked on the analysis nuclear stations on the cable ampacity. He has
and design of power plant auxillary systems also been responsible for assisting other
which involves the evaluation of short circuits, electrical engineers in using Sargent & Lundy's
voltage regulation, and voltage dip during motor computer facilities.

J
Page 1
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WILLIAM G. BLOETHE
n.oru ne a t unoy... Electrical Analytical Division

O Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer

In 1994, he sersed as the Lead Electrical Dresden 2 and 3, nuclear,850 MW-

Engineer for a feasibility study for each.
Interconnecting the electric power systems of Degraded voltage analysis. (1992)
Sarawak, Malaysia and West Kalimantan,
Indonesia. This study included economic, load Review of condensate return unit heater
flow, and transient stability evaluations. Much sizes. (1987)
of this work was performed in the client's offices
in Malaysla. LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1122 MW-

each.
Mr. Bloethe installed the EDSA Power 2000 Analysis of cable derating due to fire
software on the S&L LAN cornputer system and stops. (1981)
tested various modules of the above indicated
package. Analysis of fire stop deratir,g tests.

(1980)
Prior to joining Sargent & Lundy in 1975,
Mr. Bloethe was a research assistant at towa Analysis of adequacy of auxiliary system.
State University. (1979)

O His specific experience includes: Zion I and 2, nuclear,1085 MW each.-

Analysis of adequacy of auxiliary system.
PLANT DESIGN (1979 to 1980)

Korea Electric Power Corporation Illinois Power* *

Yonggwang 3 and 4, nuclear,1000 MW Clinton 1, nuclear,985 MW.- -

each. Review of penetration protection.
Design of electrical auxiliary system, (1987)
general electric system design. (1987 to
1990) Review of diesel generator tests. (1981)

Comed The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company* *

Byron 1 and 2/Braldwood 1 and 2, Zimmer 1, nuclear, 839 MW (cancelled).- .

nuclear,1175 MW each. Analysis of cable derating due to fire
Development of calculation stops. (1981)
methodologies to address fire wrap
(Thermalag) ampacity derating issues. East Bend 2, coal,648 MW,-

(1996) Lime sllo lightning protection. (1979)

Byron 1 and 2/Braldwood 1 and 2, Northern States Power Company*-

nuclear,1175 MW each. Prairie island-

Degraded voltage analysis. (1992) Calculation of ampacity for cables
installed in Thermo-Lag replacement fire
barriers.

D
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WILLIAM G. BLOETHE

so,m ew a unwey... Electrical Analytical Division

O Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer

* PSI Energy Ogden Martin Systems, Inc.*

Marble Hill 1, nuclear,1175 MW Irwindale, refuse,100 MW.- -

(cancelled). Conceptual protective relaying report.
Outbuilding lightning protection. (1981) (1986).

Review diesel generator tests. (1981) Wisconsin Electric*

Pleasant Prairie 1 and 2, coal,570 MW-

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation each.*

Weston 3, coal,321 MW. Revision of relays for Unit 2 diesel-

Ampacity review of cables in tray under generator. (1985)
switchyard room. (1980)

Perusahaan Umum Listrik Negara,*

Northern Indiana Public service Indonesia.

Company Palton SPP 1 and 2, coal,400 MW each.-

Schahfer 15, coal,512 MW. Participated in the transfer of knowledge-

Cable trench for main generator leads, for the Indonesian engineers while
(1978) assigned on site in jakarta, Indonesia.

He conducted formal seminars on
Middle South Services, Inc. grounding system design, electrical.

Slx standard units, coal and lignite, auxiliary system protective relaying,- -

750 MW each. cathodic protection, and engineering
Auxiliary system conceptual design, applications of computers. He was also
(1977) responsible for supervising and

evaluating the work of the Indoneslan
New York Power Authority engineers assigned to the project team..

MTA fossil plant; coal, oil, and refuse; Work done in jakarta, Indonesia. (1983-

697 MW (held). to 1985)
Auxiliary power study. (1976)

Illinois Power. .

RELAYING Clinton 1, nuclear,985 MW.-

Protective relaying for storage of reserve
Korea Electric Power Corporation auxiliary transformer. (1980)e

Yonggwang 3 and 4, nuclear,1000 MW-

each. Central Loulslana Electric Company, Inc.*

Design of protective relaying system. Rodemacher 2; coal, lignite, oil, and gas:-

(1987 to 1990) 511 MW.
Protective relaying conceptual design.

Amoco Oil Company (1978)*

Whiting, refinery.-

Review of relaying for breakers 375 and
621. (1986)

Page 3
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WILLIAM G. BLOETHE

u ru ,w a Lunov... Electrical Analytical DivisionI- Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer

GROUNDING SYSTEMS Newton 1 and 2, coal,617 MW each..

Transient stability study for transmission,

Southwestern Electric Power Company / line requirements. (1977 to 1978)e

Central Loulslana Electric Company, Inc.:

! Dolet Hills 1, lignite, 707 MW. Wisconsin Power & Light Company. *

Grounding system design. (1982) Evaluation of the transmission plan for.

the Haven power plant site. (1977)
PSI Energy*

Gibson 5, coal,618 MW, SYSTEM STUDIES.

Grounding system review. (1982)
Illinois Clean Coal Institute Feasibility.

Marble Hill 1, nuclear,1175 MW Study.

(cancelled). Evaluation of the feasibility of installing a-

Grounding system design and induced non-utility base load coal fired generating
voltage calculations. (1975,1977) station to serve various markets. The

economics of the generating station and
Southwestern Electric Power Company options for wheeling the power were.

Pirkey 1, lignite, 707 MW. explored. (1995).

Q Grounding system design. (1980)
U Han Sa Engineering.

Wisconsin Power & Light Company Bintulu Arc Furnace Study.i * -

Edgewater 5, coal,380 MW. Evaluation of the effect of new arc-

GrounJing system design. (1978) furnace on the public power system and
an investigation of mitigation of voltage

Comed flicker, frequency dip, and harmonics.*

Braidwood I and 2, nuclear,1175 MW (1994 95)-

each.
Grounding system design. (1975,1977) Sarawak Electricity Supply Corporatione

(SESCo)> .

Byron 1 and 2, nuclear,1175 MW each. SarawakWest Kalimantan- .

Grounding system design. (1976) Interconnection Study,

: Feasibility study for interconnecting two
TRANSMISSION LINE AND SUBSTATIONS Electric Power Systems including

economic, short circuit, load flow, and
The Kansas Power and Light Company transient stability studies. (1994).

Jeffery Summit 345 kV line..

Induced voltage review. (1982) Atlantic Electric.

Churchtown<umbedand transmission-

Quinton substation, line.3
-

Grounding system design. (1981) Revision of mitigation measures for a gas
line sharing a right of way with a 230 kV

Central Illinois Public Service Company transmission line. (1993)e

Page 4
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WILLIAM G. BLOETHE

s,.ru nc a unuty... Electrical Analytical Division

O Senior Project / System / Resident Engineer

* Comed Texas.New Mexico Power Company+

S. Elgin Wayne Transmission Line. Participated in load flow studies to. .

inductive coordination study for railroad connect a new coalfired plant into the
circuits sharing right of way with 138 kV Texas system and wheel power to
transnission line. (1994 to 1995) remote load centers. (1985 to 1986)

Crawford-Fisk transmiscion line. Exxon Company, U.S.A.*-

Inductive coordination study for railroad Electrical system translent stability study..

circuits sharing right of-way with 138 kV (1982)
transmission line. (1992)

City Public Service Board of San*

City of Springfield, Illinois Antonio, Texas.

Review of generation expansion plan. Ballpark Olmos 138 kV line (SL 3678)..

(1993) Inductive coordination study. (1979)

Korea Electric Power Corporation Interlake, Inc.. *

Yonggwang 3 and 4, nuclear,1000 MW Arc fumace flicker study (project- -

each. abandoned). (1977)
Q Electrical auxiliary bus transfer study.
b/ (1992) Bendix Corp. Energy Controls Division*

Electrical distribution study. (1975).

Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation.

Nine Mlle Point 1, nuclear,642 MW. MEMBERSHIPS.

Electrical auxiliary system bus transfer
study. (1992) lllinois Society of Professional Engineers

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Omaha Public Power District National Society of Professional Engineers*

Fort Calhoun, nuclear,502 MW. ClGRf.

Auxillary system bus transfer study.
(1992) PUBLICATIONS

Amoco Oil Company ' Interconnection Economics of Small Power.

Whiting Refinery. Systems - A Case Study * (coauthor), American.

Ring bus four load flow and short<lrcuit Power Conference, April 1996
study.

' Assessment of the Dynamic Behavior of
PDC 1 motor starting study. (1991) Auxiliary Loads during Bus Transfer' (coauthor),

American Power Conference, April 1994
Wisconsin Electric=

Point Beach 1 and 2, nuclear,497 MW. ' Economical Strategies for Inductive Mitigation.

Diesei generator dynamic analysis. on joint Utility and Railroad Corridors'
(1991)

U
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WILLIAM G. BLOETHE

'

es rg ne a unwey... Electrical Analytical Division
Senior Project / System /Rssident Engineer

(coauthor), American Power Conference, April
1993

' Evaluation of the Dynamic Performance of
Nuclear Power Plant Diesel Generators'
(coauthor), American Nuclear Society
international Conference, November 1992

' Shunt Reactor Application Considerations'
(coauthor), Sargent & Lundy Transmission &
Substation Conference, November 1992

' Dynamic Analysis of Nuclear Diesel Generators'
(coauthor), Sargent & Lundy Engineering
Conference, Spring 1992

' Gas Insulated Substations * (coauthor), Sargent &
Lundy Transmission & Substation Conference,
November 4,1982

' Tests at Braidwood Station on the Effects of Fire
Stops on the Ampacity Rating of Power Cables *
(coauthor), American Power Conference,
April 28,1982

' Economic Considerations for Equipment
Evaluations' (coauthor), Sargent & Lundy

-Transmission & Substation Conference,
November 13,1980 .

' Application of a Low Order Boiler Model to
Transient Stability Studies' (coauthor), Midwest
Power Symposium, October 23, 1975; institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineer Power
Engineering Society Winter Meeting, January 27,
1976

4
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O CONFLlCT OF lNTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

M/M/M dr. h 0rd MV'

Proposed Consultant Cons'uitant's Employfer

My participation in the Millstone Unit d ICAVP [( ) does N does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I(() have do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In 1 stion

I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employinent.)

2. kI have not previously provided design or engineenng services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previounty provided design or 6ngineering services to NNECO for the subject Millatone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of Interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstene unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
( 4e r /(4 Ar4 ri, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (lvf 4 /M,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or constnaction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State thenature of the
employment.)

5. KI, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests fatopks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( A W/ InY& ), or the
NSSS vendor (Il#r4' ih/h.Jvd#Mpow4/p ,

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),orthe

O NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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O v,fascs ogyt_. a_f%.
Proposed Consultant Consdatant's Employer /

6.kM qf m, y i;nm late family are not employed by NblECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f bV/ W , or the NSSS vendor ( 4/ U O N M M S 4-- ) associated with
desgn or construction of the subject Millstone unit. '

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) sesociated with
design or constnJction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. My close relatives (au ,u fl sins) are not employed by NPjE,CO, the
one unit's AE I E ), or the NSSS vendor f 4^*Str % >e).

in a management capacty. '

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
und's AE f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection wth the subject
Mastone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( ) YES. Explain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
wth the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

M NO ( ) YES, Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 if yes, provide a detailed desonption of the circumstances.

%NO ( ) Yes. Explain. .

.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and corect to4he best of my
s;M-;;+ and if the circumstarAw sunounding the responses change during performance of the
'

ICAVP for the subject MWstone unit, I will infonn the NRC of those changes,

b |b kWAlbOO atu,e
- --

me.es_ s_ e.t. ~ s.m _ e,_e.ee ,..e
subconremor. The term 'immee.te immer incluses the interwowee's etGdrert sospatuleen. spouse, parems, susperen
momer< Mew, taher4 Mew, tweenenHMew, s.taruMsw. o, any person uns we the renews
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I B0JAN ORERSNEL
Mechanical Project Engineering Division
Mechanled Project Entineer

EDUCATION perfonned calculations such as a mimmum water level
calculation for containment flooding analysis.

Kansas State University . Ph D. Nuclear Engineering .
1974 Defore his current assignment, Mr. Obersnel's

assignments in the Mechanical Project Engineering
University of Ljubljana, Slovenia . Engineer of Division included system design responsibilities on
Physics .1962 the Yonggwang (Korea) Units 3 and 4 project. lie

was responsible for coordinating, supervising, and
REGISTRATION completing design work for the major nuclear safety.

related systems. Ills work included incorporation of
Professional Engineer . Illinois Combustion Engineering NSSS interface

requirements, evaluation of licensing requirements,

PROFICIENCIES design and evaluation of system performance and
development of system pressure and temperature

Nuclear system design requirements.

Safety analysis
Previously, Mr. Obersnel participated as an

RESPONSIBILITikS Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP)
team member in charge of organir.ing and

Mr. Obersnel is responsible for coordinating and implementing the resiew of hazards (line break and
performing system engineering work on nuclear seismic II/I) design considerations for Public Senice
projects. Electric & Gas Company's 11 ope Creek Generating

Station.

EXPERIENCE
Upon joining Sargent & Lundy in 1974, Mr. Obersnel

Mr. Obersnel has extensive experience in the design worked in the Nuclear Safeguards and Licensing
and engineering of nuclear fueled generating stations. Division (NSLD), where he gained extensive
lie is currently assigned to the Mechanical Project experience as a specialist in the analysis and
Engineering Division as a Mechanical Project assessment of safety and non safety related systems
Engineer, lie is a program manager on the Bpon and for nuclear gercrating stations, both operating and
Braidwood projects, responsible for identifying the under construction. As a supenisor and project
scope of work for modifications on th'ese units, engmeer, Mr. Obersnel was responsible for the
preparing cost estimates and senedules, monitoring coordination of the Safeguards Systems Section work,
and controlling program performance, and assuring This work involved support of design and licensing of
that program deliverables are submitted to the client nuclear power stations. lie supenised and directed
on schedule and within the budget. These the work of the group in areas of thermodynamics,
modifications have included valve replacements and fluid mechanics, and hydrodynamics as applicable to
piping and equipment modifications, liis safety analyses for several nuclear power plants

responsibilities have included coordination of work designed by Sargent & Lundy,
with outside suppliers, contractors, and the station
owner, Commonwealth Edison Company. Ilis experience also includes work in areas of
Mr. Obersnel has also been involved with special containment short. and long term response,
projects such as the cobalt reduction program and the subcompartment pressure and temperature response,

motor operated valve upgrade program, and has equipment environmental qualification envelopes,

3(a
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il0JAN 0llERSNEl'
,

Mechanical Project Engineering Division
Mechanical Project Engineer

hydrogen control, containment spray system design. Mechanical Project Engineer, Nuclear System

and boiling water reactor pool temperature transients. Designer (Combustion Engineering NSSS).
Coordinated, directed, and performed the

Ilis relevant experience ivludes: design work necessary for major nuclear
systems such as reactor coolant, safety

NUCLEAR PLANT DESIGN injection, and chemical and volume control,

etc. (1987 to 1990)
Commonwealth Edison Company+

Byron I and 2/Braidwood I and 2,1175 MW lilinois Power+.

Clinton I,985 MW.each. .

Mechanical Project Engineer. Controlled and Supervised and directed the safety analyses
monitored modification work. Participated in performed by the group in various areas
work related to various design and licensing related to the design and licensing

issues. (1990 to 1992) requirements of t:,e project. (1975 to 1985)

The Cincinnati Cas & Electric CompanyCoordinated and performed system +

Zimmer 1,839 MW (cargelled).engineering work. Performed calculations, .

closed licensing issues, prepared system Supervised and directed the safety analyses

design descriptions, reviewed design and as. performed by the group in various areas
,

built caxiitions, and reviewed and related to the design and licensing

incorporated design changes. (1986 to 1987) requirements of the project. (1975 to 1984)
.

Supervised and directed the safety analyses STUDIES
performed by the group in various areas

Commonwealth Edison Companyrelated to the design and licensing *

Dresden 1, nuclear,200 MW.requirements of the project. (1976 to 1985) -

Potential NUREG 0578 generated hydrogen
LaSalle 1 and 2,1122 MW each, contro; problems. Assessment of-

Project Engineer for Safeguards System NUREG 0578 recommendations. (1985)
Section. (1981 to 1985)

Public Service Electric and Gas Company+

Hope Creek, nuclear,1067 MW.Supervised and directed the safety analyses .

performed by the group in various areas Member ofIndependent Design Verification
related to the design andlicensing Program team responsible for tle review of
requirements of the project. (1975 to 1985) the design considerations for proteation

against postulated pipe breaks and potential
Dresden 2,850 MW. seismic interactions. (1985).

Supenised and directed the safety analyses
Tennessee Valley Authorityperformed by the group in various areas +

?r,aoyah, nuclear,1148 MW.related to the operation, mamtenance, and .

modifications of the power plant. (1976 to Conceptualdesign of a post accident

1985) containment venting system. Member of the
design team. (1980) '

Korea Electric Power Corporation+

Yonggwang 3 and 4,1000 MW each. MEMBERSHIP-

Page 2
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! B0JAN OBERSNEL
Mahanical Pr xt Enginecting Division
Mahanical Projut Entinwr

American Nuclw Society
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CONFLICT.OF. INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE ledependent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

1T%fd 06COS6J6L 5ACIM3TMl-0Uh[
Proposed Conshitant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the MiUstone UnN d ICAVP [( ) does )6 does not) Involve situations or
f*Lationships in whicn I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviev ing and | [( ) hcye M do not havej conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the !". Ai P. In edditioti

1. k i have noGeen previously employed by Northeast V9 clear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of Rs predecessors. (State the nature cf
the employment.)

2. N I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previusly provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unM as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. k I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearence of a conflict of interest.

( ) I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. M l have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
I be r /ve Ar4 e), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (>v6 4 . lum,
or any of their predecessors siissociated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unn.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),

thc NaCS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. % 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), y the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the sebject Millstone unit's AE I ),orthe
N81%S vendor I= ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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i'0]AN CHRW6L- GAMfMTk LONDY
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. g Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
(_ ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7 k My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unN's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

kNO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

kNO ( ) YES Explain,

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

kNO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the s illston nit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

Sfib fi7% M
Signature i Date

m e. es.e _. .~ _ me. ~ em_ e _ es e r.o r. ., . e

subcorwector. The term 'immedets femey" incdudes the interwowee's smudren, stopchedron, spouse, parents, etapparents. {mother 4rWow. femorandow, tweiherNMow, seters4 Mew, or any person IMng wm the interwowee.
|
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f RICARDO HERNANDEZ
Electdcal DiWon
Elsetdcal Deelaner/ cost totimator/ Held Engineer

EDUCATION plants. Mr. Hemandez is trained in Auto-CAD,
CADEE, Excel, Microsoft Word and Visio.

Truman College, Chicago Lighting Institute
Harold Washington College His power plant experience includes:

PROFICIENCIES Pl. ANT DESIGN

Modification work PSI Energy*

Prooperational/startup test reviews Wabash River 1-6, con a )d gas,-

Electrical engineering and design 1026 MW total.
Electrical Cost Estimating (1991 to 1993)

Commonwealth Edison CompanyRESPONSIBILITIES +

Byron 1 and 2/Braidwood 1 and 2,-

Mr. Hemandez is currently on loan from the nuclear,1175 MW each,
estimating group to the Electrical Design and Engineer. (1988 to 1991)
Drafting Department at the Comed LaSalle
Nuclear Station near Seneca, Illinois. He is Braidwood 1 and 2, nuclear,1175 MW-

involved in modification work involving physical each.
design of raceways and cable routing. Designer (1983 to 1984)

Byron 1 and 2, nuclear,1175 MW oach.EXPERIENCE -

O Designer. (1981 to 1983)
Mr. Hemandez began his career at Sargent &

LaSalle 1 and 2, nuclear,1132 MWLundy in the Electrical Design and Drafting -

Department in 1974. He specialized in fossil each.
and nuclear design of underground duct runs, Designer. (present)
cable tray systems, conduit and cable routing.

Te'inessee Valley AuthorityBetween 1981 and 1987 Mr. Hemandez was +

assigned as a field engineer at various Browns Ferry, nuclear,1065 MW.-

construction sites. Project Engineering Assistant. (1987)

In 1987, Mr. Hemandez was transferred to the lilinois Power+

Electrical Project Engineering Division. His Clinton 1, nuclear,985 MW.-

responsibilities included developing electrical Designer. (1984 to 1986)
auxiliary power diagrams, equipment and cable
sizing, review of vendor drawings and periodic

"

trips to coordinate with clients and contractors.

in 1993, Mr. Hemandez's experience in design,
'

engineering and field work qualified him for a
position in the estimating department of the
Project Cost and Scheduling Division. Over a
two-year period, Mr. Hemandez was involved in
the creation of a data base utilizing a modular
concept for future bids and proposals of
pulverized coal and combined cycle power
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( RICARDO HERNANDEZ
flectrical Didslon
Electdeal Designer / Cost Estimator / field Engineer

. Northern Indiana Public Service Company
Schahfor 17 and 18, coal and oil,-

393 MW each.
Designer. (1980 to 1981)

Central Loulslana Electric Company,Inc.*

Rodemacher 2; coal, lign"e, gas, and-

oil; 511 MW.
Designer. (1977 to 1980)

Southwestern Electric Power Company*

Welsh 2 and 3, coal,512 MW each;-

Pirkey 1, lignite,707 MW;-

Flint Creek 1, coal,512 MW.-

Design Drafter. (1976 to 1977)

Southwestern Electric Power Companyl.

Central Loulslana Electric Company, Inc.
Dclet Hills 1, lignite,707 MW.-

Design Drafter. (1976 to 1977)

The Cincinnatl Gas & Electric Company.

O Zimmer 1, nuclear,839 MW (cancelled).-

Drafter. (1975 to 1976)

American Electric Power Service.

Corporation
Cardinal 3, coal,615 MW.-

Drafter. (1975 to 1976)

The Detroit Edison Company*

Fermi 2, nuclear,1123 MW.-

Drafter. (1974 to 1975) .

Interstate Power Company*

Lansing 4, coal,252 MW.-

Drafter. (1974 to 1975)

Page 2
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE . Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

Smr/|$m $ mat Ubg
Proposed Const! tant Consudnt's Ernployer /

My participation in the Millstone Unit d ICAVP [( ) does )( does no') Involve situations or
relationships in which I ha@ direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and | [( ) have (Ido not have] conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP In addition

1. % | have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. p I have not previously provided design or engingnng services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor,

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
3. y) Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the

appearance of a conflict of !nterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. Q l have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AG)
8 ( Ne a4414 M, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( A4,4 . /wM,

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predeoossors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. p funds, etc.)in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE (I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual),orthe
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interest 1 (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNFCO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),orthe

O NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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j Proposed Consultant Consultint's Employer [

! 6. ()| Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
i ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
j design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. )

.! () Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
! ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

'

: design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. ($ My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
, Millstone unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )(

in a management capacity,

j ( ) My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Mastone
.

| unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendnr ( )in a '

j management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)
!

j 8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
! upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
! Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the encumstances. '

(gNO ( ) YES. Explain.

:

| g. Do you know of any reason, whether c' not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
i your ability to be completely objective in perfomiing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection >

| with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.
4

yNo ( ) YES. Explain.

!
! 10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectMty

| in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
; ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desonption of the circumstances.
:

| (K ( ) Yes. Explain.

|
'

i

|

| | certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and compat toes best of my
i knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the

IOA the Millstone unit, I willin%rm the NRC of those changes.

4 |S|4~1/J/m

[ C) naarv
- a op i

-

I in se above statemerse, em term 'emptoret is consrued to mean any form of employment, ellher anos, se a coresser. er es a
; suscenrector. The term *1mmeeste temdy' includes the intervowee's chteen. etapehileen. spouse, perona, stepperente,

mesherwsw. tetherwsw. twetherowaw, sisterowsw. or any pereen Mno wah the weervowee.
j

i
;
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O- d JOHN C. ZWYNER
""*''"**M''"' instrumentation and Control Project

/ Senior 1:ngineer

EDUCATION change out of pneumatic indicators in the
main control room.

Air Force Institute of Technology MS Electrical
Engineering (1973) Phillips's Broadband Network.

(April 1995 July 1996)
Pennsylvania State University BS Meteorology Consultant responsible for electrical
(1967) fabrication and testing components for

Cable TV distrubtion systems.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute BS Electrical
Engineering (1965) Davis Bessee (March 1995).

Consultant auditing P&lD's and Investigating
EXPERIENCE documentation of in'itrument set points.

Experience includes the following assignments: QIA Inc. (August 1932 February 1995).

Consultant lead interviewers and outside
American Electric Power, Cook Nuclear managers for collecting data regarding.

Plant ( January 1997 to present) research for new products to be release for
Consultant performance included public use.

O preparation of instrumentation and control
portions of Design Change Packages on an New York Power Authority. J. A.*

Reverse Osmosis System and replacement Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant (February
of Power Flux recorders. Included were 1991 July 1992)
Safety Screens and Safety Evaluations Consultant duties included preparation and
(10CFR50.5 Unresolved Safety Questions resolution of project problem reports.
Determination), FSAR, Design Basis and Preparing and checking for reissue and
Appendix R impact statements. Also reformatted Instrumentation Loop Diagrams.
preparation of Scope of Design Revision for Systems included:
drawing changes and Post implementation Residual Heat Removal-

Processes (Close Out) of Minor High Pressure Coolant injection-

Modification, Plant Modification, and Design Reactor Core Isolation Cooling-

Change Packages. Modification close out Nuclear Boiler-

work included that for replacement of power Reactor Protection System-

supplies, oneumatic controllers, square root Reactor Water Clean up-

extractors, recorders, Margin of Saturation
Indication, tachometers and annunciaton Also updating of Master Equipment Ust
systems.

New York Power Authority, Indian Point 3 Carolina Power & Light Co., H.B.. .

(August 1996 to October 1996) Robinson, Plant 2 (September 1990 -
Consultant responsible investigation of work January 1991)
requests and problem reports, for the Engineering Support for Refueling 13.
purpose of finding solutions and preparang Design Engineer responsible for
modification packages to implement the Instrumentation and Control Field Revision
solution. Problem worked on included Preparation and Assembly to Plant

Pagei
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O N JOHN G. ZWYNER""" * W" * " ' Instrumentation and Control Project
/ Senior Engineer

Modification packages. Modifications Tenness Valley Authority, Sequoyah.

worked on include Control Room Nuclear Plant (November 1988 May 1987)
Habitability, Instrumentation for Mid loop Instrumentation Engineer, Radiation
operation, Radiation Monitoring System Monitoring System modifications and
Upgrade and Generator Condition Monitor upgrades to existing systems. Preparation
Upgrade, and resolution of corrective actions

documents. Preparation and procurement '

Southern Company, Plant Hatch (April request packages and Engineering Change.

1990 July 1990) Notices. Perform study of Effluent
Design Change Request closeout. Monitoring Reg. Guide 1.97 compliance.
Preparation of packages documenting implementation of revised Set Points.
modifications to the plant for final closeout.
Work included analysis, functional tests or Illinois Power Company, Clinton Power.

proofs of operability, work completion Station (January 1984 March 1988)
notices and updating the plant design basis- Project Engineer Instrumentation and

Control. Responsible engineer for area and
process radiation monitoring, containment

Philadelphia Electric Company, Limerick monitoring, process sampling and*

( Generating Station and Peach Bottom environmental monitoring systems. Duties
(May 1988 December 1989) included the resolution of field problem
Preparation and review of the Setpoint reports, preparation and processing of
Index from Limerick Station (a database of purchase requests. Interface to architect-
pertinent information concoming engineer and vendors in support of systems.
Instrumentation and control loops containing Preparation, review and approval of
over 4600 instruments), development of engineering design documents including
procedures for revising, controlling, and instrument data sheets and instrument loop
issing of the Setpoint Index for the diagrams. Certification of portions of Final
instrumentation !n the Peach Bottom Safety Analysis Report.
Radwaste Facility (Crane System Control
Panel and Closed Circuit Television and Public Service Indiana (January 1982 -.

HVAC Instrumentation). January 1984)
Project Engineer Instrumentation and

Flordia Power Corporation, Crystal River Control. Review and approval Engineering.

(August 1987 January 1988) Design Documents, Design Specifications
Design engineer responsible for preparation and reports Performed Design Review and
and verification of Modification Approval interfaced with AE to resolve design
Records, Field Change Noites and Drawing problems, design of equipment needert for
Changes Notices in support of refueling in test and startup.
the areas of Electrical and Instrumentation
and Control Engineering. System worked EG&G Services, Martin Marietta.

on included Leak Rate Testing, Heater Aerospace (May 1981 October 1981)
Drains, Instrument Air, Non Nuclear System Engineer, MX Programs, Interface
Instrumentation, Make up and Control Room Control Documentation and Revisions,
Switch Change out,

Page 2a
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I |OHN G, ZwYNER
J " "* $ ' " * "' instrumentation and Control Project

/ Senior Engineer

Instrumentation and Flight Safety Systems
and Launcher Support Systems.

. EG&G Servicee, Idaho Natior.al
Engineering Laboratory (February 1977 -
May 1981)
Responsible for requirements, design,
procurement, installation and initial check-
out of new and upgraded protection and
control systems including: Regulator Rod
Servo System, Process Control
Instrumentation, Sequences of Events
Records and Radiation Monitoring Systems
(Area Monitors, CAMS, Air Particulate

Detectors and Stack Gas Monitors).

Wootinghouse Electric Corporation, '+

Bettia Atomic Power Labort tory (October

O 1975 October 1976)
Design Engineer incore Instrumentation
(pressures, temperatures, and flows)
Secondary System Flow Instrumentation,
Test Procedure Preparation, Plant
Maintenance Coordination.

United States Air Force (February 1966 -.

April 1975)
Program Manager for Weather Graphics
System procurement. Electrical Engineer
as to SOON (Solar Optical Observing
Network). PAVE PAWS (Phase Array
Waming System. MARK IV IFF System
Meteorologist - Duty Forecaster with
responsibility of forecasting and briefing
flight crews.

Riley Stoker Corporation (August 1965 -.

January 1966)
Consula. responsible for preparation of
proposals and performance on calculations
on Semi-Fleid Erected Boilers

O
Page 3
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CONFLICT-OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Conective Action Venfication Program OCAVP)

x ,, x a xwunn sucwn i L.v w y

Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 7 ICAVP [() does j4 does not] involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have M do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. M i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

,

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. Q l have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for tne subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. @ Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an

appearance of a conilict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a ecnflict ofinterest.

4. () I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect orgmeer (AE)
( Sh.e + /ve Lr4M, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (M-2 4 3 b ed,
or any of their predecessors' associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

M. I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor L w swo oe E ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

WG411W adv% /3 l!.T Tis 10/70- Iv/74
5. (( l, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual

funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. ( Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or >'t) NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immedie Smily are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. M My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE (_ ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a l

management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(4 NO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your akility to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(7)NO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything th'at might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

()Q NO ( ) Yes. Explain.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and arrect to the Dest of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

/)t w 1 %p% th/ 97J
Sigr(ature / # Date

in the above statements, the term ' employed * ls construed to mean any form of employment, either direct, se e contractor, or as a
subcontractor The term 'immediate family' includes the interwowee's children, stopctvidren, spouse, parents, stepperents,
motner-n4ew, father-iMew brothers <ndow, sisters-m4ew, or any person IMng wth the interwowee.

2 of 2
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h(j RANT lillOD P ARIKiltwww m u t. .. .v. . . PLANI DESIGN AND t~NGINEERING
StNIOR ENGINCFR

. _ _ . . -

EDUCATION connections. The responsibilities also
M.S. Structural Engineering, Maharaja included overall weekly report.

Sayajirao University of Baroda. India presentation to the client on the status
B.S. Civil / Structural Engineenng, Institute of of the construction and inspection work..

Engineers, India
Associate Degree in Civil Engineenng, Carolina Power & Light Co., Robinson,. .

Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Brunswick Nuclear Power Plants,7/92
India et93

Responsibilities included design-

PROFICIENCIES venfication and revision to civil / structural
Advanced AutoCAD and Release 13. calculations for installed modifications

.

Effective welding inspection, Hobart Institute per 7914 information. Also responsible.

of Welding Technology for design and analysis for new pipe
Design and Analysis of new and existing , supports required by pipe stress.

structural member (steel and concrete). analysis.
This includes seismic analysis, also.

O Experience in using computer programs and. Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Civil Engineer,.

V hand calculations for s' uctural analysis. 11/90 5/92
Experience in design and evaluation of Closed unverified calculation

.
-

bolted and welded connections. assumptions with technical justification
Preparation and review of structural or by revising the calculation.

.

drawings. Reanalyzed stress problem to review the
Resolution of structural field problems for effect on existing calculation and

.

constructibility. performed necessary modifications.
Experience in design and analysis for base Was also responsible for preparing and

.

p! ate and high strength anchor bolts. checking support calculation for the new
Experience in quality inspection for onsite design and providing load rating for a

.

fabrication, high strength bolt torque and group of support frames. ('oftware
field welding procedure. programs used extensively for structural*

Experience in project management, analysis, baseplatelanchor bolts
.

including cost, manpower control and qualification and lug analysis included
construction management. FAPPS, BASEPLATE II, CONAN, and

IA.
EXPERIENCE

Structural Engineer, 8/94-5/95.

Responsible for quality inspection of-

Civil construction work, including
erection of Structural members and high
strength bolt connections (A325). Also
responsible forinstallation of high
pressure piping and their welriing

PageI
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(l n RANCllllOD PARIKil" " * " ' ' " ' " " * " **

PLANT DrSIGN AND ENGINEERING
SENIOft ENGINCER

* St. Bernard Plant, Structural Engineer, Vogtle Nuclear Plant, Pipe Support.

7190-11/90 Engineer, S/8412/86
Served as Structural Engineer for all-

Design and modified pipe support and-

types of plant facilities engineenng, prepared DCNRs on existing support.
including building expansion, structural This includes evaluating standard, non-
supports, feasibility, design, and standard, and structural members,
construction coordination. Was i ;ison Performed small bore piping analysis by
with process, piping, electrical, aad hand calculation and by using th'e
mechanical groups to design sad CAEPIPE software program. Was
coordinate all plant engineering needs, responsible for qualification of piping -

and supports for the deadweight, design
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant, Senior Engineer, of additional supports or support

*

818 9-419 0 modification as needed to quality the
Responsible for preparing and reviewing piping,-

structural calculations and issuing
. modifications,if required. Used FAPPS, LaSalle County Nuclear Station,*

O BASEPLATE II, and CONAN software Structural Engineer, 9/80-3184d programs for structural and baseplate Responsibilities included designing pipe-

analysis, supports, anchors, and restraints,
providing detailed calculation

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Senior considering static and dynamic loading
*

Engineer, 8/87-8/89 conditions and using STRUDL software
Responsible for design, modification, programs for analysis and design of-

and qualification of pipe support as multi support frame structures, AISC
required in accordance with NRC codes, ASME Section 111, and ANSI
Inspection and Enforcement Bulletin 79 831.1; and reviewing design, analysis,
14179-02. Additional duties included and structural drawings. Became
qualification of existing support by using familiar with pipe stress analysis in
GT STRUDL, DDLUG, and BASEPLATE accordance with PIPSY and McAuto
11 analysis programs and issue programs.
modifications to existing support, if
required. Responsible for final
reconciliation of structural calculation for
units 1 and 2 of Texas Utilities Electric
Company's Comanche Peak Nuclear
Generating Station. Prepared and
reviewed new calculation where
modifications were required.
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. RANCill10D PARIKit

* * " " * PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
SENIOlt ENGINEFR

Associate Professor, 8158-7/80*

Responsible for teaching-

civil / mechanical engineering course *

work that included steel and concrete
structures, theory and design (including
drawing), strength of material, and
applied mechanics, As Head of
Engineering Material Testing Laboratory,
responsibilities included testing of
materials, providing data evaluation of
contractor's fumished sample material
and preparing technical reports for test
results.
As consultant for Civil Structural Works,-

established consulting office for
civil / structural design works for steel and

(~)T
concrete structures for industrial and

( residential buildings, Was also
responsible for project management,
including cost, manpowr control, and
construction management,

,

4
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MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Verification Program (ICAVP)

kAeJcHHoD R PA Rika SAReisa r t Lvs b y
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP (() does (4 does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have (vf do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. (f I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. ((l have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. ((I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. (V[l have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
( .She + ahir4A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (Ma A had,f
or any of their predecessors' associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. [1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mut m
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( -),orthe

NSSS vendor ( ).

() I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE (__ ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. ([ Members of my immediate femiiy are nnt ereployed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Mills tone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. g My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE i ), or the NSSS vendor ( ),

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE (

.
), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a

management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

*

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 if yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(dNO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(INO ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything th' t might create a perception that you would not act with objectivitya
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(v[NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for subject Millstone unit, I willinform tne NRC of those changes.

MIcf. g'Ig/ol7
O ** " -

m m .s nm. v. == w.y.n n.ou.4 = m n .ny mem or .m mym.ni. a. . . e =. or = =
.us nnc= n.wm wn.em.mmey meum.m.innm w.<ne.n. nur.n. u nm. nm.
moew.<M.w. mm r.in a.w. twasw3.<M.w. .me.r in.i.w. or .ny p.r.on wing we m. int.me
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d- RAMESH D. PAMO " ' "'' $ " "' PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING\

F SENIOR ENGINEER

EDUCATION Reconciliation of as-built piping.

B.S. Civil Engineering, University of Baroda configuration including support locations.

M.S. Studies in Structural Engineering, incompliance with NRC-l.E. Bulletin 79-14.

Polytechnic Institute of New York requirements. Reconciliation included
Pipe Stress Analysis / Pipe Support Design stress analysis of small bore piping / tubing.

Course, University of Houston using simplified methods. In addition,
qualified rerouting of piping for thermal

PROFICIENCIES flexibility and seismic adequacy due to
. Over twenty two years of engineering interferences with other commodities.

experience in the nuclear and petrochemical Resolved installation problems with piping
fields. Sixteen years in pipe stress analysis and pipe support during the construction
and support design for nuclear and phase. Evaluation and disposition of FDCN,
petrochemical piping, plant modifcation FCR and ECN. Pipe support design
activities. Four years of structural design of includes base plate, anchor bolt, weld size
office buildings, pipe racks and two years of and member qualifications,

Integrated Walkdown activities for thedesign and construction of public works *

related projects (such as water supply and verification of as-built conditions of process

O drainage systems, roads and bridges) lines and supports, drywall platforms,
including construction scheduling and cost miscellaneous steel support frames,
estimates, embedded plates and Interferences.
Performsd stress analysis of Nuclear Class.

2 and 3 piping systems using Finite Element REGISTRATION
Engineer-in-TrainingModeling (FEM) techniques. Analyses .

include therm 91, weight, SAM, seismic and
dynamic (SRV, Pool Swell, Chugging and TRAINING

Trained for unescorted access to NuclearCondensation for torus attached piping in .

- BWR) load cases. Nuclear Class 1 small Plant (TVA). Piping Design, Fabrication and
bore piping analysis for jet impingement and Flexibility Analysis. Professional
LOCA load cases. Advancement Center. In-house training in
Performed and reviewed engineering Advanced Piping Design and Flexibility.

calculations in compliance with ASME Analysis.
Codes and applicable design criteria.
Checked stiffness for existing supports and EXPERIENCE

Self Employed (August 1993 - June 1997)snubbers and used engineering judgement *

to optimize the snubbers.
Utilized computer-aided programs such as - Stress Engineer, Comanche Peak,. .

TPIPE, ME101, NUPIPE, PIPSYS, ADLPIPE Browns Ferry, Palisades Nuolear and
and SUPERPIPE for stress analysis of Turkey Point (October 1987 - June 1993)
piping systems. Thoroughly familiar with all
applicable Codes and Standards such as Engineering Analyst, Braidwood Nuolear.

ASME Section ill, ANSI B31.1 Power Piping Power Plant (July 1984 - October 1987)
Codes, API and NEMA Standards.

O
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O / RAMESH D. PATH

""* $ "" * PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
r SENIOR ENGINEER

. Consultant, Midland Nuclear Power Plant
(April 1983 April 1984)

Pipe Stress Analyst, Beaver Valley.

Nuclear Power Plant
(September 1982 - March 1983)

Stress Engineer, South Texas Nuclear.

Plant, Renovation of Exon Refinery
(December 1979 August 1982)

Design Engineer, Shell Company,.

American Petrofina Refinery
(June 1978 - December 1979)

Designer, Celanese Chemical Plant.

(June 1976 - May 1978)

Assistant Civil Engineer.

(September 1974 - November 1976)

Civil Engineer.

(February 1970 - June 1974)

.

O
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CONFLICT OF-INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

M P, win. 6AboJT4W.M
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit ) ICAVP [( ) dass (4 does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and | [(4how(.) do not have] conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. h I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engirieering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

O
. I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an3

Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

,

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

/
4.k I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)

'( .She + Weir-MM, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (tub 4 y lua,
or any of their predecessors' associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
assocated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stgeks, bonds, mutual

funds, etc.)in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I SfoM { JJ et UeA ), orthe
NSSS vendorI LJ@Gy Lth ).

'

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the

O " * * * - " '

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. Members of my immediate family are not employod by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( 6 f ew e d WCW d ), or the NSSS vendor ( a/esh * 14 M o i associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone un4. '

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. M My close relatives (aunts, u fl cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the a
Millstone unit's AE ( < fano ekGeA), or the NSSS vendor ( lile % % , c'4 Se )

I Uin a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, wi,0,,g,i,nt
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

hNO ( )YES Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questie.naire, that would affect
your ability to be comoletely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstmicos.

@ NO ( ) YES. Explain.

- 10. Are you aware of anything th'at might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed C:=pic-a of the circumstances.

NO ( ) Yes. Explain.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and conect to.the best of my
igrc;/:f-;+ and if the circumstances sur.ounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP forthe Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

W a be) 8|2Df97o gnatu,e - o.t.

In the atmo eastoments, the term *employe(la conegued to mean any form of employment etwr eree, as a core 1emor. or se e
autoonesmor. The term *lmmediate immey" includes the interwswee's crilldren, stopcruidren, apouse, perente, elopperents,
moiner*4ew, fenher*4ew. tummero in.new, siebenwrwsw, or any person IMno we the interw wee.
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SHEIMH ABDUL MOGHis
Electrical Project Engineering, Y ""'""*"*
Senior Engineer

EDUCATION have on the static and dynamic analysis of the
Graduate Institution of Electrical Engineers, emergency diesel generator.+

London, U.K. in 1958.
The Institution of Electrical Engineers, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Electrical
London, Engineer, { November 1988 July 1992)
Diplomate Faraday House Engineering Prepared calculations for cable ampacity,
College, London, England, voltage drop, short circuit and Appendix R (Iow
Life Member Institute of Engineers and high impedance faults), transformer sizing,

(Pakistan)- Life MIE (PAK) intenor and exterior lightings, sizing cf battery
and battery chargers, and breaker fuse

U.S. Citizen coordination. Also, prepared control circult.

voltage drop calculations to determine minimum
EXPERIENCE pick up voltage available at the operating

device.
His experience also includes:

Prepared enCineering and design change
Point Beach Nuclear Plant, Electrical Packages. This included preparation of single

Engineer, (July 1992 to Present) Prepared line diagrams, schematics, connection and

O analysis and developed cable and component writing diagrams, groundinC plans, control

logics for safety related equipment 125V DC circuit diagrams, and cable and conduit

distribution panels and 120V AC instrument routing / layout plans.

channels required to achieve Appendix R safe
shutdown of the Point Beach Nuclear Plant. Savannah River, Electrical Engineer
Also, prepared analysis to achieve selective Prepared field design change packages. This

coordination of safety related 120V AC system, included development and revision of

and finalized analysis for 480V switchgear schematics, single line and connection

study. diagrams.
>

Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Prepared design Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station , Electrical
change packages for modification and update of Engineer Performed technical evaluation of
various systems, to replace components at engineering and design change packages, prior
Control Room Panels, Local Control Panels and to their closure and provided technical support
Instrument Racks, and to achieve separation to ensure that all newly constructed and
between safeguard trains. This included modified systems are devoid of design and
revision and updated loading, short, circuit, and equipment defects, and that the modified
voltage drop calculations. Size fuses to achieve systems do comply with the NRC regulations,
coordination for some of the non-1E synoms. and licensing and design basis documents.

Also, evaluated drawing discrepancies for

H.B. Robinson Nuclear Plant Unit 2 properation of configuration control drawings.

Performed analysis of safety related control
circuits for control device pickup and hold-in A certificate of Total Quality Achievement was
under minimum voltage conditions. Also, awarded to me for " outstanding performance in

evaluated the impact load change proposals will design related activities" and for " displaying

O initiative resourcefulness and professional

Page1
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O r SHEIKH ABDUL MOGHIS
( ""*"*$ ""' Electdeal Project Engineering

# Senior Engineer

abilities." This was in appreciation of my
" dedicated efforts"in developing proven design
for electrical systems.

Supervisor Field Support Facility, (January
1982 to August 1936)<

Duties include: Supervision, management and
control of production and personnel, planning
and scheduling of works, prepared procedure,
and work plans for refurt>ishment, quality control
of equipment, and rework / repair of components.
Facility and work shifted to Tulsa, Oklahoma, in

August 1980.

December 1958 to May 1981

Managed projects for expansion of transmission
systems.

'
Field supervision of construction and installation
of equipment.

Performed testing and commissioning of
facilities.

Prepared project Scope of Work for power
expansion projects. This included proposals
and basic designs for expansion pf generating
capacity / Fossil Power Plants, transmission
lines, grid stations and distribution systems.

Performed computer aided calculations for short
circuit, load flow, and voltage drop, to study
parameters of the integrated systems.

prepared Contract Scope of Work (bid
document) and evaluated proposals.

Established Maintenance and Quality Control
Department for transmission systems.

O
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST SYATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

A.AoGws$6d.Cs GN f L l vHby GIM/KH f
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit.3 ICAVP [() does (4 does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have (4 do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. (,8 I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. (gl have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contrsctor or a subcontractor.

3. (/l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. ([I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
( Le + aAir4A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (lvb 4 :. hart,
or any of their predecessors' associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated witt'. design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. ([l, and my irr. mediate family, do not own or contro! financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( #wt A e des 70d ),orthe )
NSSS vendor ( W5srmcWG3 ). }

() I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual {
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Q skwrk A.Mogs %e.c %&
Proposed Consultant Consuhint's Employer /
6. [ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE

t sme & as rst ), or the NSSS vendor I W65 W4 ht# ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. () My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( (rcm/S & t nWrSA), or the NSSS vendor ( Wrm NG6 )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE (In*'s 1 ms ratt ), or the NSSS vendor I (JiFtr/4 wts )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

([NO ( )YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(dNO ( ) YES. Explain.
C

10, Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

([NO ( )Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knc;;':f-;= and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

|AHh oB- 26 - 9 7
Signature Date

_e_e _ .e . _ _.d .e.n - _ es. ~ e.e _ ..,..
subcontramor. The term *immediate immdy' includes the interviewee's cMdren, stependdren, spouse, parents, stepperents,
mothere low, tether iMew, brotherMMew, smentuMew, or any person IMng wah the interviewee.

2 of 2
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JEFFREY G. MERCER

.- PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
O- "" " "* "'""*'"' SENIOR ENGINEERD [-

Prepared calculations for piping, tubing,PROFICIENCIES -

1200 psi Propulsion Plant Engineering and ductwork stresses and support*

Officer of the Watch design requirements.
Prepared relief valve sizing and1200 psi Boiler Water / Feed Water+ -

Supervisor installation design for ASME Section lil,
Level I Nuclear Valve Repair Supervisor and Vill vessels.+

Qualified operating procedure reviewerPump / Valve Repair Supervisor* -

1200 psi Plant Maintenance Supervisor per ANSI /ANS 18.1,+-

Prepared calculations for material stressHigh/ Low pressure air compressor* -

Supervisor and hydraulic paramter for what if...?
Electro / hydraulic troubleshooting and repair operationalissues. (September 1985 -+

Supervisor October 1994)
+ - Air Conditioning / refrigeration troubeshooting

USS Lang (FF-1060) San Francisco, CA -and repair Supervisor +

Command Fire Marshall and Damage Engineering Officer of the Watch -+

Control Training Officer
.

Directed Operation, maintenance, and-

Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist personnel of a 1200 psi Conventional.

Certified Steam Plant.
Attended various U.S. Navy Supervisory Assigned mid-level managers whose* -

and Management Coursos responsibilities include: maintenance

O- Naval rescue and firefighting Instructor work requests, update various+

engineering toch manuals, engineering
EXPERIENCE watchstander training.

Reviewed and revised machineryUnited States Navy, NAS Alemeda, CA -+ -

Shore Intermediate Maintenance attractions on 1200 psi steam plants to
Activity, Quality Control Engineer meet Commander Naval Forces, Pacific

Directed activities of multi-discipline Fleet and other regulatory agencies-

engineering team preparing engineering requirements.
Received numerous accolades for-packages for retrofit power plant -

modifications. Responsibilitiesincluded performance of duty including the Navy
establishment of project plan and Achievement Medal from the Secretary
budgets, budget control and manpower of the Naval and various Letters of
staffing, scheduling, client interface, Accommodation from Flay Officers,
construction support, mechanical

Corporate Staffing, Holland, MIcalculation. *

Working on various machinery as aSpecified repair, hydrostatic test, and --

NDE requirements for code piping, machine operator and machine repair
valves, and vessels, person. (May 1996 to Present)
Prepared calculations for boiled-

Plascore, Zeeland, Miconnections and closures for heat *

exchanger, vessels, and valve flanges Worked as a machinist and as a Quality-

to meet ASME Sections Ill, Vill and Control Inspector on plastics extruding
ANSI B 16.34. maintenance. (October 1994 to April

1996)

O
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CONFLICT OF-INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

Tsm m&d S4L
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit ICAVP [( ) does ( ) does not) Involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewmg and I [( ) have ( ) do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Compcny (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. I have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or er.gineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a sul contractor,( /3. (4 I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

,

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
2 ( She + 2deir4A, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (MM ,. lum,

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the

. employment.)

5. 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( . ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financiat interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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O Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

/
7. Q My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject

Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ).

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

4

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( )YES. Explain.

9. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

O ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a poisption that you would not act with objectivity
3

in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, previt.e a detailed C::1-4c-9 of the circumstances.

NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements i have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to t.m best of my'

knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

1) 10 4 9MM
O ''m'".'.'"/F

'''

m e ememen mo =m empiorec ia .ene.oed io meen any == or.mmerer or d.e . e an===. or = e
subconrector. The term 'immodule femmy" inaudes the irterviewee's calidren, stopchedron. spouse, parente, steppererne.
momereew. m. twomersanaew, eisters in isw. or any person uving wem me iriervowee.
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[ MELVYN CARY HANLEY
W % " "' OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SUPPORT D

M SENIOR ENGINEER

,a

EDUCATION Conducted safety reviews and
Completed 98 credit hours towards a environmental determinations on preventive*

Bachelor of Science Degree in Vocational and predictive maintenance task and
Education specializing in Education, procedures.
Training and Development through Southem
Illinois University at Carbondale. Expert in all facts of the operation,+

Completed numerous Technical and maintenance and repair of electrical*

Professional development courses including conversion, generation and control
BWR Systems Training, equipment. Oversaw the installation, quality

assurance and acceptance testing of
virtually all electrical systems. Established

EXPERIENCE and enforced aggressive maintenance
standards.

Functioned as a member of the*

Gained extensive experience in theMaintenance Rule Recovery Team at .

Virginia Power. Reviewed discrepancy management of personnel and material
reports for various mechanical, electrical, resources. Planned, organized and

b and instrumentation systems to determine if controlled activities for 120 + personnel.
functional failures existed that could Established and implemented programs for
potentially be Maintenance Rule Functional interviewing, evaluating, training and
Failures. Reviewed and developed cause assigning personnel to assure maximum
and corrective action and goal setting utilization and productivity. Administered
packages considering extemal and intomal long and short range planned maintenance
industry experience. Evaluated out of programs, estimated time material and labor
service unavailability with reference to risk requirements. Maintained property and

lP ant account inventories, developedimportance criteria.
bedgets and monitored expenditures,

,

Maintenance Assessment Supervisor*

Electrical at a boiling water Nuclear Dynamically managed all repairs performed*

Generating Station. Responsible for on nuclear submarines undergoing
identifying and analyzing plant structures, maintenance intense cverhaul periods,
systems and components to be included while serving as a Senior Ship's
within the scope of the Pieventive and Superintendent at major ashore and afloat
Predictive Maintenance Program by the Intermediate Maintenance Facilities.
appropriate application of root cause Coordinated the efforts of the Planning and
analysis and reliability centered Scheduling, Quality Assurance, and Supply
maintenance techniques. This included Departments in addition to 18 production
development of technical requirements to shops throughout more than 40 nuclear
accomplish the scope of work, identification submarine upkeep's and numerous voyage
of spare parts required, and defined repairs comprising more than 1M hours and

appropriate post maintenance testing. several million dollars in cost.

O
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/I MELVYN GAP.Y H ANLEYO
%"*p "*" * OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE SUI' PORT

. ) SENIOR CNGINEER
,

* Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station,
Maintenance Assessment Supervisor and
Configuration Maintenance Team,1994-
Present

Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station,.

Component Maintenance Engineer,1992-
1994

Ship's Superintendent,19891992.

Electrical Officer, Ship's Superinterdent,.

Engineering Officer of the Watch,
Engineering Senior Enlisted Advisor,3M
Coordinator, Fire Marshall, Senior

f Enlisted Member of Ship's Engineering
- Casualty Control and Damage Control

Teams,1984-1989

Support Officer, Supply Officer,3M.

Coordinator, Classroom Instructor,
Service School Command,19811984

Work Center Supervisor, Auxiliary Power.

Shop, Electrical Distribution Shop,
Electrical Safety Shop, and Interior
Communications Shop,1977-1981

Motor Rewind and Electrical Components.

Technician,1974-1977

Various positions as a motor rewind.

technician, carpenter and heavy
equipment cperator, various locations,
1972-1974.

Various Military Assignments,1969-1972.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

) Man) 69ed Aeary Sst,tedi fMd
Preposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone L' nit J lCAVP [() does ([does not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [( ) have (qldo not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP In addition

1. M i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or ar.y
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. (.I | have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. ((I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

( ) I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4 (f I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
( b - ah ad r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( Vm 4 . lud,
or any of their predecessors ' associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.- (State the nature of the

,

employment.)

5. ([l, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mut*,al
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( - ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. (/ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit (State the nature of the employment.)

7. ([My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anyth;ng of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject -
Millstore unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(fho ( ) YES. Explain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not aquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in perfr fming any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP? If yes provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(,fNO ( )YES. Explain.

10. Are you awatre of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(vfNO ( ) Yes. Explain.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my
,

knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.

%h 9/Y/f7
O ***"''

' ' ~
In the above matements, the term ' employed * ls conerued to mean any form of employment, either direct, es e consector, or es a
subconinscaer The term 'immodets temdy' includes the interwowee's children, stopctutdren, spouse, parents, stepperents,
moenreisw. tether wsw. twotherseasw. seiero*4ew or any pason IMng we the interw.we.
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O JAMES RILEY JOHNS Ill

Sargent & Lugm Project Engineer
Operations and Maintenance Support
Services

EDUCATION Previous responsiollities include Performance
Centered Maintenance (PCM) and Reliability

Mechanical Engineering and Computer Centered Maintenance (RCM) study and
Information Systems LaSalle University 1997 implementation projects. In addition, he
Industrial Engineering - Roger Williams directed and supported the activities related to
University - 1994 maintenance procedures reviews and upgra 'a.

PROFICIENCIES PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS

Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65) U.S. Navy Safety Supervisor
Maintenance Engineering U.S. Navy Instructor (NEC 9502)
Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), U.S. Navy Nuclear Weapons Handler.

Performance Centered Maintenance (PCM), U.S. Navy Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist
Planned Maintenance Optimization (PMO) U.S. Navy Material, Maintenance Management

O Design Basis / Licensing Reviews (3M) Suservisor
Technical / Procedure Writer / Reviewer

EXPERIENCE
Novell 3.xx/4.xx hardware / applications,
administration and instruction, IBM AS400 and Mr. Johns is an aggressive, ambitious, and
Hewlett Packard HP 3000/9000 mainframe results-oriented Mechanical Engineer with a
administration and instruction, software design, proven history of successfulleadership,
various UNIX /Vax operating systems, various protLiem solving and high production. Well
Oracle applications, Windows / Windows 95 and developed thought process and interpersonal
DOS based systems. Knowledgeable in MS skills with a focus on client satisfaction. His
DOS, advanced DOS, MS Word, Excel, Access, experience inclur'es:
Powerpoint, Project and Office. Knowledgeable
in Lotus, Harvard Graphics, all versions of Word Public Service Electric and Gas, Hope.

Perfect. Limited experience in DB, Visual Creek Nuclear Generating Station
Basic, Powerbuilder, and C++. Mr. Johns was assigned as the Site-

Maintenance Rule Owner. Directed the
RESPONSIBILITIES activities of a multi-disciplined

engineering Maintenance Rule (MRule)
Mr. Johns is currently responsible for the Hope Program responsible for the
Creek Maintenance Rule Recovery Program. Implementation of the Code of Federal
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O JAMES RlLEY JOHNS lil
Sargent & Lundym Project Engineet

Operations and Maintenance Support
Services

Regulation requirement for monitoring licensing agreement at a System level
the effectiveness of Maintenance at ensuring that the document detailed all
Nuclear Power Plants (10CFR50.65). plant design basis criteria.
Programmatic issues in the MRule
include determining System, Structure, Public Service Electric and Gas,.

and Component (SSC) risk significance, Salem / Hope Creek Nuclear Generating
System functions and functional failures, Stations
System Performance Criteria and Mr. Johns was assigned to the Nuclear.

(ai)/(a2) evaluations Engineering Backlog reduction Team.
Performed numerous engineering and

. Commonwealth Edison, Quad Cities maintenance related tasks to disposition
Nuclear Generating Station and close open engineering Action

Mr. Johns was assigned as the Site Requests. Performed System-

Lead for the Corporate directed walkdowns to determine if configuration

O Performance Centered Maintenance management was being maintained.
(PCM) Program. This program's initiated Document Change Requests
objective was to identify components (DCR) when required, conducted spare
requiring Preventive / Predictive parts reviews, post design change
maintenance and ensures the (PM) task verifications, and contacted vendors on
satisfies the need of the Plant, System, component specific concems.
and/or Component. This process Performed in-dept _h reviews of,

increases Plant reliability by focusing component functional requirements to
maintenance resources on critical ensure adequate Post Maintenance
components and appropriate tasks Testing (PMT) was being performed to
rather than unnecessary time directed meet PMT requirements,
maintenance activities.

U.S. Navy 1985 - 1998*

Public Service Electric and Gas, Ten years Nuclear Navy experience.* -

Salem / Hope Creek Nuclear Generating 1990 to 1995: Division Officer and
Stations Department Head instructor at the

Mr. Johns was assigned as the Project Surface Warfare Officers School-
,

Administrator for the Updated Final Command.
Safety Analysis Review (UFSAR).
Responsible for reviewing the station's 1988 to 1990: USS Virginia (CGN-38)
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bV CONFLICT-OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Actica Venfication Program (|CAVP)

6 %~TA.GimsDC Sse.w~ )
Proposed Consultant Conshknt's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit ? ICAVP (() does ( oes not) involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and 1 (( ) have ( ) do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. (d have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of its predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. ((1 have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. ([have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone untt's architect engineer (AE)
( M v - < <A /.3 4 r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (/4. 4 . bM,
or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. ([l, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
fundt, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financia: Interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the

O NSSS vendor ( ).O
1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. ([ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or conr.truction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. (/My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )ina
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or ar,ything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

([NO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

( ( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assignesd to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 tf yte, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

( ( ) Yes. Explain.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tote best cf my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for s Mi one unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

f 8 SWf

oEm o.te-
-

In the above statements, eie term ' employed" le conssued to mean any form on employment, either dired. as e corwonor, or se e
subconvector. The term 'immediate femey' indudes the internewee's children, steocrwidren, spouse, peronts elopperents,
mesher.nasw, telher-neew, brothenHn-low, esonenNn law, or any person living wah the interwowse

/
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[ ALFRED R. PETROSKY .
* - =='* * 8 - *v"' PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING,Y SENIOR ENGINEER

PROFICIENCIES . EXPERIENCE
Twenty plus years commercial and EQ Project Outage Manager / Coordinator,. .

govemment nuclear experience in the areas Brunswick Nuclear Plant,6/97 4/97
of Maintenance, NPRDS Support, Quality Contracted to provide licensing,.

Assurance, Regulatory Compliance and regulatory and technical specifications
Licensing, and Program and Management compliance guidance for the .
Assessments. Experienceincludes: Environmental Qualification (EQ)
NPRDS upgrades, scoping and Reconstitution Project, per NRC
assessments; Maintenance Program - commitments in response to program
assessment; Environmental Qualification violations, and plan outage activities.
(EQ) Project management and coordination; Reviewed action items related to NRC
DOE Operational Readiness Reviews commitments for thoroughness and
(ORR); DOE Conduct of Operations adequacy, and identified deficiencies.
Assessment; procedures development; Verified EQ component modifications -
vendor manual upgrade review; equipment and coordinated all efforts for outage
failure root cause analysis; deficiency related inspection and verification of EQ
identification and resolution; component components located in the drywell,
failure analysis reports development and torus, main steam tunnel and other high

- failure trend identification; quality assurance radiation areas. Developed an
program development and implementation inspection plan and served as the
per 10CFR50, Appendix B and NQA 1; NRC coordinator between Engineering,
and INPO audit findings resolution and Maintenance, Work Control, Planning
corrective actions; computerized data and Scheduling and Outage
retrieval, failure reporting and equipment Management. Also initiated Work
failure analysis; Electric Power Research Requests and assisted with
Institute (EPRI) Reliability Centered development of an ALARA Plan for
Maintenance (RCM) Workstation Training outage related work,
for optimization of preventive maintenance
and preventive maintenance program Fermi 2 Nuclear Plant, Mtintenance.

developm6nt; extensive maintenance and Assessment Specialist,2'97 5/97
preventive maintenance experience. Hold a Contracted to incorpomte corrective-

DOE "L" security clearance and can quality actions and performed imrmvement -
for *Q" clearance. Held a U.S. Navy Secret initiatives for conduct of maintenance

'

clearance. Computerliterate. Experience into the plant Operational Excellence
with nuclear plant management databases Plan. Charged with developing goals for
such as NPMIS, CHAMPS, MV30000, communications, accountablities,
PIMS, NORMS, STAIRS, MPAC, CDB/ EMS. teamwork and performan;;,e,
IMS, etc. Familiar with Microsoft and other Responsible for conducting research,
computer software such as Word, Excel, interviews and assessments to identify
Access, Wordperfect, etc. Served 20 years problem areas, develop resolutions, and
in the U.S. Navy. Retired as a Chief provide advise to resolve problems.
Aviation Electrician's Mate.
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O # ALFRED R. PETROSKY
N. " "' PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

I- SENIOR ENGINEER

improve maintenance performance and Additionally, reviewsd Plant Modification
overall quality of work, and meet Packages to identify plant equipment
management expectations, and component additions, deletions and

changes, and incorporated those
* Technical Specialist lil, River Bond changes into the computerized Plant

Station, Design Engineering,11/9512/96 Component Database (Master
Duties entailed verification of design Equipment List) to satisfy required QA-

basis information of plant components Program Corrective Actions and meet
associated with the computerized Loop regulatory obligations and commitments.
Calibration Reports (LCR) Upgrade Researched component engineering,
Project. Added to, corrected and design, environmental qualification,
updated the plant Component Database safety related and seismic data, and QA
(CDB), which served as the plant Master Program applicability. Reviewed all
Equipment List, and the Bill of Materials types of plant drawings to identify
database and other applications, equipment and components to be added
Identified major components in the Test to the database. Also identified all-

Loop Diagrams (TLD's) associated with reference materials and regulatory

O< the LCR's, verified and collected requirements associated with the
pertinent data and added them to the database components.
CDB. Identified design documents to

NPRDS Consultant, Pennsylvania Powerprovide the manufacturers name and *

mod;l number, corrected component & Light, Nuclear Technical Support, 3/95-
identification numbers, and provided 4/95
other critical information for population Incorporated Institute of Nuclear Power-

of the component database fields. Operations (INPO) Revision 5 scope
changes to the NPRDS Program into the

River Bend Station, NPRDS Program Susquehanna plant NPRDS database.*

Coordinator,10/95-11/96 ,

NPRDS Consultant, Vermont YankeeIncorporated Institute of Nuclear Power .-

Operations (INPO) Revision 5 scope Nuclear Power Plant,11/94-12/94
changes to the NPRDS Program into the Incorporated Institute of Nuclear Power-

River Bend plant NPRDS database. . Operations (INPO) Revision 5 scope
Reviewed generic INPO drawings and changes to the NPRDS Program into the
plant drawings to identify system Vermont Yankee Plant NPRDS
boundaries and reportable components, database.
and created an engineering record for
each component. Reviewed backlogged NPRDS Consultant, Vermont Yankee.

maintenance work orders (20,000 plus Nuclear Power Plant,5/94-4/94
work packages reviewed) to identify Assessed plant compliance with INPO-

NPRDS reportable failures. Performed scope changes to the Nuclear Steam
failure root cause determinations, and Shutoff System (NSSSS), in preparation
reported failures to INPO. Performed all for an upcoming INPO audit. ReviewedO duties of the NPRDS Ccordinator.
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O d AllRED R, PETROSKY
""*'**J'""*"' PLANT DE51GN AND ENGINEERING

# SENIOR ENGINEER

generic INPO drawings and plant Coordinator, Trained personnelin
drawings to identify system boundaries NPRDS Program requirements.
and reportable components associated Developed Component Failure Analysis
with primary containment isolation logic. Reports (CFARs), and analyzed plant
Created an engineering record for each equipment failures. Resolved INPO
component and entered the data into the audit findings, and performed NPRDS
NPRDS database. scoping reviews. Developed a

computertzed screening process for
. Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, maintenance work orders to improve

NPRDS Analyst, 11/93 2/94 program efficiency.
Performed assessment and root cause-

Shadow Manager, Conduct of Operations,determination of NPRDS reportable .

equipment failures. Identified reportable Chemical Processing Plant, 10/91-12/91
Performed assessment offailures and wrote failure reports for -

submittal to INPO. Generated and 'mp'ementation and compliance with thei

submitted required engineering records Conouct of Operations requirements of
to INPO. Resolved INPO audit items Department of Energy (DOE) Order

O and advised plant management on 5480.19. Performed assessments and
NDRDS program related matters, waluations, and provided guidance to

Separatioes heility management and
Chief Specialist; Nuclear Maintenance, operating personnel for program.

1/93-3/93 implementation. Identified personaland
Analyzed, evaluated and made root programmatic at engths and-

cause determinations of NPRDS weaknesses related to Conduct of
reportable equipment failures for Operations, and recommended problem
Consolidated Edison's Indian Poir,i 2 resolutions.
Nuclear Power Station. Generated

Savannah River Site, Lead Assessmentfailure reports for submittal to INPO. .

Performed systems scoping and Engineer,10/90 9/91
assisted in development of an NPRDS Developed an ORR Program and-

database for WA's Watts Bar Nuclear performed the ORR rsttuirements of
Power Plant. DOE Orders. Researched and

determined electrical, mechanical,
J.A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant, instrumentation and process designe

NPRDS Program Consultant,3/921/93 criteria for all plant operating systems.
Performed assessment of the plant and Developed procedures and checklists-

corporate NPRDS Program to determine for assessment and verification of the
compliance with INPO requirements, as built configuration of the plant.
made recommendations for Performed equipment walk downs,
improvement and developed a plan to inspections and audits to verify
implement program changes. Installation per design specifications.
Performed all duties of the plant NPRDS Verified environmental monitoringO instrumentation design and setpoints.
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/ $[NIOR ENGINEER

Received Lead Auditor Certification Manual, and development of
Training. departmental lmplementing procedures

to satisfy QA Program requirements.
* Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Assisted in the preparation of resolution

NPRDS Project Coordinator, 11/89 9/90 proposals for the Department of Energy
Performed an assessment of the for submittal to the U.S. Congress for-

NPRDS Program to determine reactor restart Received Lead Auditor
compliance with INPO requirements and Training.
standards, and made recommendationss

Senior Nuclear Engineer, Sequoyahfor problem resolutions. Reviewed *

approximately 7,500 back-logged work Nuclear Plant,11/871189
Resolved Nuclear Regulatoryorders to identify NPRDS reportable -

failures, determined root causes and Commission (NRC) Audit Open Items in
reported failures to INPO. Generated support of reactor restart. Duties
required component engineering included development and
records. Identified and corrected implementation of a Mechanical
NPRDS database discrepancies, Maintenance Procedures Program for

O reviewed adequacy of NPRDS scoping, satisfaction of NRC commitments and
and performed system scoping for resolution of NRC audit open items,
several systems. Coordinated with Served as project Editor and performed
INPO to resolve NPRDS issues. technical reviews for format,
Trained plant personnel and provided consistenc'/, technical content and
NPRDS Program guidance to plant and satisfaction of requirements. Also
corporate management. While assigned performed Vendor Manual Validation
to the Wals and Associates corporate Reviews in support of the Vendor
office, performed a review and update of Manual Upgrade Program,
the company procedures for Security
Screening, Drug Screening and the Senior Regulatory Specialist /NPRDS.

Fitness for Duty Program. Also Program Supervisor, E.1. Hatch Nuclear
performed an annualIndependent Plant,4/85-11/87
Management Evaluation of the company Performed equipment failure analysis.

QA Program and the QA Manual. and root cause detNmination of NPRDS
reportable equipment failures, for

Savannah River Site, QA Technical resolution of INPO audit findings, and*

Consultant, 2/89-11/89 satisfaction of program requirements
Developed a Quality Assurance and standards. Directed and-

Program and Standards, and administered tiie plant NPRDS Program.
Implemented the program per the
requirements of DOE orders NQA 1 and
the Site QA Manual. Responsibilities
included interprettation of Quality
Assurance Program requirements as

O defined by NQA 1 and the Site QA
*

Page 4>
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O (I Alf RED R. PETROSKY

""*"$$ W"* PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
# SENIOR ENGINEER

Senior Procedures Specialist,4/80 4/82+ Senior Procedures Speciallet/ Senior *

Regulatory Specialist, E.I. Hatch Nuclear Coordinated Maintenance, Preventive.

Plant,4/82 4/88 Maintenance, Regulatory Affairs and
Responsible for utility compliance with Corporate Policy Procedures Programs.

regulatory requirements of the NRC, to ensure compliance with company
Code of Federal Regulations, Plant standards and regulatory requirements.
Technical Specifications and the Final Supervised generating plants
Safety Analysis Report. Determined Maintenance and Preventive
c3rrective actions for resolution of NRC Maintenance Procedures Programs,
and QA audit findings and open iterns. Wrote Maintenance, Regulatory Affairs,
Investigated, researched, and analyzed and Corporate Policy Procedures.
Non Conformances and Deficiency Developed Dam Break Emergency
Reports, performed failure root cause Plans for all company hydroelectric
analysis and wrote Licenses Event plants. Coordinated plans with Civil

Defense Agencies, and state andReports (LERs). Investigated and .

resolved items related to NRC federal authorities. Developed a
Inspection and Enforcement Notices Maintenance Employee Evaluation and

O (IENs) and Bulletins (IEBs). Resolved Qualification Program.
plant Operating Procedures problems

Nuclear Maintenance Foreman / Nuclearand worked with corporate organizations *

to develop Nucleer Policy Procedures. Plant Electriolan, E.1. Hatch Nuclear Plant,
Participated in development of the QA 10/7 4/80
Department Nuclear Procurement Policy Supervised maintenance and preventive.

Manual, and revised Materials maintenance activities of Electricians
Department procurement, receiving, and Mechanics, Performed Tech Specs
handling, and issue procedures to meet surveillance. Wrote preventive and
regulatory requirements. Served as a corrective maintenance and surveillance
coordinatorwith contract firms procedures. Performed root cause
developing a new plant Administrative analysis and wrote LERs for NRC
Controls andl ProcWures Program- reportable failures. Participated in
Reviewed procedures for format, checkout and startup of a Boiling Water
content, consistency and compliance. Reactor (BWR). Validated Work
Performed technical reviews of Packages related to systems checkout.
Maintenarme and Regulatory Held collateral duties as Plant Fire
Procedures. Routed and tracked Marsha|l. Maintained all plant fire
procedures in the redww and approval protec%on equipment, trained the Fire
Process. Teatr. and Fire Brigade, and performed -a

plara fire protection systems'

surveillance.

O
Page 5
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r( ALFRED R. PETROSKY;

* * $ """*"' PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING,

# SENIOR ENGINEER i,

)!

,

'l

I

i

,

Chief Aviation Electrician's Mate; Unhed+

States Navy,8/55 9/75,

Served 20 years in the U.S. Navy..
,

1 Retired as a Chief Aviation Electrician's
i Mate. Varied experience in the areas of
! repair, calibration and quality control
: related to aircraft electrical systems,
i electronic guidance systems, weapons

systems and Precision Measuring
Equipment. Ran two U.S. Navy

j Calibration Laboratories. Also flew as a
;( Navy Air crewman. Certified as a Navy

Instructor. Experienced as a Career'

J Counselor and extensive leadership and
supervisory experience. Also served as

.

a FAA licensed air Traffic Controller.#

J

J

.

I

,

.

|

t

t I

f
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

) /(.F4D R . f'6Trosky SAAW r + Lv4BE
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP [() does [does not) Involve situations or
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will bei

) reviewing and I [( ) have (+do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
| work on the ICAVP. In addition
4

1. W1 have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.;

i

! () I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
! the employment.)
|

2. ((1 have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
( Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.
1

! () I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. (W1 have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of en
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the

i appearance of a conflict of interest.
i

i () I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the

! appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. ((I have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unn architect engineer (AE)i

! I he + zucir4ri, the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor In A . /W,
! or any of their predecessors'essociated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),

j the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
' associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit (State the nature of the

| employmert ).

'

i 5. ((1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financisl interests (stocks, bonds, mutual

| funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the
i NSSS vendor ( ).
1

( ) l, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual;

j funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the

NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3

i
i
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ALFRED R. P6Tecsky 5'M C ra r elve/
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. &[ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
I ), or the NSSS vehdor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. (dy close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ).

in a management capacity,

( ) My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacay. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subN >

Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a dotatied description of the circumstances.

([NO ( )YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in perforining any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

(dNO ( )YES. Explain.

10. Are you swore of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's

- ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed c::3SW of the circumstances.

(Q140 ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and conect to.the best of my
knc;/:iy and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes,

& R . @N 4-3 97
O = ion a- < o '-

in = essve wnene. m man per.c is ennesvos a mean any e or.nemym.n. enin e,en. . e owesen. = = a
auseenster. The term 'immeente fame ( Incluses tie intervtowee's Witeen, eleccNiten. epouse. parents. slappareres.
mesherwMew, separwMew. tweiherNMew, einserNMew, w any person heng weh the inearviewee.

____
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CllFFORD L. RAULSTON
* " " " * " 'd PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING

SENIOR ENGINEERj

i

EDUCATION procedures, review of design
Chattanooga State Technical Institute, modifications, generation of work plans,.

courses included: Drafting, Physics, Math & scheduling and direcung craft during
English Intemational Correspondence work completion and component testing
Schools to support major milestones and system
Centered for Degreed Studies completion.

| .

Various Nuclear Training Programs+

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Plant,ASME Nuclear Plant Operations Course .*-

Diesel Generating Training Course Calibration Specialist,7/9311/93*
;

Tested, Evaluated, and Calibrated (as'

Electrical Power Research Institute -
.

EPRI NP 6406: Guidelines for Technical required) protective relays and metering+

Evaluation of Replacement items in Nuclear devices to provide the necessary trip'

Power Plants (NCIG 11) coordination to minimize equipment
,

outages.
;

'

PROFICIENCIES
Twenty four years experience in Fossil, Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Electrical*

+

Industrial, and Nuclear Power Generation. Engineer / Procedure Writer,4/93 7/93
Up grade of plant security system.( Experienced in design, construction, start. -

up, Preoperational Testing, Reviewed engineering design for
Maintenance / Outage Activities, Procedural feasibility and compliance with technical
Development (Prooperation, Maintenance, specifications and operational
Start Up), and Planning / Scheduling requirements. Developed work
Activities. methodology (after final design

approval) through the development of

EXPEP!F.NCE work packages. Developed various
procedures for work assignments.

Salem / Hope Creek Nuclear Plant, Project+

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Design,
- +

Engineer,2/96-Present
Responsible for review and evaluation of Production Coordinator,8/92 4/93

-

Coordinated production activities of theOperations, Engineering, and -

Malntenance Restart issues. Performed design change packages. Verified

Technical Document Reviews and correct loading of manpower to the

Evaluations to determine required responsible supervisor. Coordinated

corrective actions. Performed follcw up with responsible technical disciplines to

and tracking of corrective actions ensure project schedules are met.

through closure.

j Tennessee Valley Authority, Watts Bar.

Nuclear Plant, 11/93 4/95 l

Responsibilities included the- ,

development and performance of i

prerequisite and preoperational tent :

Pagei
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O Cilff 0RD L. RAULSTONQ **"*"*$ ""* " ' PLANT DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
,

,

# SENIOR ENGINEER,

i

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station, Sampling, and Component Cooling.*

Construction / System Field Performed field walkdowns.
Engineer / Planner,8/914/92

| River Bend Nuclear Station (BWRReviewed Design Packages, Performed *-

field walkdowns, Developed Outage), Calibration Specialist,3/89-5/89
Construction Work Packages of various Tested, evaluated, and calibrated (as.

(cable, conduit, equipment, required) protective relays and metering
terminations, etc.) activities. Developed devices to provide the necessary trip

; open item punchlists. Motivated craft coordination to minimize equipment
superintendents to meet deadlines, outages.,

| Performed daily technical direction of
| Field Engineers within systems team. South Texas Project, Start-up.

interfaced with Start Up. System Engineer / Calibration Specialist,8/85,

responsibilities included Service Water, 12/88
'

Safety injection, Residual Heat Tested, evaluated, and calibrated (asi . .

| Removal, Containment Spray, Primary required) prohetive relays and metering
Sampling, and Component Cooling. devices to provide the necessary trip

'

| h Assisted Start Up in cocrdination to minimize equipmentV Planning / Scheduling activities. outages. Trained and supervised client
4

! and start up personnelin installation,
Arkansas Nuclear One (Outage 1R9 & inspection, testing and calibration of| =

2R8)(l&C Esectrical),9/90 4/91 protective relays and equipment.
Developed 10 CFR 50.5g reviews and Established Spare Parts Program,.

evaluations. Developed propoerational developed Start Up Test and
test procedures for Diesel Generator Operational Maintenance Procedures.
modifications. Wrote, conducted and Developed Test Procedures for,

closed Design Change Package tests, specialized applications.
'

System responsibilities included Diesel
| Generator Alr Start System, Decay Perry Nuclear Plant, Start-up Engineer,.

; Heat, Service Water and Main 10/84-8/85
{ Generator, among other System
! upgrades. Callaway Nuclear Power Project, Start-Up.

Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station,.

i Construction / Field Engineer (l&C Tennessee Valley Authority, Nuclear.

Electrical), 5/89 9/90 Maintenance,4n9-5/82
. Developed Construction and Start up

packages for various commodities U.S. Pipe & Foundry, Industrial.

(conduit, equipment, terminations, etc.) Maintenance,7/72 449
Performed Design Audit Reviews for
package development / field installations.4

s Responsible for Service Water, Primary
t

Page 2
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CONFLlCT OF INTEREST STATEMENT
i

,

| MILLSTONE Mdependent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

bwnn t. Lu rsJ .5+w i los t'
; Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer
,

I. My participation in the Millstone Unit .$ ICAVP (( ) does (f does noll involve situations or |
relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that i Will be

!
j reviewing and 'l (( ) have (d do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my

work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. (f i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any;

j ofits predecessors,
i

j () I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
j the employment.)

2. (f I have not previously provided design or engineenng services to NNECO for the subject
i Millstone unrt as a contractor or a subcontractor.
J

f () I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
j unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. h I have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
j Offsite Revow Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
i appearance of a conflict of interest,
a

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the;

|- appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4 N | have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone untt's archrtect-engineer (AE)
{ f % 4c - a4 /.10), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor ( / A 4 . luut

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.
r.

! () I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),

! the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
! associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
j employment.)
:

! 5. N 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
[ funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the

:

| NSSS vendor ( ). '

t ,

} ( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial Interests (stocks, bonds, mutual |
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the |i

NSSS vendor ( ).

;

1 of 2 Enclosure 3

|
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% ERIN lhigmeermg and Research, Inc.
i

;a Ronald L. l'antz, P.E.v; WORK EXPERIENCE SuhlbfARl'

Senior Engineer Flfleen (13) pars of esperience in engtneering and on.sste pngect
suppo,t. prow,ded cn.a Enxineenn, support on.sa, du,ing au
outages at Cooper Nuclear Station from 1984 to 1993. Project
support included estensive upfront field research, detatted
enginecnny analysis, modifcution padage development, and active
peld support of project impIrmentation. Primary enginernng
expertise is in seismic analysis with deladed expenence in CNS C&lR
and Technscal Specification requirementsfor structural components.
KnowledgeaMe in piping analysts, B31.1. AMIE popong codes and
AISC structuralsteel codes.

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Senior Cnil Engmccr - currently assigned to Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS)
CivilStructural Dcstyn

f3rowmille, NE assisting NPPD's Design Engineering Dept in the area of
o

civil discipline design issues.
Sciunic Studies and Analyseso

As a Senior Cnil Engineer at Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD), Mr

Conduit Support Design Yante assisted in many significant projects relating to the design of NPPD'so
Cooper Nuclear Station in Brownville, NE. liighlights of the projects are
provided in the following.

o Mol' Design Review
Control Room Design Review. Performed limte element analysis of control

(o)o A,ca.rnse Gualification room panel modifications using STRUDL and th1 AGES 4D Resiewed.

analysis submitted by consultants. Performed analysis for majont) of
routing and new installations for this project Provided extensise field
engineering support.

SGT Seismic Upgrade of SGT Ductwork. Control Room HVAC ductwork
scismic qualification. Reviewed consultant analysis of seismic qualification
work for existing SGT ductwork. Assisted infield research for proposed
modifications and in development of documentation package. Provided
extensive field support and resolution ofinstallation problems.

EDUCA T/ON CNS MOV Project. Reviewed qualification analysis of MOV's. Provided
field support for valve removal and re-installation, which invohed location

/f,S., Civil Engineering . and analysis of rig points and procedures.

University of Nebraska l.incoln -
l982 Provided the civil support for numerous smaller projects at CNS including:

conduit routing with analysis of new and existing supports, seisnue
SErl'R/T)'C/ EARANCE qualification of electncal components by both test report review and by

analysis, scismic qualification of piping and piping support using ADLPIPE,

U.S. Cidure and resolution of seismic qualification concerns raised by CNS engmeets

/./CENSEN/RE6/ST/bt T/ONS/ hir. Yantz has experience communicating with NRC personnel during audit
reviews wh re seismic qu stions were raised, as well as presentations during

PROFESS /OMtI. SOC /ET/ES the detailed Structural Audit.

Professiona/ Engineer - Nebraska As a Civil Engineet, Mr. Yantz was assigned to the Transmission Design
Group where he performed finite element analysis of lattice steel towers'j ] PUffl./CA T/ONS using STRUDL Descloped computer programs for engmeering use.

O Performed foundation design and provided field support for transmission
Arallable Upon Request line installation and conductor repair.
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CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE . Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

| I?o m /I L. % h Sa /rxin/APA In.
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer;

My participation in the Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP (( ) does M does not] involve ertuations or3

j telationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that | Will be
j reviewing and 1 [( ) have M do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my :

work on the ICAVP. In addition
|

} 1. M i have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
i of its predecessors.
)

I () I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors, (State the nature of
| the employment.)
i

1 2. M i have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
! Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.
;

'() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
'

unit as a contractor or a subcontractor,

j 3. M i have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
: Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
! appearance of a conflict of interest,
i

) ( ) I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
j appearance of a confIlct of interest,
t

! 4. M i have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
I nw + W.41/nM, thp nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (Umr/>a.4=4,;

j or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millslone unit.
i

} () I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),

{ the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
i associated wlth design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the

! employment.)
!

! 5. W I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual

! funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the

NSSS vendor I 1j
l ( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
I funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the

NSSS vendor ( ),
2

i
! 1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Roomld L. h ft S*| /EREN/APA, sn.
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

j 6. M Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the sut> ject Millstone unit's AE |i (- ), or the NSSS venoor ( ) associated with -
| design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

!

| () Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
a f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
| design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.) ,

)
) 7. W My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
i Millstone unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( ).

j in a management capacity, !
!

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone !
|

unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
| management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.) .

! 8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value contingent
! upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject >

| Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances, i

! (x)NO ( ) YES. Explain.

[ :

9. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

;

i

j (X)No ( ) YES. Explain.

I
s

Are you aware of anything that might create a poroshion that you would not act with objectMty i

| 10.
! In performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's

| |CAVP7 if yes, provide a detailed desonption of the circumstances.

| (X)NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
; -

!

i

! I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and concet tothe best of my

! kr.c;if-;; and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performanos of the
ICAVP for the subject Milletone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes.;

I 8 SEP7' /997

L O =M A M
'

'a a - ' ' a-
,

| in m amas sammam. = wm *mnpierer is conseved w mean enr num ot nonymani, en emes. m e onesaw, or se e |
! eubconesmer. The tonn 'Immeeste family' includes the intemswee's eMeen. etapahnten, spouse, pomnte. emppmente, i

manorm, talherw, twomerNMew, enterNMew. or any person IMng wah the interwowee. 1'

i

l !
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DON R. BUCCl, JR.
Senior Engineer
Operations & Maintenance Support Senices

;

EDUCATION Engineering, Operations, and WP&OM,

personnel as required, to determine
ANSI Level 11 or ill Test Director Certifiable casual factors.
MS Nuclear Engineering, Mississippi State
Un:versity, May 1979 Public Service Electric & Gase

Salem 1 & 2,1100 MWe, and Hope
: BS Nuclear Engineering, Mississippi State Creek 1100 MWe
; University, May 1977 Assigned various tasks to assist utility in
; the reduction of various engineering

PROFICIENCIES issues including drawing discrepancies,
obsolete parts replacement, equivalent

Startup & Test Engineer parts use, documentation mismatches.
Systems Engineering - Also performed or directed walkdowns
Outage Support to verity installation status of design
Post Modification Testing (PMT) changes. (10/95 present)
Flush Procedure Preparation and Conduct

; q Component Testing Haliburton NUS Corporaticne

Q Test Procedure Preparation and Conduct Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,1100 MWE
| (Startup and PMT) Startup and Test, Unit 1

Q List Engineering Evaluation (Browns Startup System Engineer
i Ferry) Assigned Systems include Auxiliary,

Test Results Package Preparation through Reactor, and Turbine Building Cranesi

Closure Resolution of Backlog items and Holsts; Fuel Handling Systems and,
'

(Salem & Hope Creek) Tools, High Pressure Fire Protection
System, Station Drainage, and Boric

EXPERIENCE Acid Subsystem. Performed
preoperational tests for the Fuel.

His experience includes: Transfer System, Refueling Machine,
Fuel handling Tools, Boric Acidi

| e Northeast Utilities Subsystem ad High Pressure Fire
Millstone Unit 2 Protection System. Assistotiin,

Assigned to Unit 2 Work Planning and preparation of the Waste Gas Disposal
,

Outage Management (WP&OM) to System preoprational test instructions. |
,

; resolve backlogged Adverse Condition Assisted plant system engineering
|Reports (ACR's). Subject mattar section with Sampling System from |

included both techni:al and tumover to ownership. Assigned to
administrative issues. Prepared prepare and conduct technical
corrective action plans, conducted instrv:tions for Primary Coolant
interviews, and performed casual Extemal Leakage (Nureg 0737, item
factors analyr.as as needed to close Ill. D.1.1.). (3/95 - 10/95)

O assigned ACP's. Interfscedwith
Design, Maintenance, Systems
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; DON R. BUCCl, |R.
Senior Engineer
Operations & Maintenance Support Serdces

Haliburton NUS Corporation United Energy Service Corporation. .
'

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,1100 MWe Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,1100 MWe
BOP Section, Startup and Test, Unit 1 Startup System Engineer assigned to,

Startup System Engineer Flush Section. Duties included Flush
; Assigned systems included Main procedure preparation, coordination of

Steam, Condensate, Generator Cooling field work and flush modifications,a

Systems, and Secondary Engineer for directed flush plans at responsible
Feedwater/Feedwater Control Syr. toms, start up engineer. Assigned systems
Foliced system status on a daily basis including Fire Protection, Main Turbine
to tuinover including walkdowns, Lube Oil, Seal Oil, Electro Hydraulic

'
inspections, coordination of component Control, Primary Water, and Stator
tests, resolution of pre-op test Cooling Water Systems. Coordinated
deficiencies, preparation of system and inspected Reactor Vessel, Upper
operating procedures, repair of system and Lower Intemals, Hot and Cold Leg,

equipment and retum to service. Piping, Steam Generator Channels and
Prepared test results packages for Flushed Bottom Mounted Instrument
assigned systems including resolution Tubing. (12/92 3/94)

'O of review comments and final
approvals. Prepared test packages to e Bechtel
retest systems as needed to resolve Comanche Peak Unit 2 Start up, NSSS

; open or failed prior tests. Prepared Group,1100 MWe
system tumover packages for assigned System Test Engineer (STE)
systems. (6/94 2/95) Responsible for Fuel Transfer System,

Refueling Machine, Fuel Handling Tools
United Energy Services Corporation and Fixtures, Vessel Servicing.

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant,1100 MWE Equipment; Boron Thermal
i BOP Section, Startup and Test, Unit 1 Regeneration System, Coron Addition

Mechanical Engineer and Control, and Boron Recycle
Assigned systems include condensate System. Acted as backup STE for the

'

and Generator Cooling Systems. Acted Chemical and Volume Control System.
as Test Directory for the Main Steam Prepared instructions for assigned,

Isolation Valves, Steam Generator systems. Prepared flush procedures for
Power Operated Relief and Turbine assigned systems. Conducted pre-up
Bypass Valves, Stator coil Water test and flush procedures for assigned
System, and Primary Sampling System systems. Duties included authorization
Tests. Initiated and authorized various of construction work on assigned
work activities to allow system start up systems, prepared start up work

,

testing; review and/or correct assigned packages as needed to correct system l
system pre-operat!onal test instructions, and (,omponent deficiencies. (2/91 - |

(3/94 6/94) 12/g2)
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DON R. RUCCl, JR.
Senior Ingineer

; Operations & Maintenance Support Serdces

1

Entergy Established membership of Joint Test.

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, P&SE Group and served as RTP
'

System Engineering 1300 MWe representative. (12/86 12/87)
'

System Engineer
Responsible for Standby Liquid Control, TVA.

| Selsmic Instrumentation, Fuel Handling BFNP,1100 MWe
Area Ventilation, Standby Gas Manager Post Modification Testa

Treatment System. During RF04 Developed adm!nistrative program and
covered daily status of additional supervised PMT personnel. Developed
system Heater, Vents and Drains, section budget, drafted contract4

Moisture Separator and Reheater, and proposals for staff augmentation,
Seal Steam. Made inspections of selected contract and direct employees
Hester Drain Tank for steam erosion ac needed. Attended outage meetings
and acted as RSE for various valve to represent section and coordinate
inspections as needed to support the section activities. (7/84 11/86)
outage. Followed status of assigned

O design changes; specified, performed, TVAe

or verified retests for same; prepared BFNP,1100 MWe
I change notices as needed to support Nuclear Engineer, PMT Section.

the outage. (7/90 1/91) Prepared testinstructions and
conducted tests for the Unit 1,

; * TVA Condensate Domineralizer Alr Surge
Crowns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFNP), Backwash and Containment Hi RANGE
Nuclear Engineering,1100 MWe Radiation Monitors; finished test
Principal and Lead Nuclear Engineer, conduct and test closure packages for4

Responsible for the development, the Low Level Red-Weste Facility; on
control maintenance, and revision of the loan to Watts Bar Pre-op Test Staff to
Q-List. Developed contract proposals conduct Unit 1 Shield Building
and supervised direct and contract inleakage Rate and Emergency Gas
personnel for Q-Ust capitel project. Treatment System (EGTS) Functionals
Performed Q List evaluations as (3/84 6/84)
needed to support daily engineering!

maintenance, and procurement U.S Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

activities. (12/87 8/90) Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards,

'

. TVA Staff Engineer.
BFNP,1100 MWo. Interim Manager for Projects included Class 9 Accidents,

,

Restart Test Program (RTP) Reactor Fuels, industry Degraded Core |

Developed administrative program and Rule making effort, Watts Bar Nuclear
supervised RTP personnel. Also and Waterford 3 Nuclear Plants. Duties
served at RTP Balance of Plant and for these projects were following project
Electrical Systems supervisor, licensing activities, OL meetings, NRR lN'

Page 4
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C) DON R. BUCCl, |R.

; Senior Engineer
Operations & Maintenance Support Senices

|

actions, and providing input to
subcommittee chairman for assigned
projects. (1/82 3/83)

e TVA
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant,1100 MWe
Unit 2 Pre-op Test Staff>

Nuclear Engineer
Test engineer responsible for testing

! Main Steam and Main Feedwater
Systems, in Core Thermocouples and
RTD Cross Calibration. Pressurizer
Relief Tank, and EGTS Functionals and
Shield Building Inleakage Rate TEST.
Participated in Hot Functionals.
Assisted in test conducted for Ice
Condenser pre up test. (10/801/82)

Westinghouse Hanford' e

Advanced Concepts Nuclear Engineer
Performed computer calculations to
determine calculation worth of spent fuel
from Tarapur Nuclear Plant (!ndia);
performed studies of US and world
consumption of uranium.

.

l
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CONFLICT OF.lNTEREST STATEMENT
}
j MILLSTONE . Independer t Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

Otw A hvM! M .5h/GkAM' f LWAjW
j Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer '

'I

My participation in the Millstone Unit 1|CAVP (() does does notlinvolve artuations or
. relationships in which I had clirect previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be i

{ review ng and1 [() have Wdo not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my ;
; work on the ICAVP. In addition >

.

)

i 1. () I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any i

: of its predecessors. '
,

4

[have been previously pl ed b NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of |
i the employment.) A O*'WV d'Y6/MGW k' CAM <dcq /WC.

^

b O'W
vio$hovded des &fac$ $|n"oYhYign or engineenng services to NNkCb for the subjectff,2. (#1 have not pre,$$V

"'
i t
? Mil | stone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor. *

() I have previously provided design or engineenng services to NNECO for the subject Millstone,
,

| unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, ete ) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create thei

appearance of a conflict ofinterest.
,

; () I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
j appearance of a conflict of interest.

[have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unrt's architect engineer (AE)! 4
j ( % ic - a4 z.h), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (/vi-, A . AwA,
i or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.
|
| () I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
j the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
! associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
i employment.)

5. , and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
^

funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the ;

N8SS vendor ( ).
*

L

l ( ) I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
j funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),orthe
: NSSS vendor ( ).
j
.

I 1 of 2 Enclosure 3

i
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h,U A hBl 'A &(,t Air' LvNOf
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6 hembers of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated wrth

design or construction of the subject Millstone untt.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone untt's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unrt. (State the nature of the employment.)

7 QAfy close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )
in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
untt's AE I .), or the NSSS vendor ( ) in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been premised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the posrtion you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

( ) YES, Explain.

9. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection

,

wrth the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances, |

( ) YES. Explain.

10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's i

ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances. |

( ) Yes. Explain.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my |

knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the

for the subject Millstone unit, I will inform the NRC of those changes W97
IC4

R /5W % Wno
() Signature Dat6

'

in the tbove statements, the term 'employe( la construed to mean any form of employment. either droct. as a contrador, or as a
sutcritr.ctrs. The term 'immediate famdy* lt ciudes the interywwoe's ctundron, steperundron, spouse, parents, stopparents,
mother eMaw father-en-law, brothers-4 Maw, sistets 4 Mew, or any perton IMng wth the interviewee.

|

2 of 2 i
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Proposed Consultant

Consultant's Employer

! 6. (d Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone un#t's AEI

i ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated withj design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. ,

'

t
!

| () Members of my immediate famiy are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
i f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with !

,

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)
{

7. (d My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
, Millstone unit's AE I ), or the NSSS vendor ( )

| In a management capactty.
i :

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstonei

j unit's AE I 1, or the NSSS vendor ( iln a
j management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.) '

!

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
! upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
] Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances,
. r

O <d ~o <>v==. '>.

!

i g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
yt,ur ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection

j with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

(/)NO ( ) YES. Explain.
'.,j
i

! 10. Are you aware of anything that might create a perception that you would not act with objectivity
j in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
i ICAVP? If yes, provide a detailed description of the circ'amstances.

; (/)No .( ) Yes. Explain,
j

'
.

.

|

1 i certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my
; krc;/:%= and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
; ICAVP for u Millst ne unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

fn. 9' 6 -0: cf ,6 > s ost.

in sie eso. omismene m i emsicies ===u no mean any e m et.m ierm.ni. .e area. = a eneemer. = = a
susconsector. The term 'immeente famey' inclueen M interviewee's children, stopchedron, spouse, parents. elopperente,

; momr-vWow, festerwrWow, breetersgrWow, sietenNrWow, or any person IMng wei eie interwowee.

!
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1 v JOHN PARKER

'

SENIOR HVAC PROJECT ENGINEER

i

EDUCATION MULLINS & ASSOCIATES ENGINEERS /
j Michigan Technical University / Contracted to ALbott Laboratories,*

Houghton, M1 Abbott Park, Illinois 1992 1995
Mechanical Engineering

LEAD CITE ENGINEER Coordinate construction.

RESPONSIBILITIES and installation a;tivities at three facilities,!

including a,4 story building with a full lower level,
Mr. Paiker is responsible for the engineering and 350-seat conference center and 3 floors of office

'

j design of heating, ventilating, and air condit;oning space, bio hazard ' clean room" research facility
(HVAC) systems for electric generating stations, and a research and manufacturing facility.
Activities include preparation of conceptual Oversee allinspection and construction activities,

system design, design enteria, design ensuring compliance with specification.
'

calculations, and technical requirements for Supervise engineers and technicians. Write bid
j specifications, specifications; solicit, review and award contracts.
j Review engineering documents for feasibility and

EXPERIENCE cost efficiencies; complete field design and
approve modifications.

Mr. Parker has more than 20 years of experience

Q in the design and installation of HVAC systems. ECOLAB. INCORPORATED /,

His experience prior to joining Sargent & Lundy Joliet, Illinois 1989 1992.

includes:
SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER + Responsible for

CENTEON Wormeriv Armour Pharmaceutical)/ managing projects between coordinate facility
Kankakee, Illinois 1995 1997 maintenance. Oversee the installation of new

capital equipment; coordinate contractors and
SENIOR PROJECT ENGINEER Responsible for employees; prioritize and schedule projects
managing capital, expense and lease projects around production needs. Develop and manage<

from concept to completion, including budgets for preventive maintenance, fuel and
; determination of parameters, design, preparation Power procurement, manpower and capital

of specifications, appropriation requisitions, expenditums. Supervise contractors, tradesmen,
i scheduling, procurement, construction, technicians and maintenance personnel; oversee

installation and start up throughout the Kankakee design, installation and start up of equiptre: t;
i facility. Act as liaison between production, implement new equipment and workflow designs

maintenance, 10/00, validation and quality to increase productivity. Monitor plant for
control to manage project goals, compliance with OSHA and EPA regulations.,

Extensive experience in managing plant SELECT INSULATION COMPANYI
infrastructure projects utilizing expertise in South Holland, Illinois 1987 1989
electrical distnbution systems, multi ton
chillers /condensors/ compressors, building and OFFICE MANAGER / PROJECT COORDINATOR -
piping systems, cooling towers as well as plant Responsible for the coordination of commercial,

i compressed air systems. industrial and residentialinsulation of piping and
ductwork. Meet with customer, ascertain needs
and prepare estimates. Negotiate contracts and

Page1
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JOHN PARKER
'

SENIOR HVAC PROJECT ENGINEER

order materials. Schedule employees, provide purchasing. Selected contractors, oversaw
on-site supervision. Monitor work in progress for cons *ruction and start-up. Developed budgets for
compliance with contract and quality standards. fuel and power, capital aqnd maintenance, safety,
Oversee office personnel; insure billing, payroll environmental and quality,
ar'd taxes are complete accurately and in a timely
fashion. FLUID ENGINEER, CORPORATE ENGINEER,

Lancaster, Pennsylvania Managed projects
WINDSOR MECHANICAL) involving HVAC, refrigeration, fluid flow, heat
Calumet Park, Illinois 1985 1987 transfer, combustion systems, piping, pumping

and energy conservation at any of the 35
MECHANICAL ENGINEER / PROJECT MANAGER worldwide corporate locations.

Estimated and msnaged projects involving the
design and implementation of heating, ventilation GIBSON REFRIGERATIONI
and air conditioning systems. Designed HVAC, Greenville, Michigan 1970 1973
process piping and refrigeration systems for
commercial, industrial and institutional customers. ENGINEERING LAB TECHNICIAN
Handled all project phases, including purchasing,
expediting, installation, start up and project close- UNITED STATED AIR FORCE

/m out. Responsibilities included negotiations, initial MILITARY GRADE SERGEANT -
'

b layouts, equipment specifications and selection. E4, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

THOM AS BAIRD & SONI
Kankakee, lllinois 1984 1985

MECHANICAL ENGINEER / ESTIMATOR -

Managed all aspects of HVAC contracting
business from sales, service, design, installation

| and estimating. Responsible for contracting, and
coordination other contractors, contractor
associations, engineers, architects, building
owners and sales people, Scheduled craftsmen
for construction and service.

AP.MSTRONG WORLD INDUSTRIES
| Kankakee, Illinois 1976 1983

PLANT PROJECT ENGINEER - Managed project
involving equipt.1ent and facility upgrades
throughout the plant. This involved the
processing and packaging areas as well as the
builc"ng. Prepared project reports, P & ID
layouts, scheduling, estimating project costs and
financial analysis. Interfaced with vendors on bid

r' evaluatians and equipment selection an
d

Page 2
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CONFLICT.0F INTEREST STATEMENT

I MILLSTONE - Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

DHQ AGMEQ_ b?L
Proposea Consultant Consultant's Employer;

! My participation in the Millstone Unit 3_ lCAVP (( ) does ) does notj involve situations or
! relationships in whicli i had direct previous involvement wi activities at the plant that I will be

reviewing alid | [( ) have ( ) do not have] conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

| 1. $)dhave not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

;

; () I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
j the employment.)

2. WIhave not previously provided design or engineenng services to NNECO for the subject
! Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.
:

| () I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone

O " " ' ' ' ' ' * " ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' " ' * " ' ' ' ' ' ' -

3. Mhave no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Committee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

. () I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. 6)'1 have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect-engineer (AE)
( nw - R4 k4 r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (144 lum,.

'

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),,

the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors'

i associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State themature of the
employment.).

5. tgi, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutualI

funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ), or the.

NSSS vendor ( ).
<

() I, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE I ),orthe<

df.- NSSS vendor ( ).
,

1 of 2 Enclosure 3;
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Propossa Consultant

Consultant's Employer

6. [ Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO. the subject Millstone unN's AE
f ), or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone u'ut.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7.1/My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Mastone unit's AE f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ),

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unst's AE f ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
manegc, . .at capacity (State the nature of the amployment.)

8. Have you been promised any .dditional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection wnh the subject
Mastone unit ICAVP7_ If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

O ( ) YES, Explain.

g Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

VdNO ( ) YES, Explain.

Are you aware of anything that might create a percehlon that you would not aci with objectivity10.

in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances,

P7NO ( ) Yes. Explain. .

.

I certify that the statements i have made on this form are true, complete, and conect tote best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for the s Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

3%1- 9'IGB7
O Sioasiojr

~ -

oste

in se esom seemeras. ine esem * employer is conevues to mean any form of emimment, esiner most es e sweemor, or en a
subconvenor. Tim term 'immeeste femer* inauses the intennewee's onmren, stoponiseren, spouse, pawns, suppereme,
maner*4sw, seiner aew, twomereciew, setero*4ew, or any pe. son w6ng wan ine vnennewee.
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7""' MATTHEW P. SPEER'

ENGINEER 2.

'

t

4

; EDUCATION maintenance, record keeping, and initiation of
new program developments.

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY,
,

. *

i Clemson, South Carolina Designed sample methods for on-line+

|_ Master of Science in Environmental charactenzation of gaseous emissions by gas
' Systems Engineering, December 1996 chromatography and chemiluminescent

BOSTON UNIVERSITY,+

i Boston, Massachusetts National Aeronautics and Space
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Administration Lewis Research Center,

| Engineering, May 1994 Cleveland, Ohio
;

EXPERIENCE Primary Contractor Ohio Aerospace institute,

! (OAl)
j His experience also includes:
; Office of Environmental Proarams

Department of Energy - Savannah River Site, May 1994 January 1995,

;
. Aiken, South Carolina'

Assessed noise control problem areas. Detyned
i Primary Contractor Oak Ridge institute for and implemented structural noise abatement
!

Science and Education (ORISE) contro|s resulting in lower workplace noise
!

abatement controls resulting in lower workplace
i Savannah River Technoloov Center- noise levels.
, Vitrification Technolow Section
' Developed a mathematical model to track

November 1996 - Present asbestos removed and remaining at the Center to
maintain compliance with environmental,

j Technical coordinator between Savannah regulatory agencies,+

River Technology Center and Clemsoni

| Environment 61 Technology Laboratory to Office of Mission Safety and Assurance
; procure, install, and prove a resistance type
i bushing melter for plutonium immobilization in Revised the stock catalog in accordance wit
, glass. ASME standards for pipe and tube fittings to
i

ensure sitewide awareness of safe allowable
Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina working pressures.
Department of Energy / Industrial Laboratory for

| Vitrification Research Microoravity Combustion Branen

January 1995 October 1996 Conducted an experimental study of sin,)le fuel
droplets buming in a simulhted microgravity

Managed the DC are melter program for environment. Results of this research were used+
1

1 . vitrification of hazardous and radioactive to develop a model for the design of future space
! wastes. Respon:iibilities included operation, shuttle experiments.

O-
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7 MA1 THEW P. SPEER
V

'

ENGINEER 2.

j Zunich and Associates, North Ridgeville, Ohio PUBLICATIONS AND MAJOR WORKS
Summer 1991

'
Speer, M.P. - Gaseous Emissions from a

i Served as financial coordinator for a Graphite Electrode DC Arc Molter A thesis
condominium project which included cost presented to the Graduate School of Clemson,

1 analysis; assessment, organization, and University, Clemson, SC,1996.
j monitoring of cash flow.

Speer, M.P., Cash, D.M., Griner, S.J., Erich, D.L.,1

Floor and Associates, North Ridgeville, Ohio Overcamp, T.J. " Vitrification of Hazardous and
Summers 19881990 Radioactive Wastes in a DC Arc Molter".

Conference proceedings from the 89th Anrwat
j Conducted land surveys to gather data used in Meeting of the Air and Waste Manapment

zoning and construction for private and Association Conference, Nashville, TN,1996,
commercial use.

Enrich, D.L., Overcamp, T.J., Speer, M.P., Cash,
i PRESENTATION D.M., Griner, S.J. Erich, D.L., Overcamp, T.J. -

" Vitrification of Hazardous and Radioactive
" Gaseous Emissions from a Graphite Electrods Wastes in a DC Arc Melter" Conference
DC Arc Molter- Proceedings from the 89th Annual Meeting of the
A thesis defense presented to the Department of Air and Waste Management Association4

i
Environmental Systems Engineering, Clemson Conference, Nashville, TN,1996.
University, Clemson, SC,1996.

'
" Vitrification of Hazardous and Radioactive D.M., Griner. S.J. " Final Report o High-

1.
Westes in a DC Arc Melter- Temperature Vitrification Formulation
Presented at the 89th Annual Meeting of the Air Demonstration for Savannah River Site
and Waste Management Association Conference, Cantaminated Soils" Delivered for SCUREF Task
Nashville, TN,1996. Order 192,1996.

"Trackina Work Flow Throuah the Office of Compton, K.L., Sedgwick, D.A., Speer, M P. -
Environmental Proarams" " Community Acceptance of Low-Level
Presented to the staff of the Office of Radioactive Waste Facilities: The impact of
Environmental Programs, NASA Lewis Research Institutions and Attitudes" Prepared for Clemson
Center, Cleveland, OH,1994. University, SOC 892, Environmental Sociology,

1996.
*Microaravity Droolet Combustion Experiment"
Presented at the NASA Lewis Research Center. Speer, M.P. - " Low Level Radioactive Waste
Ohio Aerospace Institute annual student Management: Risk and Risk Perceptions"
presentation competition, NASA Lewis Research Prepared for Clemson University, ESE 884,
Center, Cleveland, OH,1992. Environmental Policy,1996.

Speer, M.P. - " Variability of Radioacarcinogenic,

! Risk Models at Low Dose" Prepared for Clemson
! O
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| University, ESE 610, Environmental Radiation
: Protection,1995.

'
,

J

| Speer, M.P. ~ *Microgravity Droplet Combustion
1 Expeilment' Apogee, NASA Lewis Research
j Center Ohio Aerospace Institute,1992, i
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CONFLICT-OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Corrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

habw Luykneer Ned
Proposea Consultant ' Consutterjt's Employer C
My participation in tu Millstone Unit 3 ICAVP [( ) does doss not] involve situations or
relationships in which I haq direct previous involvement vit activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and | [( ) heve 1% do not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
).Jrk on the ICAVP. In addition

1, k I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
of Ms predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO cr some ofits predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

2. { l have not previously provided design or engineenng services to NNECO for the subject
Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Millstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. Q l have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Commrttee, etc.) with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unrt that may create the
appearance of a conflict ofinterest.

4. .N I have rmt been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE) y
She + x4 Ar4 r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (M-u4 + /wd,(

ypr any of their predecessqrs associated with design or construction of the subjget Millstone ur,lt.bufA9eed ed Cov\NM d W6 E s e - b)a Mc.h MVCF Sh() I have been previously employed by the su% ject Millstone unit's AE (b ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State thensture of the
employment.)

5. 1, and my immediate family, do not own or control financial interests (stopks, bpnds, mutual
funds, etc.)in NNEQO,}he su joct Millstone unit's AE I MAe i W cWkri, or the
NSSS vendor ( WI eWit v, w e- ).

y

() I, or a member of my immediste family, own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.)in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the

O NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
*
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Proposed Consultarit
Consultatis Employer

6. Mep, rs of my imrned{a_te family are not emploaa y ECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f_ w 4 % AW, or the NSSS vendor ( WM W b *e

i assoc'ated with.

design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. G

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( ) associated with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7. My close relatives (a t on sins) are not employed by N O.,
i

Millstone unit's AE e t N, or the NSSS vendor I e 'e a ci
in a management capacity. (

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unst's AE f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you boon promised any additional compensation, reward or anything of value, contingent
upon the podion you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit IC/NP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( ) YES. Explain,

g. Do you know of any reason, whether c.r not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

,

NO ( ) YG. Explain.

Are you aware of anything that might create a percehion that you would ne act with objectivity10.

in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed description of the circumstances.

NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

.

'

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct tothe best of my

knowledge and)hbject Millf the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of theICAVP fwthe s ne unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

S Q-IL - 4 9--o =eatum
wt

- r oste
i

in m awe esemnes, em isem emowrer is enneves a mean any enm or un,a es.r ema. m e emesar or se e
subconmemor. The term 'immeeste femdy' includes m intemowee's children, steconddren, spouse, parente, esopperente,
momer eMew, fumer endow, tweeterNndow, emerMndow er any pereen IMng with eir,intemewee.

. -
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STEVEN M. D'AMDROS10
Transmission & Distribution
Drafter 2 -

EDUCATION

Associates, Engineenng, College of DuPage

Electrical Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology

PROFICIENCIES

More than 10 years of diversified electrical / electronic

experience in industrial controls, circuit design, and
automation. Application specific circuit design
including prototype and debug. Extensive
background in control system design and real time
machine control using A B, Omron, and Square D
PLC's.

EXPERIENCE

His experienceindedes:

Coat t als Engineer (4/95-Present) . R'esponsible foro clece w w-~isd+ + t-
integratiMu: en nbly, mcnufacturing, and robotic
applicatics M J.-5s project budgets and
equipment BOM. Deve. lops panellayouts, power
requirement analysis, timing diagrams, etc.
Coordinated the engineering efforts for gantry system
used in machine loading applications. Supenised the
metrical construction during machine build.+

Electronics Eti,ineer (2/93-3/95) - Designed and
prototyped apr 4 cation specific circuits for product
testing during production, sensor interfacing, and'

laboratory testing applications. Spearheaded the
development of a servo positioner for automating an
inctlicient manufacturmg process. Specified,
purchased, and installed complete data acquisition
systems for use in product development.

Plant Engineer (6/83-12/92) - Responsibilities
included some project management, contractor
coordination, specification development and
equipment acceptance. Brought centralized pre-
conditioned air and 400Hz ground power systems to

O American Airline's concourse during renovation.

Page1
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CONFLICT-OF INTEREST STATEMENT

MILLSTONE Independent Cerrective Action Venfication Program (ICAVP)

54VEN bNAkfdoyo SN
Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

My participation in the Millstone Unit 7 CAVP [( ) does M does not] involve situations orI

relationships in which I had direct previous involvement with activities at the plant that I will be
reviewing and I [() have Mdo not have) conflicting roles that might bias my judgment in relation to my
work on the ICAVP. In addition

1. )(' I have not been previously employed by Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) or any
ofits predecessors.

() I have been previously employed by NNECO or some of its predecessors. (State the nature of
the employment.)

p 2. )( l have not previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject
} Millstone unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.
N

() I have previously provided design or engineering services to NNECO for the subject Mmstone
unit as a contractor or a subcontractor.

3. M i have no other business relations (member of NNECO's Board of Directors, member of an
Offsite Review Commrttee, etc.) with NNECO for tLe subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

~

() I have other business relations with NNECO for the subject Millstone unit that may create the
appearance of a conflict of interest.

4. X l have not been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's architect engineer (AE)
Ne - Ne /.2 4 r), the nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) vendor (/v6 4 .. Am A,(

or any of their predecessors associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit.

() I have been previously employed by the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ),
the NSSS vendor ( ), or one or more of their predecessors
associated with design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the
employment.)

5. # I, and my immediate family, do not own or control financialinterests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the
NSSS vendor ( ).

( ) 1, or a member of my immediate family, own or control financial interests (stocks, bonds, mutual
funds, etc.) in NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the

Q NSSS vendor ( ).

1 of 2 Enclosure 3
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Proposed Consultant Consultant's Employer

6. K Members of my immediate family are not employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f ), or the NSSS vender ( ) associated with

design or construction of the subject Mlilstone unit.

() Members of my immediate family are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone unit's AE
f 1, or the NSSS vendor ( i ===aci=M with
design or construction of the subject Millstone unit. (State the nature of the employment.)

7 % My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are not employed by NNECO, the subject
Millstone unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( ),

in a management capacity.

() My close relatives (aunts, uncles, first cousins) are employed by NNECO, the subject Millstone
unit's AE ( ), or the NSSS vendor ( )in a
management capacity. (State the nature of the employment.)

8. Have you been promised any additional compensation, reward or anyth!ng of value, w....went
upon the position you take on any issue being considered by you in connection with the subject
Millstone unit ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

O xNo ( ) YES. Expiain.

g. Do you know of any reason, whether or not inquired about in this questionnaire, that would affect
your ability to be completely objective in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection
with the subject Millstone unit's ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

%NO ( )YES. Explain.

Are you aware of anything that might create a percehion that you would not act with objecthnty10.

in performing any of the tasks assigned to you in connection with the subject Millstone unit's
ICAVP7 If yes, provide a detailed desenption of the circumstances.

% NO ( ) Yes. Explain.
.

I certify that the statements I have made on this form are true, complete, and correct to the best of my
knowledge and if the circumstances surrounding the responses change during performance of the
ICAVP for tne subject Millstone unit, I willinform the NRC of those changes.

/K 6%v
o =* ____ .. ~ . _ .,_..m _o~

fk k7
. .s-..-s-.-...-._..._..,. _._
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